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Created and developed in the summer of 2007, Future Considerations is hockey’s 
fastest growing prospects-based publication. 

But what is Future Considerations?

The new breed.

Sidney Crosby. Alexander Ovechkin. Evgeni Malkin. 

But the pipeline of tomorrow’s stars today does not end there. A new wave of hockey 
prospects is trickling into the forefront, grabbing attention for the game’s next gen-
eration.

Future Considerations was there when the New York Islanders made John Tavares 
the first overall pick in the 2008 NHL Entry Draft. FC saw Steven Stamkos selected by 
the Tampa Bay Lightning in 2009. With back-to-back first overall picks, Future Con-
siderations watched Taylor Hall and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins join the Edmonton Oilers.

What does the future have in store for the NHL?

masthead
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editor’s note

Welcome to Future Considerations 2012 NHL Draft Guide!

It’s not hard to get optimistic when it comes for the 2012 draft class.

While it’s been a difficult one to scout for the staff at FC, it’s been an incredibly enter-
taining one from a storyline standpoint. 

The sheer volume of injuries alone has made for one of those stories. From Alex Gal-
chenyuk and Morgan Rielly missing the majority of the season to the impact of the in-
juries faced by the likes of Nail Yakupov and Mikhail Grigorenko, injuries have played 
a key role.

But on a personal level, perhaps this year’s draft class holds a special place with FC. 
The 2012 class marks the fifth year Future Considerations has been in existence, and 
what a ride it has been. Starting from scratch, FC has grown in leaps and bounds over 
the last half-decade in our abilities to provide you with both the stories each year has 
to offer, as well as the scouting reports you’ve turned to us for. 

Starting in 2007, FC has grown from a dream into a staff of 18 scouts and a handful of 
writers who put in nothing but countless hours for the love of the game.

We take a great pride in what we do, and we feel it reflects in our product. 

We hope you feel the same.

Thank you for purchasing FC’s 2012 NHL Entry Draft Guide and making us your choice 
when it comes to information headquarters for the 2012 draft.

Enjoy the following pages of information gather by our scouts and writers through 
what has been both thousands of hours of work and a real labor of love.

Best Regards,

Aaron Vickers
Managing Editor
Future Considerations
www.futureconsiderations.ca
www.twitter.com/vickersfc
www.facebook.com/fchockey
www.youtube.com/futureconsiderations

EDITOR’S NOTE
By Aaron Vickers
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scouting director’s note

Welcome to Future Considerations 2012 NHL Draft Guide!

The NHL draft is the one day that brings hope to the fans of the 14 clubs that did not 
make the post season dance, as well as those dejected fans of the other 15 NHL fran-
chises that did make the playoffs but were not lucky enough to see their hockey he-
roes drink form the silver chalice that is Lord Stanley’s Cup. 

The draft also marks the pinnacle of an entire year’s work spent in rinks for hundreds 
of scouts in black jackets, most of whom have small NHL team logos embroidered on 
the chest for the team which they represent. These are the scouts who put in thou-
sands of man-hours driving to games, sleeping in hotels and sitting in the stands 
watching young men play a game that we all love. 

While it sounds exciting the mental strain and hard work it takes can be too much for 
some. I would like to thank Future Considerations staff of 18 dedicated scouts who 
have been a pleasure to work with this season.

Brian Huddle, Brian McGee, Claudia Fortier, Cody Nickolet, Daniel Chan, Dan Shrader, 
Igor Kraev, James Bradd, Jason MacIssac, Jeff McCarthy, Marcus Hultgren, Mark 
Farine, Matt Lafortune, Patrik Hall, Pavol Balaz, Randy Stoochnoff, Sean Lafortune 
and Zenon Herasymiuk have all done a great job providing game reports, input on 
rankings and various prospect updates throughout the year. There are also countless 
others behind the sense we need to thank, those who have made invaluable contribu-
tions over the season.

The 2012 NHL Entry Draft has been a bit of a roller coaster ride. Going back to last 
season, there was some strong optimism about the 2012 crop of prospects as a few 
high-end kids really put on a show and looked on the verge of really breaking out in 
their draft season.

Fast forward to August where the U18 and NHL Research & Development events 
showed this draft to have some good depth to go along with some of these high-end 
talents. 

That is about the time where the wheels started to fall off.

From these late summer tournaments those same depth prospects started slower 
than projected in their league play, holes started to appear in many strongly regarded 
prospects game and the much hullabaloo injury curse of 2012 started to take out a 
few of the higher end prospects.

It has been a chore for FC and many NHL scouts to get multi-views on all the high-
end guys that have suffered injury this year and to really dig deep into the depth of this 
draft. But we at FC feel as though all the hard work has paid off and can confidently 
say that this draft will eventually boast its fair share of NHL talent. 

So without further adieu, thank you for purchasing FC’s 2012 NHL Entry Draft Guide. 
Enjoy the following pages of information gather by our scouts and writers through 
what has been both thousands of hours of work and a real labor of love.

Best Regards,

Dan Stewart
Director of Scouting 

SCOUTING DIRECTOR’S NOTE
By Dan Stewart
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top 210 rankings

Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt /

1). RW Nail Yakupov, Sarnia, OHL, 5-10.5, 189
2). C Alex Galchenyuk, Sarnia, OHL, 6-1, 185
3). D Ryan Murray, Everett, WHL, 6-0.5, 200
4). C Mikhail Grigorenko, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-3, 200
5). LW Filip Forsberg, Leksand, Swe., 6-2, 180
6). D Jacob Trouba, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-2, 195
7). D Griffin Reinhart, Edmonton, WHL, 6-4, 205
8). RW Teuvo Teravainen, Jokerit Jr., Fin Jr., 5-11, 165
9). D Morgan Rielly, Moose Jaw, WHL, 5-11.5, 190
10). D Mathew Dumba, Red Deer, WHL, 5-11.5, 180
11). D Cody Ceci, Ottawa, OHL, 6-2.5, 210
12). RW Sebastian Collberg, Frolunda Jr., Swe Jr., 5-11, 175
13). C Radek Faksa, Kitchener, OHL, 6-3, 200
14). D Derrick Pouliot, Portland, WHL, 5-11, 185
15). D Hampus Lindholm, Rogle Jr., Swe Jr. 6-2, 195
16). RW Colton Sissons, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 190
17). LW Nicolas Kerdiles, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-1.5, 200
18). C Brendan Gaunce, Belleville, OHL, 6-2, 215
19). C Zemgus Girgensons, Dubuque, USHL, 6-1.5, 200
20). C Tomas Hertl, Slavia Praha, Czech Rep, 6-2, 195
21). G Andrei!Vasilevski, Ufa, MHL, 6’-3.5”, 205 
22). LW Pontus Aberg, Djurgarden, SEL., 5-11, 195
23). D Slater Koekkoek, Peterborough, OHL, 6-2, 185
24). D Ludvig Bystrom, Modo Jr., Swe Jr., 6-1, 205
25). G Oscar Dansk, Brynas Jr., Swe Jr., 6-2.5, 185
26). D Matt Finn, Guelph, OHL, 6-0, 195
27). D Olli Maatta, London, OHL, 6-1.5, 190
28). D Dalton Thrower, Saskatoon, WHL, 5-11.5, 190
29). G Malcolm Subban, Belleville, OHL, 6-1, 188
30). RW Tom Wilson, Plymouth, OHL, 6-4, 205
31). C Scott Laughton, Oshawa, OHL, 6-0, 180
32). RW Daniil Zharkov, Belleville, OHL, 6-3, 195
33). RW Martin Frk, Halifax, QMJHL, 5-11.5, 205
34). LW Stefan Matteau, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-1.5, 210
35). D Jake McCabe, U. of Wisconsin, WCHA, 6-0, 195
36). C Phil!Di Giuseppe, Michigan, CCHA, 6-0, 180
37). D Brady Skjei, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6’-3, 200
38). RW Cristoval Nieves, Kent, USHS, 6-3, 185
39). D Calle Andersson, Farjestad Jr., Swe Jr., 6-2, 205
40). D Damon Severson, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1.5, 200
41). G Matt Murray, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL, 6-4, 165
42). D Michael Matheson, Dubuque, USHL, 6-1, 180
43). LW Tanner Pearson, Barrie, OHL, 6-0, 200
44). C Mark Jankowski, Stanstead, USHS, 6-2, 170
45). C Henrik Samuelsson, Edmonton, WHL, 6-2, 195
46). RW Brian Hart, Phillips Exeter, USHS, 6-2, 215
47). D Jordan Schmaltz, Green Bay, USHL, 6-2, 180
48). LW Anton Slepyshev, Metallurg Novokuznetsk, KHL, 6-2, 185
49). C/LW Tim Bozon, Kamloops, WHL, 6-0.5, 180
50). D Patrick Sieloff, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-0, 200
51). LW Brady Vail, Windsor, OHL, 6-0.5, 190
52). LW Charles Hudon, Chicoutimi, QMJHL, 5-10, 170
53). G Joonas Korpisalo, Jokerit Jr., Fin Jr., 6-1.5, 165

Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt /

54). LW Coda Gordon, Swift Current, WHL, 6-0.5, 175
55). D Ville!Pokka, Karpat, SM-Liiga, 6-0, 195
56). LW Nikolai Prokhorkin, CSKA, MHL, 6-2.5, 190
57). RW Scott Kosmachuk, Guelph, OHL, 5-11.5, 185
58). D Mikko Vainonen, HIFK Jr., Fin Jr., 6-3, 205
59). RW Hunter Fejes, Shattuck St. Marys, USHS, 6-1, 190
60). D James Melindy, Moncton, QMJHL, 6-2.5, 190
61). C Jarrod Maidens, Owen Sound, OHL, 6-0.5, 180
62). D Dillon Fournier, Rouyn-Noranda, QMJHL, 6-2, 180
63). LW Emil Lundberg, Sodertalje, Swe., 6-3, 205
64). C Devin Shore, Whitby, OJHL, 6-0, 185
65). C Mike Winther, Prince Albert, WHL, 5-11, 175
66). D Cody Corbett, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 210
67). C Lukas Sutter, Saskatoon, WHL, 6-0.5, 210
68). RW Tomas Hyka, Gatineau, QMJHL, 5-11, 160
69). RW Branden Troock, Seattle, WHL, 6-2, 175
70). G Brandon Whitney, Victoriaville, QMJHL, 6-5, 190
71). D Brett Kulak, Vancouver, WHL, 6-0.5, 175
72). RW Sam Kurker, St. John’s Prep, USHS, 6-2, 200
73). D Adam Pelech, Erie, OHL, 6-2, 210
74). D Trevor Carrick, Mississauga, OHL, 6-1.5, 175
75). LW Nikita Gusev, CSKA, MHL, 5-9, 165
76). C Gemel Smith, Owen Sound, OHL, 5-10, 160
77). C Zach Stepan, Shattuck St. Marys, USHS, 6-0, 165
78). D Gianluca Curcuruto, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL, 6-0.5, 195
79). G Jon Gilles, Indiana, USHL, 6-4.5, 210
80). C/LW Andreas Athanasiou, London, OHL, 6-0, 175
81). D Esa Lindell, Jokerit Jr., Fin Jr., 6-3, 195
82). D Dylan Blujus, Brampton, OHL, 6-3, 195
83). D Christian Djoos, Brynas Jr., Swe. Jr., 5-11, 160
84). G Collin Olson, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-3.5, 195
85). LW Chandler Stephenson, Regina, WHL, 5-10.5, 190
86). LW Jake Montgomery, Shattuck St. Marys, USHS, 6-1, 190
87). LW Troy Bourke, Prince George, WHL, 5-10, 160
88). C Matia Marcantuoni, Kitchener, OHL, 6-0, 195
89). D Ryan Culkin, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
90). D Nick Ebert, Windsor, OHL, 6-0, 205
91). D Brian Cooper, Fargo, USHL, 5-10, 180
92). LW Henri Ikonen, KalPa Jr., Fin Jr., 6-0, 195
93). LW Raphael Bussieres, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL, 6-1, 195
94). C Dane Fox, Erie, OHL, 6-0, 185
95). G Daniel Altshuller, Oshawa, OHL, 6-3, 190
96). LW Mitchell Moroz, Edmonton, WHL, 6-2, 210
97). C/LW Francis Beauvillier, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-1, 180
98). LW Josh Anderson, London, OHL, 6-1, 185
99). C Steven Hodges, Victoria, WHL, 5-11, 180
100). G Jake Paterson, Saginaw, OHL, 6-1.5, 185
101). D Zack Leslie, Guelph, OHL, 6-1,175
102). LW Jimmy Vesey, South Shore, EJHL, 6-0, 175
103). C Gustav Rydahl, Frolunda Jr., Swe Jr., 6-2, 195
104). C Brendan Leipsic, Portland, WHL, 5-9, 160
105). C Tanner Richard, Guelph, OHL, 6-0, 185
106). RW Chris Calnan, Nobles, USHS, 6-2, 195

Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt /

107). C Robert Baillargeon, Indiana, USHL, 6-0, 175
108). G Anthony Stolarz, Corpus Christi, NAHL, 6-5, 200
109). RW Christophe Lalancette, Acadie-Bath, QMJHL, 6-0, 170
110). G Francois Tremblay, Val-d’Or, QMJHL, 6-2, 200
111). C/RW Frankie Vatrano, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-10, 215
112). D Jaccob Slavin, Chicago, USHL, 6-2, 200
113). D Mikael Wikstrand, Mora, Swe., 6-1, 185
114). C/LW Ben Johnson, Windsor, OHL, 5-11.5, 185
115). D Marcus McIvor, Brampton, OHL, 6-1, 200
116). C Theodor Blueger, Shattuck St. Marys, USHS, 6-0, 170
117). LW Ludvig Nilsson, Timra Jr., Swe. Jr., 6-1, 175
118). C Seth Griffith, London, OHL, 5’-11”, 180 Lbs
119). LW Christopher Clapperton, B-Boisbriand, QMJHL, 5-9, 165
120). C Logan McVeigh, Kamloops, WHL, 6-1, 190
121). D Mikko Lehtonen, TPS Jr., Fin Jr., 5-11, 180
122). D Dakota Mermis, Green Bay, USHL, 5-11.5, 180
123). D Max Iafrate, Kitchener, OHL, 6-1, 200
124). RW Tobias Tornkvist, Rogle Jr., Swe. Jr., 6-4, 190
125). D Petteri Lindbohm, Jokerit Jr., Fin Jr., 6-3, 210
126). C Tyrel Seaman, Brandon, WHL, 6-2, 200
127). C Jared Thomas, Hermantown, USHS, 6-1, 190
128). C Vyacheslav Osnovin, Chelyabinsk, MHL, 6-0, 185
129). G Marek Langhamer, Pardubice Jr., Czech Rep Jr., 6-2, 180
130). G Andrey Makarov, Saskatoon, WHL, 6-0.5, 180
131). C Erik Karlsson, Frolunda Jr., Swe Jr., 5-11, 160
132). LW Devin Tringale, Lawrence Academy, USHS, 6-0, 195
133). C Ryan Olsen, Saskatoon, WHL, 6-2, 180
134). D Niklas Tikkinen, Blues Jr., Fin Jr., 5-11, 170
135). D Travis Brown, Moose Jaw, WHL, 6-1.5, 180
136). D Connor Carrick, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11, 185
137). RW Adam Gilmour, Nobles, USHS, 6-2.5, 195
138). C Kevin Roy, Lincoln, USHL, 5-9, 170
139). RW Riley Barber, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11.5, 195
140). D Jake Bischoff, Grand Rapids, USHS, 6-0, 175
141). C Mackenzie MacEachern, Brother Rice, USHS, 6-3, 165
142). C Logan Nelson, Victoria, WHL, 6-1, 180
143). D Ian Janco, Bloomington Jefferson, USHS, 6-1, 185
144). C Matthew Beattie, Phillips Exeter, USHS, 6-3, 175
145). C Danny O’Regan, St. Sebastian School, USHS, 5-9, 160
146). C Alexander Kerfoot, Coquitlam, BCHL, 5-9.5, 155
147). D Jaynen Rissling, Calgary, WHL, 6-4, 220
148). LW Will Merchant, Eagan, USHS, 6-1, 175
149). LW Jujhar Khaira, Prince George, BCHL, 6-2.5, 180
150). D Justin Hache, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 6-1, 190
151). RW Denis Kamaev, Rouyn-Noranda, QMJHL, 5-11, 175
152). LW Chris Marchese, Windsor, OHL, 6-0, 210
153). RW Matt Pohlkamp, Brainerd, USHS, 6-1, 200
154). D Jake Dotchin, Owen Sound, OHL, 6-2, 205
155). G Chris Driedger, Calgary, WHL, 6-2.5, 195
156). RW Dominik Volek, Regina, WHL, 6-0, 175
157). D John Draeger, Shattuck St. Marys, USHS, 6-2, 185
158). G Patrik Bartosak, Red Deer, WHL, 6-0.5, 180
159). C Michael Clarke, Windsor, OHL, 5-11, 185

Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt /

160). RW Cody Payne, Plymouth, OHL, 6-2, 200
161). G Matt Tomkins, Sherwood Park, AJHL, 6-2, 175
162). D Valeri Vasiliev, Spartak, MHL, 6-1, 200
163). C Peter Quenneville, Sherwood Park, AJHL, 5-11, 175
164). RW/C Cameron Darcy, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-0, 190
165). LW Carter Rigby, Kelowna, WHL, 6-0, 210
166). D Brandon Devlin, Windsor, OHL, 6-1, 200
167). LW Artur Gavrus, Owen Sound, OHL, 5-10, 165
168). D Rhett Holland, Okotoks, AJHL, 6-2, 220
169). RW Vladislav Shalimov, Val-d’Or, QMJHL, 6-2.5, 185
170). C Matthew DeBlouw, Muskegon, USHL, 6-0.5, 185
171). C/RW Kristoff Kontos, Mississauga, OHL, 6-1, 200
172). C Graham Black, Swift Current, WHL, 5-11, 175
173). D Simon Fernholm, Hudding Jr., Swe. Jr., 6-4, 185
174). C Ondrej Slovacek, VHK Vsetin, Czech, 5-10, 160
175). D Joey LaLeggia, Denver, WCHA, 5-10, 180
176). D Jacob Spangberg, AIK Jr., Swe Jr., 6-3, 190
177). C/LW Chris Tierney, London, OHL, 6-0, 180
178). C Cain Franson, Vancouver, WHL, 6-1, 175
179). D Egor Malenkikh, St. Petersburg, MHL, 6-4, 200
180). C Matej Beran, PEI, QMJHL, 6-4.5, 215
181). D Jesse Graham, Niagara, OHL, 5-11, 170
182). C Colin Smith, Kamloops, WHL, 5-10, 170
183). C Thomas Di Pauli, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11, 190
184). D Justin Wade, Fargo, USHL, 6-2, 210
185). LW Taylor Leier, Portland, WHL, 5-10, 175
186). D Troy Stecher, Penticton, BCHL, 5-11, 175
187). LW Martin Prochazka, Sparta Jr., Czech Rep Jr., 6-2.5, 195
188). RW Anton Zlobin, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 5-11, 195
189). C Cory Ward, Aberdeen, NAHL, 6-1, 200
190). D Reid Gow, Spokane, WHL, 5-11, 180
191). C Marcel Kurth, Mannheim Jr., Ger Jr., 6-0, 190
192). D Ashton Sautner, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 185
193). LW Ales Kilnar, Vitkovice Jr., Czech Rep., 6-0, 185
194). D Reece Wilcox, Merritt, BCHL, 6-3, 185
195). D Dominic Nitti, Cretin-Derham Hall, USHS, 6-6, 180
196). C Morgan Zulinick, Salmon Arm, BCHL, 5-10, 185
197). RW Alexei Filippov, Chelyabinsk, MHL, 6-3.5, 175
198). C Matthew Lane, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-10, 170
199). C Niko Rufo, Kimball Union, USHS, 6-0, 180
200). D Patrick McCarron, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-3, 185
201). G Etienne Marcoux, Blainville-Boisbriand, QMJHL, 6-0, 155
202). D Nick Walters, Everett, WHL, 6-2, 190
203). C Easton Viitala, Marquette AAA, US Midget, 6-5, 190
204). LW Alex Kile, Green Bay, USHL, 5-11, 190
205). LW Andrew Ryan, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-2, 200
206). D Daniel Krejci, Slavia Praha, Czech Rep, 6-2, 205
207). RW Grant Besse, Benilde-St Margaret, USHS, 5-10, 160
208). C Alexander!Barabanov, St. Petersburg, MHL, 5-10, 170
209). D Mackenzie Weegar, Nepean, CCHL, 5-11, 185
210). LW Brendan Collier, Malden Catholic, USHS, 5-9, 170

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS’ TOP 210 DRAFT RANKINGS: TOP 210 PROSPECT RANKINGS
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behind the curtain

Scouting and talent evaluation is an inexact science and perhaps its more apropos to 
consider it an art form. 

While there are a few absolutes and facts that can be established within the context 
of talent evaluation - Player A has a heavy shot, Player B skates faster than Player A, 
Player C is more physical than both Players A and B - there is still very much an ele-
ment of the unknown involved. 

It’s just the nature of the beast. It’s not that scouts and evaluators don’t deal with the 
present which, combined with the past, often gives insight into the development curve 
and where the player could be heading, but they are just pieces to the same puzzle. 

The question.

“Who will this player be, and just how good?”

And that leads to this follow up query, eternally on the minds of hockey types every-
where.

“Who will be the better player?”

During the course of a season, scouts will have traveled thousands of miles, take in 
hundreds of games, sip gallons of bad coffee, ingest numerous boxes of popcorn and 
jot down pages upon pages of notes in portfolios, on programs, and napkins - occa-
sionally pausing to grab a new pen along the way. 

Periodically, the opportunity arises to participate in a dialogue about the very play-
ers that have been viewed, starting in the dying warmth of autumn through the chilly 
and dark winter nights and into the spring. The scouting staffs of NHL clubs get that 
chance a few times a year, as they set forth to hammer out rankings for players whom 
they could call their names on a late June weekend.

The scouting staff of Future Considerations was afforded that opportunity as well. 

Our very own ‘War Room’.

With the draft on the horizon, scouting director Dan Stewart let it be known to the 18 
scouts under his employ that we would have the opportunity to be able to gather in or-
der to discuss what will be our final ranking. By way of technology, the crew was able 
to convene and begin to etch into stone what would be Future Considerations’ final 
rankings.

Given a preliminary list of 210 players, the scouting staff came armed with both opin-
ions and convictions. 

While not everyone had the same opportunities to view every player live, that didn’t 
stop the time-tested adages, beliefs, and ideologies in player value that not only chal-
lenged the stances of the scouts lobbying for and against players and their prospec-
tive rankings, but created discussion in terms of giving new perspective on how the 
same player was valued by others. 

For instance, what has more value to a team, a second-line centre or a top-four de-
fenseman? In the same way it is an expression of opinion, it is an exercise in educa-
tion and assessment.

As if to compound the difficulty of the task at hand, the freakish nature of injuries to 
the 2012 draft class warranted much discussion. As if the entire process didn’t al-
ready consist of enough ‘what if’ scenarios, a whole new layer of intrigue and specu-
lation had to be taken into consideration with the wave of injuries striking the crop of 
2012. 

Where would Alex Galchenyuk and Morgan Rielly be if they didn’t have serious knee 
injuries? Did Zemgus Girgensons wear down because of a heavy playing schedule? Is 
Mikhail Grigorenko’s!play in the QMJHL playoffs simply nonchalance and indifference, 
or an effort that was hindered by trying to disguise a lingering injury or a rumoured 
illness? 

No one generated as much discussion as Grigorenko. 

His game was dissected top to bottom, front to back. Immensely skilled, but he was 
prone to laziness all year. Great size, but he doesn’t use it to his full capability. 

As one of the QMJHL-based scouts remarked, “If a player with these red flags is at 
No. 4, I fear for this draft.” 

To give an idea of how intense the discussion got, Dan Stewart, who was one part 
devil’s advocate and one part of master of ceremonies during the affair, had the group 
move on to talk out Filip Forsberg because a consensus couldn’t be met as to where 
(or how far down) Grigorenko should be. It wasn’t until the topic of Forsberg was met 
with unison that finally Grigorenko could be slotted in behind the names of Nail Yaku-
pov, Alex Galchenyuk, and Ryan Murray. 

It is one thing when such impassioned and ardent opinion on an individual is dis-
cussed by a team who could conceivably select him in June’s draft – after all, jobs do 
hang in the balance. However Grigorenko created the same discourse within the staff 
for a digital publication. 

That said, like an NHL organization, reputations are attached to our opinions as well. 
After all, the scouting staff of Future Considerations put in the miles in various states 
of weather and at all hours to sit in rinks so cold that one pondered buying hot choco-
late just to pour it in their shoe just to thaw out their toes, too.

When it was all said in done, the handful of hours in the Future Considerations War 
Room felt more like a handful of minutes. 

Opinions were argued, talents debated.

All to do it over again in 2013.

BEHIND THE CURTAIN: INSIDE THE FC WAR ROOM
By Dan Shrader
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the chemistry of drafting goalies

Today’s pro goaltender is fairly standardized. 

Although many ‘sub-genres’ of the butterfly position exist, technically speaking each goalie 
is essentially doing the same thing. Like snowflakes, every goalie is unique in their own way, 
but they’re still butterfly-dominant goaltenders.

The ‘bigger’ goalies (let’s say six-foot-three and above) are often taught to play deeper, at-
tack from the goal line out and to stay inside the blue paint. The economy of movement is 
paramount and size is used to its ultimate advantage.

The ‘smaller’ goalies (let’s say six-foot-two and below) are often taught to rely on athleti-
cism, challenge shooters and to play higher in the crease. Fluid footwork, natural reactions 
and sheer flexibility are paramount here. The more aggressive they can be, the less that their 
lack of size ultimately matters.

The perfect example of this ‘butterfly paradigm’ was on display during the Western Confer-
ence Finals. Jonathan Quick and Mike Smith were two way different frames playing way dif-
ferent styles, but both guys were essentially doing the same thing; building a wall, playing the 
percentages and relying on their strengths in order to be consistent.

Quick was drafted 72nd overall by the Los Angeles Kings back in 2005. Smith was drafted 
161st overall by the Dallas Stars back in 2001. 

This is where most scouts start to lose their minds. 

They struggle to comprehend the elusive and hidden chemistry behind pro-level goalie de-
velopment. The more questions they ask, the more they realize how little they actually know. 
As a result, almost every scout I talk to says the same thing -- that they’d rather not draft a 
goalie in the first round. 

It’s simply not worth the risk, they say. Too many goalies fail to live up to those high expecta-
tions.

On one hand, this is solid logic. Chemistry is everything when developing a 17, 18, or 19-year-
old goaltender; a billion elements have to mix together perfectly for things to go right. Most 
scouts know that if one element is missing or is unstable, years of hard work can be de-
stroyed. Again, it’s simply not worth the risk in the first few rounds.

On the other hand, this is faulty logic. Many goalies have the potential to be legitimate first-
round picks, but unless teams do extensive homework and understand how to properly de-
velop goalies, they’ll constantly miss out on opportunities. 

No matter how much time I spend dissecting the quantifiable trends that stem from past 
draft results, I still can’t find any legitimate correlations. Whether you pick a goalie early, 
late, or not at all (teams often sign older unrestricted free agents), NHL clubs will always 
have to deal with a multitude of risks that surround drafting and developing a goalie. 

There’s no way to escape these risks, either. Goalies don’t fully mature until their late 20’s, 
so teams and scouts have to do a considerable amount of guessing these days. But there is 
such a thing as an educated guess, and that’s where drafting goalies becomes as much an 
art as a science.

Remember today’s butterfly style is more standardized, consistent, and economical than ever 
before. As such, a goalie’s movements make it even tougher to decipher how strong or weak 
their true natural reactions and instincts may be. Goalies are also bigger than ever before, so 
they’re moving less, relying on bigger (and stiffer) gear and making it that much tougher for 
scouts to visually analyze a goalie’s biomechanical feedback. 

This makes a scout’s life more difficult, but a goalie’s life much easier. I have seen it with my 
own two eyes, and over the years I have come to understand that less is truly more. As long 
as the statistical success is there, relying more on size and less on reflexes simply makes 
sense. It’s safe, smart and it’s highly effective right now. 

So whether we like it or not, this is the natural evolutionary path of goaltending and scouts 
have to act accordingly.

As a result of this evolution, size has truly become the most valuable asset a goaltender can 
have. You can’t teach size, they say, and in most instances, they’re right. A six-foot-five goalie 
simply fills more space and holes than a six-foot-two netminder and with so many deflec-
tions, so much traffic and lighter sticks in today’s game, the concept of ‘space management’ 
has become a vital component to successful goaltending.

Despite this trend, to simply draft the biggest goalie in the latest round will never act as a 
complete solution. Smaller goalies will always find ways to thrive at the highest levels, for 
footwork, reflexes and dexterity will always act as an edge over bigger and less athletic. Size 
also doesn’t equal mental toughness, and as any high-level goalie will tell you, goaltending at 
the pro level is 90-percent mental.

In my opinion, there’s the essence of the problem; drafting a goalie isn’t so much about pre-
dicting their potential and upside as it is improving the developmental process they undergo 
within the organization. 

Therefore, I strongly believe teams need to invest more dollars in employing full-time goal-
tending coaching staffs, and teams need to make sure they are drafting goalies that mix and 
mesh well with their goalie coach’s methods and philosophies. 

Teams that are successful at drafting goalies are still making ‘risky’, educated guesses, so 
where they truly excel lies in their systematic and structured approach to the way they’re 
developing goalies. 

Ultimately, most of that structured approach stems from sheer communication, sheer dol-
lars, and sheer work ethic.

To me, this is the only way to truly reduce the ‘risk’ of drafting a goalie, and it’s the only way 
to know when a goalie is truly worth drafting in the first round. The last thing a team wants to 
do is pass over a Carey Price or Marc-Andre Fleury due to fear. 

But it happens every year, in every draft and at every single level.

THE CHEMISTRY OF DRAFTING GOALIES
By Justin Goldman – The Goalie Guild
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When it comes time for me to sit down and scout a goaltending prospect I’m looking 
for many things, but these three are at the top of my list: 

Biometrics – To me, nothing is more important than the way in which a goalie moves, 
reacts, stretches and skates in his crease. Biometrical analysis includes having a 
better understand of the natural movements of a prospect’s skeletal and muscular 
systems. It also includes the traits of size (height and weight), reflexes, flexibility and 
footwork. 

Character – For successful long-term development, a goalie’s character and atti-
tude is more important than their skill and talent. Skills can be improved and honed 
through muscle memory over time, but character is much tougher to change. The 
traits that comprise a goalie’s character often act as the catalyst that enhances their 
on-ice skills, so these are paramount in a goalie’s development path. Character in-
cludes traits such as work ethic, competitiveness, coachability and their overall body 
language.

Vision – A goalie’s natural vision is one of the most important elements of success-
ful puck stopping. Some goalies are born with tremendous vision, while others have 
to slowly improve their tracking skills over time. Do some homework to see what a 
prospect does to train their vision: Can they juggle? Do they have pre-game exercises 
where they bounce balls off walls? The oldest lesson in the book of goaltending is to 
focus on the puck and that stems solely from a prospect’s ability to track the puck 
with their own two eyes. 

DECIPHERING GOALTENDING TALENT
By Justin Goldman – The Goalie Guild
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the best scouts have passion  

There isn’t a lot in the way of glory for members of the scouting community.

Scouts spend countless days during the cold winter months chasing the next NHL players. 
They can be away from their homes and families for months at a time, often spending most 
of their days in hotel rooms and damp rinks all over North America and Europe only to return 
home for a couple days and then do it all over again. 

The mental strain it takes can be unbearable at times, but they push through each season 
because of their commitment, their passion for the game and the foresight of what their 
knowledge they gain can bring to their franchise’s future.

That passion is also on display at times during inter-team scouting department meetings 
when each team puts their draft list together. 

Those moments typically occur when a scout sees a prospect that he absolutely believes in 
get passed over numerous times as the team moves down their draft list, numbering pros-
pects in order of how they will plan on selecting players at the draft. 

The scout might just sit tight or interject calmly a few times to put his prospect into the 
conversation but after a few instances of being outvoted, his passion level will rise if he truly 
believes in the prospect. He stands up, raises his voice and pounds his fist on the table de-
manding that the team take his guy. 

If the team’s scouting director trusts his scout, this display usually works in getting that 
prospect ranked on the team board, but also puts the scout’s reputation as a talent evaluator 
on the line as he will now be tied to how that prospect pans out for the next few years.

Future Considerations is no different.

Our regional scouts have their individual rankings of how each prospect in their regions 
should be slotted and each scout will undoubtedly have their favorites. I sent an email out to 
each of our 18 scouts and asked if they had someone that they felt strongly about, one whom 
they would stand up and pound their fist on the table for.

Some scouts responded with vanilla, “There is really no one I would bank my reputation on,” 
answers. This is fine if there really is no one that they feel strongly about. Others responded 
with a little more vigor.

Minnesota High School and USHL scout Dan Shrader responded with the name of Matt 
Pohlkamp, a winger with Brainerd High School. The power forward type prospect is a draft 
overeager as he is a June 1993 birth date, but Shrader thinks he has some intriguing upside 
and gives this scouting report.

“Your power winger du jour; punishing physical presence but has the skating ability to beat 
defenders wide,” Shrader described. “Maybe a bit more physical mature than the kids in his 
age group, but also played HS football and was a running back, which explains his fearless-
ness in the physicality department. Good hockey sense, has good instincts in the offensive 
zone, but also saw time on the penalty kill. Has a powerful shot and soft hands, but often 
choose to shoot when he had the chance. Was nearly a point per game in the Elite League 
and earned himself a scholarship to Bowling Green. Team oriented and humble kid; often 
deflects praise in favor of the team concept.”

Despite a weaker than normal Minnesota crop, Shrader thinks that Pohlkamp has the poten-
tial to become a solid pro.

Ontario-based scout Sean Lafortune likes Guelph Storm defenseman Zach Leslie as one who 
has some high-end pro-potential.

“Leslie has huge potential,” Lafortune said. “In his first year in the Ontario Hockey League he 
has already become one of the key aspects to the Storm’s rebuild. He is still very raw at the 
moment, but his projectable upside is one that in my opinion could see him become a real 
steal in the second half of the draft. His combination of mobility and agility, his vision with the 
puck and his ability to distribute the puck on the powerplay make him an intriguing second 
half option. He has his issues; his positional play is not strong. 

“If he falls outside of the top 100,” continued Lafortune, “teams really should look at him as a 
potential sleeper as he really has some strong long term upside.”

Dan Chan, a USA East regional scout, has his eye set on winger Adam Gilmour of Noble and 
Greenough school. 

“I absolutely adore this kid,” Chan said. “My first viewing of this kid I came away thinking he’s 
okay, has good size, skated well, and made simple plays. He showed off solid skating, a good 
forechecking game and was responsible in both ends, good enough for late round consider-
ation. But in the next few games I saw him, he started to display some creativity and impres-
sive stick skills.”

“He has a very interesting combination of size, mobility, hockey sense, solid overall pack-
age of offense and defense, can drive the net, reliability, plays top minutes, plays PP and PK 
minutes, one of Nobles go-to-guys, progressing offensive play and creativity that makes him 
a strong mid-round selection with good pro-potential.”

QMJHL maritime scout Jason MacIsaac also has a prospect he feels strongly about. 

Rouyn-Noranda Huskies winger Denis Kamaev has shown some intriguing talent despite not 
being highly-ranked.

“It is a travesty that this pint sized wizard isn’t considered at least an excellent risk reward 
type selection in the early third round,” MacIsaac declared. “There are many factors work-
ing into his favour. Kamaev is a pure play-maker, almost a magician below the blueline. He 
resembles Claude Giroux in a lot of ways offensively. He is much undeveloped in terms of 
physical nature; there is a lot of room for improvement which I see as a positive moving for-
ward. The biggest factor is that, as a play-maker, he still managed to get well over two shots 
per game on a terrible Rouyn-Noranda team.”

If history in this game has shown us anything, it is that not all of these guys will pan out and 
go on to have NHL careers. Scouts are bound to make mistakes but there is nothing better 
than the feeling of being the one guy who saw the potential in a prospect that others over-
looked when he does fulfill that potential.

The Best Scouts Have Passion
By Dan Stewart
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rielly’s rapid return
By Brian Huddle

In a draft class so heavily riddled with injury, perhaps none was more devastating 
than the season-ending knee surgery required by Morgan Rielly.

At least, it was seemingly season-ending.

After missing most of the year, Rielly was hell-bent on getting back  into the Moose 
Jaw Warriors lineup for the playoffs. In the third round of the WHL playoffs he got 
his wish, tallying three points in five playoff games.

“It was pretty huge to get back,” the six-foot defender said. “I was pretty con-
fident that if I put in the hard work, I’d be back and I’d be able to help my 
team in the playoffs.

“I was very surprised to see how good Rielly looked in the playoffs when com-
ing back from his long injury layoff,” Cody Nickolet said, one of Future Consid-
erations’ Western scouts. “It truly looked like he hadn’t missed a step. His skating 
was right where it was when he was injured in early November.

“Not only was his skating top notch, but his decision making and defensive play was 
also a noted strong point of his game. It was nice to see because that was an area of 
his game that was considered a weakness pre-injury. Clearly the time off with in-
jury, watching his teammates out on the ice, must have helped him and allowed 
him to see the game in a different way.”

Despite their third round exit to the eventual WHL Champion Edmonton Oil Kings, 
Rielly’s appearance offered a quick showcasing to scouts that he’s back and that his 
knee responded well to surgery following a severe ACL injury last November.

It’s a positive step for Rielly, heralded as one of the top pure offensive defensemen in 
the 2012 draft class. Many have emphasized his graceful skating, a gift that Rielly put in 
the work to receive.

“(It took) a whole lot of practice,” Rielly explained. “I was always on the ice as a kid, and 
I’m just used to having the blades under my feet.

“When I grew up I had an older brother who always played hockey, and my parents were 
both athletes, so it was just kind of a part of me, and part of my growing up. I’ve been 
playing since I was three years old, so it’s just always been a huge aspect of my life.”

After almost 15 years in the sport, Rielly was quick to point out his love of the game. 
With a trend in burning out amongst young athletes growing and the pressures put on 
them to continue to better themselves, the Vancouver, BC product explained how he’s 
continued to stay focused on his goals. 

He thanks his parents for instilling his passion for the game.

“That love for the game, just being on the ice,” Rielly said. “Sitting around the change room with the guys, it’s 
all pretty an amazing experience. It’s not just playing. It’s the whole experience of hockey.

“I owe my parents so much, for wanting to go to my games, and wanting to do that kind of stuff, which is pretty 
amazing. I know at times it’s tough for them, but they’ve always been great, and came to every games. I can’t 
ask for much more.”

Rielly is attempting to pay back his folks with a long and prosperous NHL career. With the draft nearing, Rielly 
knows this summer will be huge for him to making that next step.

“I feel like over the next few years I’ll be prepared to make the jump,” Rielly said. “It’s a quick game up there, 
and they’re older and bigger, so I’ll be preparing for that over the next few years.”

It could be sooner rather than later, just like Rielly’s return this season.

I was pretty confident that if I put in the 
hard work, I’d be back and I’d be able to 

help my team in the playoffs.

“
”- Morgan Rielly
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NIEVES HAS SCARY TALENT
By Andrew Weiss

nieves has scary talent

No one is sure when Cristoval Nieves became ‘Boo’, but the Kent School forward 
has been scaring opposing goaltenders throughout his hockey career.

From his highlight reel goal at the Ivan Hlinka in August to his successful senior sea-
son at Kent and his short, but successful time playing for the Indiana Ice, it is obvious 
that Nieves has the potential to be one of the most electric players in the 2012 NHL 
Entry Draft class. 

Nieves’ draft season began with a bang over in central Europe at the Ivan Hlinka tour-
nament. Nieves had two goals and three assists in the five tournament games, but it 
was his goal against Russia that had a majority of the draft world talking. Late in the 
third period, Nieves received a pass from linemate Daniel O’Regan and proceeded to 
split the Russian defensemen with a toe drag and drove the puck backhand to beat 
Andrei Vasilevski for the eventual game winner. 

Nine months and 41 games later, Nieves still remembers the goal like it was yester-
day. 

“I just tried to be a little creative and go to the net and put a little move on the goalie 
and it ended up in the back of the net,” said Nieves, who’s goal has nearly 13,000 
views on YouTube. 

“My coaches have been trying to get me out doing the dipsy-doodle stuff because it’s 
not going to work at the higher levels, but that time it worked out for me.”

Even more impressive than his hands, Nieves displays exceptional skating ability, 
despite his rather large frame at six-foot-two. Similar to his ‘Boo’ nickname, Nieves 
has possessed great skating ability since he was young and is not sure where it came 
from.

“My whole life I have been a pretty good skater and it has come fairly naturally for 
me,” said Nieves, who began rollerblading just two-and-a-half years old. “It turned 
out playing in the Ivan Hlinka on the big, Olympic sheet was a huge advantage for me 
at the beginning of the season.”

His elite talent was not seen by many because of attending Kent, a school of less than 
600 students, but after Kent’s season ended Nieves was able to play in front of more 
than 3,000 fans with his five week stint for the USHL’s Indiana Ice. One of his biggest 
fans was Ivan Hlinka teammate and fellow top American draft eligible Jon Gillies. 
For the final five weeks of the season, Gillies and Nieves would live together with the 
same billets.

“I’ve known Jon for a while and we played against each other then I was in Syracuse 
(2009-10 Midget hockey),” said Nieves, who had 10 points in 13 games while at Indi-
ana. “We are on the same page in terms of competitiveness and we both hate to lose. 
Even basketball in the driveway got real intense.”

Nieves will need that competitive edge next season with as many as five new forwards 
joining the University of Michigan team this fall. Despite the competition and his rights 
being traded from Niagara to Saginaw at the OHL trade deadline, Nieves is set on 
playing for legendary head coach Red Berenson after signing his National Letter of 
Intent in November.

“Michigan was the first school I ever visited and I really liked everything about the 
program, especially the coaching staff,” Nieves said. “My parents pounded into my 
head that once hockey is done I’m going to need an education and I believe it.” 

Despite his season being over and a degree at Kent nearing completion, Nieves is not 
looking too far ahead to the draft. Since his return to Kent, his extracurricular focus 
has been on training for the combine, taking place just weeks before draft day. His 
training isn’t just reserved for the weight room, either. 

“I’m pretty nervous for the interviews because I hear they ask some pretty hard ques-
tions,” Nieves said. “It’s something that I’ve been working with my advisor with begin-
ning [earlier this month].”

Despite being nervous for the interviews, the greater scare should come with what 
‘Boo’ could eventually do one day in the NHL to the 29 other teams that don’t select 
him. 

I just tried to be a little creative and go to 
the net and put a little move on the goalie 

and it ended up in the back of the net

“
”- Cristoval Nieves
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STEPAN’S FAMILY TIES
By Andrew Weiss

It feels pretty good to end my 
senior year with a 

championship and scoring the 
game-winning goal

“

”- Zach Stepan

When looking through the 2012 NHL Entry Draft class, it is a safe bet the name 
Zach Stepan stands out to draft followers in wondering about his family ties. 

Sure enough, Zach is tied to cousin Derek Stepan, who has been torching teams in his 
sophomore season in the NHL as a member of the New York Rangers.

In his own right, Zach has made similar noise in his senior season, lighting up various 
prep schools and U18 teams on Shattuck-St. Mary’s way to capturing USA Hockey’s 
2012 U18 National Championship—the pinnacle of all youth USA Hockey tournaments.

 
Zach had an impressive final season at SSM, which has seen the likes of Sidney 

Crosby, Jack Johnson, and Zach Parise develop into the players they are today 
at the school. On an offensively gifted team, Zach finished his final of four 
seasons with Shattuck with 65 points in 50 games. 
 
Arguably just as impressive as his point total was how Zach finished this 

season in the U18 National Championship tournament. He had three 
goals and three assists in six tournament games, including the game-

winning goal in the championship game. 

“It feels pretty good to end my senior year with a championship 
and scoring the game-winning goal,” Zach said, who admitted 

he did not even know he had the game-winner until long after the 
game had ended. “[The tournament] also showed that I can score 

goals and not just be a playmaker.”

The comparisons between Zach and Derek go much deeper than 
being known as primarily as a playmaker and attending Shattuck-
St. Mary’s for high school. Both went through their draft year with 
nearly identical body builds – six-foot, 175-pounds, and ended 
their career at SSM a National champion. Both also have a very 
similar overall skill sets and many see Zach taken around the 
late second round, much like his cousin. 

“My biggest strengths are that I have the ability to score and 
create a lot of scoring chances,” said Zach, who’s self-scout-
ing report fits much like Derek back in 2008. “I really need to 
work on my skating and overall puck skills one-on-one this 
summer.”

Though Zach says they talk about every week-and-a-half, the topic 
of hockey rarely comes up. Rather than hearing firsthand about his 

cousin’s own success, seeing the success Derek has helped him the most 
over the last four or so years. 

“I think the biggest thing is seeing how he came out of Shattuck and how he was able 
to develop and get to the NHL so fast,” Zach said. “It makes it seem like I have a shot 
to get there as well and accomplish similar things, too.”

Much like his commitment to Shattuck St. Mary’s back in his early middle school days, 
Zach committed to play his college hockey of Ohio State early— committing early in 
his junior year. Though Zach is taking a different path than Derek did in that Derek 
went to Wisconsin, there is a tie between Ohio State head coach Mark Osiecki and the 
family. 

When Derek spent his two seasons at Wisconsin, Osiecki was an assistant for the 
Badgers and was key in Derek’s development.  When it came to Zach making a deci-
sion, Derek told him to look into playing for Osiecki.

“Derek told me a lot about him and how he teaches you to do a lot of the little things 
right to make you a NHL player,” Zach said, who followed Osiecki to Ohio State when 
he was named the coach in the summer of 2010. “He doesn’t just coach to win hockey 
games, he is also coaching to get players to get to the next level and that’s I’m going 
to Ohio State.”

Though Zach could attend Ohio State next year, he is likely headed to the USHL to play 
for the Waterloo Black Hawks— another team who will be loaded with forward talent 
next season. 

After that, the younger Stepan will embark on establishing a strong college career – 
much like his older cousin.

Then, Zach will try to create his own name at the National Hockey League level. 
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MATTEAU’S ROCKY ROAD
By Andrew Weiss

matteau’s rocky road

It’s not hard to see why Stefan Matteau’s road to the 2012 NHL Entry Draft may have 
been a bit bumpier than his peers. 

From being suspended on multiple occasions to changing his post-National Team 
Development Program plans to his surprising ineligibility to play for the United States 
at the U18 World Championship, this season has been quite the roller coaster ride for 
Matteau. 

All in all, Matteau was able to take the off ice changes and piece together what he be-
lieved was a very good year. 

“I think I had a great season and put up some good numbers point wise,” said Mat-
teau, who had 15 goals and 17 assists in 46 games. “I think it all comes back to my 
great summer of training and coming back to the program with a lot of confidence.”

The first turn of the season began right before the Christmas break when Matteau 
was banished for six games after a post-game altercation with a linesman that saw 
Matteau accumulate 40 penalty minutes. Matteau insists that he was just trying to 
stick up for his teammate Connor Carrick who had four players on him. 

This was his second of three suspensions in the USHL in two seasons. The first one 
came last season when Matteau was suspended for eight games after an intent to in-
jure hit last March. Matteau was suspended for another game this March after alleg-
edly spearing a player in front of the net.

“When things got out of hand, [head coach Danton Cole] and my dad talked to me 
about not crossing the line, but at the same time they know that’s what it takes for 
me to play well, not getting those penalties, but to play with that edge.” Matteau said. 
“Sometimes it gets me penalties, but the way I play I’m going to get penalties, but 
that’s just what makes my game.”

The influence Matteau’s dad, former NHLer Stephane Matteau, has had on his game 
has been critical to where Stefan is today. That influence will only grow larger as next 
season will be the first time he will develop his son in a hands-on manner as an assis-
tant coach. 

It originally wasn’t supposed to be that way as Matteau had signed his letter of intent 
to play at North Dakota. But after the Chicoutimi Saguenéens, who took him in the 
second round of the 2010 QMJHL Entry Draft, traded his rights to his Blainville-Bois-
braind Armada in January, Matteau decided to play in his hometown and for his dad. 

He admitted it was a tough decision as he still has mixed opinions about playing under 
his father.

“It is a little nerve wracking because I know he’ll be hard on me, but he knows the 
game and trust him that he won’t single me out in front of the team,” Matteau said. 
“With me getting older and hockey getting much more serious, I think it will be good 
for me.”

The high of deciding to play for his dad next season was matched with a fierce blow in 
March.

Matteau found out his draft year would be ending prematurely after being deemed 
ineligible to represent the United States in the Under-18 World Championship by the 
IIHF despite playing for the US National Team Development Program. Though he 
played with the NTDP for back-to-back seasons, because Matteau hadn’t held resi-
dency in the United States for two consecutive years he was deemed ineligible to 
represent the United States.

After being left off the roster, Matteau traveled back to Montreal to clear his head and 
continue training while his teammates were on their way to winning the gold medal. 

“I was pretty shook up for sure, but I’m not going to throw a fit about it,” Matteau said. 
“One of the reasons I came [to the NTDP] other than to develop was to play in that 
tournament.”

As for being able to represent the Americans in the future, Matteau is not exactly sure 
if he will ever be able to. He believes that there is still hope because, as he under-
stands it, spending two consecutive years in the US will make him finally eligible. If 
that is the case, Matteau would have to say in the United States until August. 

Aside all of the end of the season disappointment with the IIHF, Matteau is looking 
forward to the draft next month and what the future holds in store for him. While his 
father played for six organizations in his 13-year career, Matteau does not have a 
preference with regards to who drafts him. 

Matteau projects to go in the later half in the first round, similar to where his dad was 
selected with the 25th overall pick in 1987 by Calgary.

“I am just hoping to get drafted, there’s no bet [on who is selected higher] with my 
dad, not yet at least,” he said. “I have no preference at all, where ever I end up will be 
a dream come true.”
 
And straighten out what has been a rocky road to the 2012 NHL Entry Draft for Mat-
teau.

I think I had a great season and put up 
some good numbers point wise

“
”- Cristoval Nieves
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KOULES MAKING OWN MARK
By Brian Huddle

Coming from wealth can at times have a negative impact on a teenager’s character. 
Miles Koules believes it’s given him the added motivation to reach his ultimate goal 

of playing in the National Hockey League.

“My parents really instilled good morals into me to be respectful, but most people I’ve 
met over the years don’t think of me as the rich kid,” Koules said. “Going to Shattuck 
at 13 helped, most of my teenage life I haven’t been at home, so I haven’t been around 
that wealth.”

That doesn’t mean Koules hasn’t had his family’s money thrown in his face.

“I get a lot of chirps as the ‘rich kid’ but it keeps me motivated to prove them wrong.”

Koules is the son of Oren Koules. Most known in the hockey world for his brief ownership of the Tampa Bay Lightning from 2008 to 2010. 
Beyond NHL ownership, Oren is well known in the film industry for his work producing the Saw movies and the popular TV show, Two 

and a Half Men. 

But instead of treading on his father’s work, Miles is making an effort to make his own name in the hockey world.

This past season saw Miles bounce between the Under-17 and Under-18 team for the U.S. National Team Development Pro-
gram out of Ann Arbor. Before his arrival two years ago, Miles spent a couple years of his teenage life with the Shattuck St. 

Mary’s after leaving his home in Los Angeles.

While attending Shattuck, Miles could recall a trip down to Tampa Bay and getting an opportunity to skate with the 
Lightning-hopefuls. It helped grow Koules’ attraction to the game.

“I even got to skate with some prospect camps, see how good they were, to try becoming like them one day. I was 
even able to skate with (Steven) Stamkos before he played an NHL game, watching him was just extraordinary.”

Despite the opportunities that many are not afforded, many would still describe Miles as just one of the guys. That 
includes Stephen Cohen, Miles’ coach with the LA Selects.

“Oren never expected us as coaches to hand anything to Miles,” ! Even if he had, I know we wouldn’t have given 
him preferential treatment, but it never came to that,” Cohen recalled. “From a character standpoint, that was 
key for him because he took criticism as fuel to his fire.

“The great thing about Miles back then was he already a great teammate.! The team loved hanging out with 
him and not just because of the size of his house and whatnot.! He loved to tell jokes in the room.”

Last summer, Miles was given a huge opportunity coming into his draft year to bring that attitude as an in-
vitee to the NHL’s Research, Development & Orientation Camp. It was a chance to showcase himself to the 
hockey world with some of the best of his age group.

“I wanted to go in and prove, because people were saying I didn’t belong, that not only was I good enough to 
be there, but that I could excel,” the five-foot-11 centre asserted. “I didn’t expect guys my age to be as good 
as they were, but I had good linemates who helped me put pucks in the net.”

That modesty has also come with a strong work ethic, according to Cohen.

“From a very young age Miles understood that he had to work to improve, and through his improvements 
and attitude he would earn ice time, special teams time and leadership roles on the team,” he said.

The Medicine Hat Tigers are hoping to see the same as Cohen. Miles announced in April he’d be ply-
ing his trade next season in the Western Hockey League.  It wasn’t too long ago that Miles’ dad was 

suiting them up in the WHL, spilling that passion and experience onto his son.

“He’s just brought that love, playing all the time, and really helping me brought out my love of 
the game,” Miles said.

Still a long ways from the NHL, this soon-to-be Medicine Hat resident continues to motivate 
himself towards the ultimate goal. 

“My mind-set when I hit the ice is to just have fun and impact a game in any way I can. It’s just 
another chance to get better.”

My mind-set when I hit the ice is to just 
have fun and impact a game in any way I 

can. It’s just another chance to get better.

“
”-Miles Koules
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THE TRUCULENT TOM WILSON
By Brian Huddle

This is the game of hockey; fighting will 
never be taken out, in my opinion.“

”-Tom Wilson

There’s hockey, and then there’s mean hockey. 

Tom Wilson likes his hockey to be rough and tough, with a side of truculence.

“Really, I go out there and just hit guys,” Wilson explained. “And that’s just in my na-
ture as it’s been bred in me as a big guy. I won’t shy away from it. When you get into 
the game and emotions get high – it’s just the player that I am.”

For the past two years, Wilson has honed his game with the Plymouth Whalers of the 
Ontario Hockey League, compiling 12 goals in 77 regular season games during that 
span. Yet it was the 2012 OHL Playoffs where the burly, six-foot-four forward really 
made heads turn with seven goals in 13 games before the Whalers bowed out to the 
Kitchener Rangers.

Despite the low regular season numbers, Wilson has been highly praised by both 
media and scouts, comparing him to the power forwards of old that fans remember so 
fondly. 

With the game constantly evolving over the past few years and the crackdown on hit-
ting and fighting in hockey, Wilson still thinks he, as well as others like him, have a 
place in the National Hockey League.

“I think it’s a joke, to be perfectly honest,” Wilson argued. “This is the game of hockey; 
fighting will never be taken out, in my opinion. That’s what the sport is about; protect-
ing each other. It’s the great part of being on a team - protecting each other.”

Protecting his teammates is a big part of Wilson’s game. Fellow Whalers are thankful 
for it.

“You feel safer, for sure, when he’s on the ice,” Mitchell Heard said of the bruising 
forward. “Going with him, opponents are not scared, but aware.”

It’s the kind of impact Wilson is hoping to have.

“When [Milan] Lucic is on the ice, players take notice, and that’s what I want when I 
play,” he said. “Creating space is a part of my role.”

Beyond the abilities as a tough forward, Wilson continues to stress his development in 
other areas as his biggest priority. 

“(Whalers head coach) Mike Velucci has told me he knows I can fight,” Wilson said. 
“I’m a big kid and I can fight, but to make the next level it’s about rounding out the 
other parts of my game.

“The game is so skilled and those NHLers are unbelievable play-
ers, but there’s always going to be that physical nature. I’m happy 
to play that role, being a big kid, and not shying away from it. As 
long as it stays clean, it can still be encouraged as a big body. 
I want to be an all-around player, with a good skill set but still 
keep that mean role.”

Heard believes Wilson has more to offer than his most obvious 
dimension.

“He’s real tough and not afraid to drop the mitts, but he can get 
in the slot and bury it – he’s one heck of a player,” Heard said.

Having spent most of the year on a line together, Heard re-
counted stories of the tough natured forward who will likely 
hear his name called in the first round of the 2012 NHL 
Entry Draft.

“In practice, or on the bus, me and him will look at the 
lineups and joke about who we’ll drop the mitts with,” 
Heard said with a laugh. “Sometimes we’ll even swap in a 
game and take each others. But it’s all business when we 
play together.”

But it will be business mixed with pleasure on draft day 
in Pittsburgh for the rough-and-tumble Wilson, who will 
take the next step in fighting for a career in professional 
hockey. 
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No. 1
NAIL YAKUPOV
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sarnia (OHL)
BORN: October 6, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 189 Lbs
STATS: 42 GP 31 G 38 A 69 PTS 30 PIM

STRENGTHS: Skating is his best attribute as he has the ability to use short blade 
pushes to generate impressive speed. When he gets moving he possesses the hands 
to control the puck and make some impressive head fakes and lateral moves to beat 
defenders one-on-one. His agility is unreal as he has an ability that maybe only five 
or six NHLers have to make a cut on a dime. His powerful legs generate outstand-
ing speed, a killer change of direction and two-step acceleration that backs off most 
defenders. He has great natural scoring instincts as he is elusive, finds open space 
quickly and seems to get to where the puck is going before it gets there, just in time 
for a prime scoring chance. His shot is elite as it comes off his blade very quickly and 
with good velocity. He can surprise many goaltenders with his quick release and has 
the accuracy to hit the target consistently. His playmaking game has really taken off 
this year, as well as his elite vision and creativity. Yakupov’s drive is through the roof: 
He does not give up on a play no matter how much he is outmanned. His game, while 
not ideally suited, has some physical elements like the willingness to take and give 
body checks as well as the willingness to engage in board battles. Even with all of the 
offensive pop in his game he is a sound two-way player, often filling gaps defensively 
and taking care of his own zone.

WEAKNESSES: Being slight in size, especially for the aggressive nature he has, leads 
many NHL talent evaluators to cross their fingers that he will not have an injury-
plagued NHL career. He has great skill level but sometimes tries to do too much on 
his own. Like most young talents, he will need to understand that his game is best 
served to utilize his teammates in all situations and make the most of chances that 
are there, rather than forcing things that are not.

NOTES: Broke current NHL Superstar Steven Stamkos’s record for most goals (49) 
and points (101) by a Sarnia rookie in 2010-11 and came into this season with high 
projections of what he could accomplish on the scoreboard. He battled some injuries 
and bad luck this season as his high flying linemate, Alex Galchenyuk, missed the 
majority of the year with a knee injury. He still managed to impress the scouts in the 
stands with his high-end skill each game he participated in though. There is no doubt 
in the minds of all FC scouts that Yakupov is the top prospect available in 2012.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Yakupov is a player who shows you something new every time you 
see him play; be it a subtle move with the puck or something he does behind the play. 
His ability to make skilled plays at high speeds is unmatched by anyone else is the 
league, let alone any other draft eligible players.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Franchise offensive winger.

NAIL YAKUPOV 1
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No. 2
ALEX GALCHENYUK
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sarnia (OHL)
BORN: February 12, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 2 GP 0 G 0 A 0 PTS 0 PIM

STRENGTHS: Skating is one of his major strengths as his speed is high-end. He pos-
sesses great balance and has very nice agility, especially with the puck on his stick. 
While not as shifty and daring a skater as Yakupov, Galchenyuk accelerates quickly, 
usually in three quick steps, with his feet allowing for a sudden change of direction. 
He has a good frame on him and was hard to knock off the puck last season. He’s 
used this season, while not on the ice, to build up his upper body strength. He utilizes 
his quick, skilled hands to make highlight reel plays by beating defenders to the net. 
He has strong positioning and a good reach to protect the puck. Naturally he is more 
of a playmaker than a finisher, as his vision is off the charts and he can accurately hit 
a moving target through legs and sticks. He’s at his best when he drives the net with 
the puck—defenders not only need to watch out for his physical presence barrelling 
at them, but also his skill to make a deke and his ability to dish the puck to an open 
teammate at any second. Alex has that rare ability to slow the game down, make deci-
sions and execute plays before defenders have a chance to read and react. He has a 
very accurate shot that has a good release, but he needs to utilize it more often. He 
looks very smooth with the puck and will be an impact NHLer in a couple seasons.

WEAKNESSES: Alex suffered a torn ACL in the OHL pre-season and had reconstruc-
tive surgery last fall. Not many NHL teams feel very comfortable spending a top three 
pick on a prospect that has missed all season with a major injury. The question is 
whether or not this will drop Alex and allow for some chance-taking team to get a 
steal or whether his resume from last season will be enough to push a team to draft 
him in the top three. Due to his injury, he is not considered NHL-ready. Alex is just 
scratching the surface of his potential and will need to continue to put in more work in 
over the next couple seasons. He also needs to lose that tentativeness that sometimes 
holds him back both physically and with the puck on his stick as he does not consis-
tently drive into traffic or go to the net.

NOTES: Scouts will need to make a decision based on limited information with Alex as 
a torn ACL and the following reconstructive surgery ended up taking his entire regular 
NHL draft season away from him. 

SCOUT QUOTE: “Galchenyuk, last season, was a dominant force for Sarnia as he con-
trolled the pace of the play when he was on the ice. He showed strong two-way skills 
and really set up a great number of Yakupov’s goals by using his slick hands to get 
into position and his elite vision to dish the puck to his partner in a timely manner for 
a prime scoring opportunity. Alex’s finishing skills are highly underrated as well.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Franchise offensive centre.

ALEX GALCHENYUK2
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No. 3
RYAN MURRAY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Everett (WHL)
BORN: September 27, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 9 G 22 A 31 PTS 31 PIM

STRENGTHS: Murray is a complete two-way player who is capable of playing any type 
of game. He is an excellent skating defenseman who displays a fluid stride and an 
elite level of ability to use skating as an offensive weapon. He likes to join the rush, or 
even lead the rush, carrying the puck. He has great foot speed overall and good later-
al mobility defensively. He shows off great passing skills as he can both quarterback 
a powerplay or make simple and effective breakouts from his own end. He has a very 
strong point shot that has the velocity to beat the goalie clean, even when the goal-
tender sees it. His vision with the puck is second to none, both in transition and in the 
offensive zone. He has the uncanny ability of breaking pucks out under extreme pres-
sure either by passing or skating them out himself. He possesses consistently good 
one-on-one positioning and excels when it comes to stick-checking. He does all the 
little things correctly that the average fan does not notice, such as smart reversing 
flow or getting himself open as an option to take pressure off his defensive partner. 
He blocks shots and uses his smarts to anticipate lanes and close them off quickly. He 
has a real influential presence on his entire team and is a leader who can both rally 
and calm his teammates when needed. He shows his work ethic both during games 
and at practice.

WEAKNESSES: On a somewhat bad Everett team this year, Murray would sometimes 
not follow his instincts and try to force plays, which caused turnovers and sometimes 
goals. He will need to continue to play a safe game within his means to be effective 
at the next level. The team that drafts Murray will need to understand that he is not a 
high-end offensive player; rather, a solid all-round contributor. He will need to gain 
some extra strength over the summer if he wants to join his new NHL club next fall.

NOTES: He was one of the many injured top prospects this season as he battled a high 
ankle sprain that kept him out of the line-up for over 10 games. In a somewhat unher-
alded move, Murray was invited to join Team Canada for the spring IIHF World Cham-
pionships.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Murray is a smooth skating, two-way defenseman with leadership 
capabilities.  He’s able to defend well and also quarterback a powerplay. He’s very 
well-rounded in all three zones and a hard worker. Fully expect him to be a top three 
pick in the draft. In my opinion, he has the ability to step in right away.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top pairing two-way defenseman.

RYAN MURRAY3
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No. 4
MIKHAIL GRIGORENKO
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: May 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 59 GP 40 G 45 A 85 PTS 12 PIM

STRENGTHS: Grigorenko is a player with high-end potential. He has some of the best 
puck-handling skills in the entire draft and his vision is elite. He dissects the play 
better than everyone else in the Q this year. He controls the game very well and is a 
lethal playmaker on the powerplay. He has a strong release on an NHL quality shot 
and often finds open space in the offensive zone. His mobility is above average, with a 
strong top speed and quick fluid feet, but his acceleration could use some improve-
ment. His vision on the ice is extraordinary, possibly his best asset; he can make plays 
that few NHLers can. He seems to see the offensive plays develop a step or two before 
everyone else and is able to find the open player through heavy traffic or even from 
behind his back with a perfectly timed pass. His puck protection is very good and it 
isn’t easy to steal the puck away from him because of his long reach. He does not shy 
away from using his body to protect the puck while maintaining possession in the of-
fensive zone. A lot of his play seems natural and effortless.

WEAKNESSES: He always looks for the pass despite having a very effective shot. De-
fensively he looks lost, his positioning looks abysmal and he shows little effort unless 
he has the puck on his stick. There are concerns about his consistency and compete 
level. He lacks willingness and drive and often is out-muscled by smaller players 
along the boards or doesn’t even bother showing up to the puck battle at all. If you 
are selecting this high, you really need to weigh the options and make sure the risk 
is worth the potentially great reward. He has the ability to be a franchise playmaking 
centre, but his lackluster performance this year, especially in the playoffs, has led 
to major questions. In our opinion, Grigorenko has not been the same since the WJC 
injury to his ankle and although he did play with Mono to end his season, that cannot 
be an excuse for his lackadaisical play earlier in the year. 

NOTES: Not only did the talented Grigorenko win a silver medal at the World Junior 
Championships, he also won a ton of league awards this past season in the QM-
JHL. He claimed ‘Rookie of the Year’, ‘Top Professional Prospect’ and the ‘Michel 
Bergeron’ Trophy as the top offensive rookie of the year. He was also named to the 
all-rookie and first all-star teams. 

SCOUT QUOTE: “A boom or bust type who has the potential to be a top line franchise 
centre with his vision and playmaking skill or a third line coach killer with his work 
ethic and consistency. His playoff play, specifically in Halifax, left much to be desired 
and will likely factor into the minds of NHL teams in Pittsburgh.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top line playmaking forward.

MIKHAIL GRIGORENKO4
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No. 5
FILIP FORSBERG
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Leksand (Sweden)
BORN: August 13, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 43 GP 8 G 9 A 17 PTS 33 PIM

STRENGTHS: Forsberg is the most complete player out of Sweden. He has smarts, 
powerful skating, excellent two-way skills and nice size, but is not excellent in terms 
of high-end speed. Forsberg’s skating is solid, he is very agile and has good ac-
celeration. He possesses a great pair of hands, a very good shot and a nose for the 
net. Forsberg has the hockey sense to be a scoring threat any time the puck is in 
the offensive end. He is willing to use his size to protect the puck and his impressive 
strength to battle hard along the wall for pucks. He is a very versatile player that can 
be your leading scorer, shut down winger, top PP threat and top PK option as well. 
He does not possess Galchenyuk or Grigorenko’s dazzling hand skills but he shows 
a sense of knowing what to do with the puck before it even gets to his stick. Defen-
sively he reads the play well, blocking shots, throwing his body around and closing 
down lanes and comes back deep into his own zone to help out. He also proves to be a 
threat by picking the puck up and transitioning quickly to offense. He wants the puck 
on his stick but without it he can find the creases in the offensive zone and is a danger 
to get open for a prime scoring chance. His game translates very well to the pro level 
in North America.

WEAKNESSES: The high-end offensive potential is not quite as high as some of the 
other forwards who will be taken in the top 15 this year. His game has not translated 
the way some had hoped while playing against experienced players, or even in the 
junior circuit, as it had when he previously played against his peers in various U-18 
tournaments. There’s not a lot of weakness in his game as he is a physical, strong 
two-way player but he is not huge on offensive projections.

NOTES: His real showcases this year have been while playing for his nation in his own 
age group as he dominated the Ivan Hlinka, the 5-Nations in February and flashed his 
domination at the U-18’s in April. He also won a gold medal with Team Sweden last 
January in Calgary at the IIHF World Junior Championships.

SCOUT QUOTE: “The high-end offensive potential in my opinion is not quite up there 
with the other top prospects, but he’s definitely a safer pick. He has shown the ability 
to dominate a game in both directions and will be the Swede first picked when all is 
said and done come June.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top line two-way winger

FILIP FORSBERG5
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No. 6
JACOB TROUBA
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: February 26, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 9 G 22 A 31 PTS 65 PIM

STRENGTHS: Trouba has great size and a very strong two-way game. He has excellent 
feet, his footwork is impeccable and he’s very strong on his skates. He has great bal-
ance and a clear strong foundation as he generates a lot of power in his checks from 
his legs. He has enough speed to recover if beaten and also leads the puck up ice. He 
has very good acceleration. He reads the play well and takes care of his zone first but 
will join the rush when he sees fit. He anticipates well and gets into lanes to break up 
passes, block shots or step into players. He is a willing physical participant. He uses 
his size and strength to play a punishing physical game against all who challenge him. 
He makes a good first pass and has the ability to hit a teammate tape-to-tape with 
a long home run pass. He has an effective slapshot that is heavy and accurate. He 
shows his intelligence on the ice by making quick, strong decisions, reading the play 
in his own end and closing off lanes with his body or long reach. He is a very instinc-
tual player and always seems to be in just the right position to protect his net, even 
when engaging in board battles along the wall. 

WEAKNESSES: He is an aggressive presence and can get caught up chasing the puck 
in his own zone at times, but his weaknesses are slim pickings. His defensive zone 
game is strong but his offensive capabilities are still very raw. He showed flashes of 
being a solid puck moving defenseman with the ability to bring the puck up ice this 
year, but also had stretches where he just ran out of options or settled for a low per-
centage play, showing that he is not 100 per cent comfortable carrying the puck. He is 
not expected to be a big time point producer at the next level. 

NOTES: He was impressive this year at all levels after a strong showing at the NHL 
Research and Development Camp last August. He played strong during multiple inter-
national tournaments, including the WJC, and dominated against USHL and the NCAA 
competition. He is headed to the University of Michigan next fall.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Plain and simple, the best pro-type player I’ve seen all year. Great 
size, great skater, great poise and great hockey sense. I think Trouba is a guy you 
could pencil into a top pairing for 10 to 15 years.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top pairing two-way defenseman.

JACOB TROUBA6
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No. 7
GRIFFIN REINHART
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: January 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-4” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 12 G 24 A 36 PTS 38 PIM

STRENGTHS: With pro-ready size, Reinhart is a true man child.  At the beginning of 
the season he looked pretty clumsy on his skates but has since improved his mobility 
considerably.  He is able to maneuver his own zone but can get beat wide by speedy 
forwards. His foot speed is good, but nothing special. He will need to make some 
improvements to that aspect of his game if he is going to be successful at the NHL 
level. He displays his uncanny ability to find open forwards on the breakout consis-
tently. He is very strong on his stick while carrying the puck up ice. He has a very good 
shot, although he doesn’t use it enough. In the defensive zone, Reinhart is a puzzle 
that few forwards have been able to solve—he uses his lengthy reach to swat pucks 
out of harm’s way and his big body to outmuscle forwards down low, in scrums and in 
front of the net. He is very strong and likes to finish his checks hard. He is very rangy 
and mobile in his own zone and that alone makes him a very good defender, but mixed 
with his size and tenacity, he is a premier defenseman. Reinhart’s decision-making 
is pretty good and he reads plays well, dissecting the opposing team’s forecheck with 
his vision and smarts. 

WEAKNESSES: His size is very enticing but he needs to use it more often and play 
with an edge consistently to be at his best. Far too often he relies on his reach instead 
of making an attacker pay the price for entering his zone. His skating, while improved, 
has some deficiencies that will need to be addressed before he is able to make the 
jump to the next level. His transitions and crossovers look a bit choppy at times and 
he could use an extra step. 

NOTES: The NHL bloodlines continue with the Reinhart clan as Griffin joins father 
Paul and brother Max as NHL property. His younger brother Sam is expected to be a 
very high pick in 2014 as well.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Reinhart is a big, two-way defender.  He has the ability to defend with 
size and reach. His physicality continues to be an area to work on. Strong offensive 
skills and skating has improved all season. Expect him to be a top 10 selection, but I 
would take him top five.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman

GRIFFIN REINHART7
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No. 8
TEUVO TERAVAINEN
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Jokerit (Finland)
BORN: September 11, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 33 GP 10 G 4 A 14 PTS 4 PIM

STRENGTHS: A super skilled offensive player who can create his own scoring chance 
each time he touches the puck. He is an excellent playmaker with elite passing ability. 
He has the ability to control the pace of the play, slowing it down and then speeding 
it up, pushing defenders on their heels. His quick hands are right up there with the 
Galchenyuk’s and Grigorenko’s of the draft as he can control the puck at breakneck 
speeds and phone booth-sized space. He does not use his hands to dangle through 
defenses much but instead controls the puck and backs off defenders with the threat 
of a quick move. He is smart and able to draw defenders to him before dishing off a 
calm pass to an open linemate. He has dynamic feet and very good speed, agility and 
the ability to change direction quickly. His shot is also a weapon, not because it is very 
hard or strong but because it is accurate and very quick off his blade. He is instant 
offense with strong instincts and positioning. The puck always finds him and once it 
does, he shows a very creative offensive sense. He can play on the perimeter with his 
elite passing skills but will also go to the dirty areas and get into scoring position. 

WEAKNESSES: His size is his main weakness at this point as he has a general frailty 
to his frame. He needs to add considerable strength; although, he has proven to be 
able to play better than just effectively against men in Finland’s top league. His board 
battle ability and puck protection are not what they could be with added strength. He 
also started to show some arrogance and disinterest later in the year as his skill was 
obviously too much for his peers to handle. This can lead to some character issues if 
not addressed.

NOTES: He is the draft’s top late riser; however, he has been on an upward trajectory 
for much of the entire season. Scouts just loved his performance at both the 5-Na-
tions and April’s U-18 Championships. He is a wildcard as he has the skill to eventu-
ally be recognized as the top player to come out of this draft when we look back in 10 
years.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Teravainen will no doubt become a high-end offensive player at the 
NHL level. He is a skilled playmaker who sees the game at a different level. His sense 
and instinct are a notch above almost everyone else. He is my bet to be the surprise in 
the top five—selection that seems to happen every year.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top line offensive winger

TEUVO TERAVAINEN8
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No. 9
MORGAN RIELLY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Moose Jaw (WHL)
BORN: March 9, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11.5” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 18 GP 3 G 15 A 18 PTS 2 PIM

STRENGTHS:  A strong, athletic, offensive-minded defenseman who is an elite level 
skater. He possesses a great first few steps and strong lateral mobility. He is able to 
turn on a dime to break down a defender or to escape a powerful forecheck. Uses his 
smooth, wide skating stride as he rushes the puck up ice or even end-to-end. He’s a 
great puck mover and makes a grade ‘A’ first pass. He uses his skills on the power-
play well and has shown the ability to anticipate when to send a back door pass and 
when to hold onto the puck. He plays the blueline well on the powerplay, has excellent 
patience and can play either point. He plays with his head up, looking around, and has 
a good first step. He is calm with the puck, has good hockey sense and can get the 
puck on net through traffic. He has a good outlet tape-to-tape pass, and can play big 
minutes. Defensively he has a good stick, gets it into lanes and seems to have a longer 
reach than you would expect a player of his height to have.

WEAKNESSES: His size has some pushing his ranking down their draft lists; although, 
his offensive vision and skating skill set are an intriguing rarity. He has much to learn 
about the defensive side of the game, using sound positioning—his game had shown 
signs of growth in that regard before his injury. He needs to improve his decision-
making skills, especially when handling the puck in his own zone as he can be ex-
posed on the forecheck from time to time when he tries to be too fancy.  Overall, there 
are very few complaints with this kid’s game and potential.

NOTES: He is a casualty of the well-documented injury bug to top prospects this year. 
Morgan played just 18 games at the beginning of the season before falling to an ACL 
tear, which required surgery and substantial rehab time, keeping him out of action 
until partway through the WHL playoffs.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Rielly is a solid puck-moving defenseman who was showing great 
growth defensively before suffering a serious knee injury in early November. He 
skates very well, is a great passer, reads the play well and is a wizard with the puck; 
probably the best offensive defenseman in the draft this year.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four puck-rushing defenseman. 

MORGAN RIELLY9
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No. 10
MATT DUMBA
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Red Deer (WHL)
BORN: July 25, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11.5” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 69 GP 20 G 37 A 57 PTS 67 PIM

STRENGTHS:  Smooth, explosive and dynamic, Dumba is an extremely powerful skat-
er with nice fluid, long strides.  He can change his angles, make moves on a dime and 
is very agile on his skates. He has the ability to either blow by a defender on the rush 
or keep up with any forward while playing in his own zone. He has great vision and can 
make nice stretch passes or send out nice saucer passes. He has soft hands receiv-
ing the puck from his teammates as well. His shot is dynamic, both his wrist shot and 
slapshot and both are very hard and extremely accurate. He has a good release and 
can score off the rush by using a quick shot from well out. He is a physical player who 
isn’t afraid to step up and level someone with an open ice hit. His technique and tim-
ing on those hits is something beautiful and that ability keeps his opponents looking 
around for him when he’s on the ice. He plays hard along the walls and in front of his 
net as well. Dumba has shown flashes of strong defensive zone play and the ability to 
shadow other high-end offensive talent, keeping them in check.

WEAKNESSES: He isn’t overly big, which is a concern for many as he plays much big-
ger than he is listed. He needs to add considerable mass to his frame in order to be 
physically effective at the next level. He can tend to look uninterested from time to 
time. When he wants to play, he’s usually the best player on the ice, but he also has 
stretches where he seems to watch the play instead of being involved in it. His hockey 
sense has also been called into question as he seems to react more than think the 
game. He can get lost defensively when he runs around in his own zone chasing the 
puck. Many of these areas should correct themselves with maturity and development.

NOTES: Dumba has had a hot draft season as he was highly impressive right off the 
hop at the Ivan Hlinka in August and had many scouts buzzing about his upside as a 
potential top three prospect. Despite a little lull where he stopped playing with the dy-
namic physical edge midway through the year, he concluded his impressive draft sea-
son by leading the IIHF U-18 Championships in scoring this past April with 12 points in 
just seven contests. 

SCOUT QUOTE: “Dumba is a raw and explosive defenseman who is very dynamic with 
the puck and his physical play. He has some good leadership abilities and is a guy that 
might have the most potential of any WHL player in the draft. He is likely a top 10 pick 
as he has some moderate risk and reward because of his style.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top pairing defenseman.

MATT DUMBA10
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No. 11
CODY CECI
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Ottawa (OHL)
BORN: December 21, 1993
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 17 G 43 A 60 PTS 14 PIM

STRENGTHS:  Ceci’s progression this season has been outstanding. From our initial 
viewing at the NHL R&D to now, he may have been the one player who has grown the 
most all year. His mobility, with a focus on his lateral movement and acceleration, has 
really improved as well. There has been a big jump in Ceci’s mobility and his footwork. 
He looks to have added some speed to his game. Always known as a strong defense-
first defenseman, Ceci is now showing that he has some interesting offensive upside. 
He was aggressive with the puck, skating it out of his end and either passing it off to 
a teammate or skating it into the offensive zone. He has one of the strongest shots in 
the league, both accurate and heavy. He has smart positioning in his own end. He has 
really improved his puck skills and is showing the ability to create offense from the 
back end. He has the size and strength to consistently win puck battles down low at 
his own end. He blocks shots and closes off passing lanes with positioning and his ac-
tive stick-handling. He shows a strong anticipation for when it is time to pinch into the 
zone for added offensive pressure. His combination of size, mobility and puck skills 
make him an intriguing player.

WEAKNESSES: His physicality has still not shown even though he is a six-foot-three, 
210-pound defenseman. He shies away from destroying smaller opponents, which 
is admirable, but not if it is for a lack of aggressiveness. There is some debate as to 
whether his offensive skills will translate in the NHL to the points we are seeing him 
put up in junior as he is not overly creative or puck savvy. 

SCOUT QUOTE: “The big blueliners progression this season has been outstanding. 
From my initial viewing at the NHL R&D to now, he may be the one player who has 
grown the most all year.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

CODY CECI11
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No. 12
SEBASTIAN COLLBERG
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Frolunda (Sweden)
BORN: February 22, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 41 GP 0 G 0 A 0 PTS 2 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He has incredible speed and an incredible shot. He is very Phil Kessel-
like in the sense that he likes to speed up the wing and unleash his lethal wrist shot. 
The shot of Collberg is a story in itself: With a seamless release from high speed, Col-
lberg gets impressive velocity and often it goes right under the bar. It is not an exag-
geration to say that he’s got a pro-level shot. His hands are very quick and he can cut 
through traffic, maintaining possession with different slick moves and dekes. He is a 
driven player who wants the puck on his stick and has the vision and offensive sense 
to be a game breaker. He skates very well, with good acceleration and a remarkable 
top speed, which helps him to beat defenders to the outside, or if the opponent takes 
a bit of safe distance, obtain the necessary room to get his shot off. He works hard to 
retrieve the puck to get another shot and finishes checks, playing the game in a high 
tempo. He is not afraid to get into the dirty areas; although, he lacks much impact due 
to his size. His speed, shot and great attitude will make him an attractive choice early, 
despite the lack of SEL point production at this point.

WEAKNESSES: You might think that his stats listed above are a typo, but they are in-
deed correct; zero points in over 40 games played. The real story is the limited min-
utes and shifts he has been given while playing his first season in the Elitserien, and 
his desire to not make a mistake, has caused the talented Collberg to play it too safe. 
He’s played a strict chip-and-change and kept a constant defensive posture approach, 
which has drastically affected his production. Another couple aspects that might have 
NHL teams concerned is his lack of ideal size and perceived individualistic play. The 
challenge will be adding muscle without sacrificing speed, to be more effective physi-
cally and win more puck battles.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Despite a tough year in terms of production while learning the ropes 
at the SEL level, Collberg has proven over this year and last, while playing in the 
Swedish junior leagues and internationally, that he’s got top-end talent.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

SEBASTIAN COLLBERG12
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No. 13
RADEK FAKSA
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Kitchener (OHL)
BORN: January 9, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 29 G 37 A 66 PTS 47 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is an imposing forward on the ice because of his size. He shows 
agility in his skating with a very strong first two strides and the ability to take off with 
quick feet and speed. He moves well laterally and can get around defenders with his 
various skating talents. He displays impressive smarts in his ability to break down 
defensive coverage and find or make lanes. He is also very intelligent away from the 
puck and goes to find open ice so he is a passing option. He doesn’t make flashy plays 
with the puck like a Yakupov would, but is intelligent and makes decisive plays with 
the puck in the offensive zone. He can generate offense from off of the rush or by win-
ning a battle down low and making a crisp pass from behind the net. His progression 
over the course of the season has been really impressive as he looked a little tentative 
to start off, but turned things around enough to become one of the OHL’s most domi-
nant power forwards later on. He can be a physical force when necessary and is more 
than willing to mix it up. He has a bullet of a shot with a quick release. He is strong 
defensively as he comes back hard and uses his reach to break up plays on the back 
check. His compete level and aggressiveness are strong, not in a mean or angry way, 
but more as a puck hound—willing to do what it takes to win each battle.

WEAKNESSES:  As good as he was earlier in the season, we noticed a slight drop in 
the play of Faksa as the season wore on. Maybe it was just that the expectations had 
gone up, but he didn’t seem to be as active as before. He never shied away from any-
thing in mid-season viewings, but the battle just wasn’t there later in the year. The 
Knights played him very tight throughout the series and he was not nearly as effec-
tive; he started to struggle without that extra second to make a decision. He needs to 
be more effective when playing against a team that plays him tight and needs to make 
quicker decisions with the puck. Also, his offensive upside is debated as top six or top 
nine as most do not see a true No. 1 offensive centre. He also will need to continue to 
improve his conditioning and overall strength as he is a tad gangly.

SCOUT QUOTE: “The big import centre has played well all season. I love his compete 
levels and his board play, combined with his offensive skills. He may not be a fran-
chise player, but will be a strong secondary player at the NHL level.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive centre.

RADEK FAKSA13
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No. 14
DERRICK POULIOT
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Portland (WHL)
BORN: January 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 11 G 48 A 59 PTS 79 PIM

STRENGTHS:  Pouliot is another slick, puck-moving defenseman who loves to start 
the breakout with his great outlet game. Pouliot is a strong skating defenseman with 
a smooth, powerful stride and isn’t afraid to rely on his skills to move the puck up ice. 
He displays a wide skating stride, is strong on his skates and has ability to get back 
into play if he pinches into the zone for a chance. He possesses the ability to log heavy 
minutes and not wear down from fatigue. He plays a pro-style game in Portland, con-
trolling the pace of the game with his patience and poise. He plays a calm game and 
doesn’t typically panic with the puck. He isn’t overly physical, but can take the body. 
He has a bit of cockiness to him, but not in a bad way. He is good with the puck, sees 
the ice well and makes good consistent tape-to-tape passes. An elite playmaker with 
smooth hands and the ability to finish on the rush as well, Pouliot has a good shot that 
is accurate but not overly heavy. He tends to jump up into the play very often and likes 
to get involved on the offensive side of things. He definitely generates most of his of-
fense with his playmaking skills and is more of a passer then a shooter as he makes 
great passes to spring players on the break. He uses a long stick for knocking pucks 
off of the attacking player’s blade entering the zone. He has top-notch offensive in-
stincts and vision, and the ability to slip into the cracks and slide unnoticed into scor-
ing position. He can control the tempo of a game when he is at his best.

WEAKNESSES:  He has many areas of his defensive game that need work and he 
needs to become a better player without the puck on his stick. He can be pretty care-
less in his own zone with regard to breakouts and has been caught leaking into the 
neutral zone a few times, getting exposed trying to pinch too much. He is not great 
positional-wise and is not very strong in puck battles. He needs to add some muscle 
to his frame, preferably without affecting his skating. He has an active stick but relies 
on it too much of the time defensively, causing him to be beaten by skilled puck han-
dlers. His decision-making is hit or miss depending on the game you view, meaning 
that he needs to improve upon his consistency.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Pouliot is a very good skating offensive defenseman. He is an elite 
passer with great hands and the ability to finish on the rush. He can control the pace 
of the game with his patience and poise. He needs to work on the defensive side of the 
game and become a better player without the puck.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four offensive defenseman

DERRICK POULIOT14
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No. 15
HAMPUS LINDHOLM
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Rogle (Sweden)
BORN: January 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 20 GP 1 G 3 A 4 PTS 12 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is a very aggressive puck rushing defenseman with a high offen-
sive upside. He starts rushes quickly with his high-end skating ability and vision. He 
has great feet that allow him to pivot and make quick changes of direction, throw-
ing checkers off balance. He has a powerful stride that generates good push, strong 
acceleration and good transitions from front to back. He has very soft hands and can 
carry the puck up ice on the rush or push a long, skilled breakout pass up to one of 
his forwards. He has the ability to see the offensive play developing before most and 
quickly jumps into the lane or opening. He has some good creativity and can generate 
scoring chances from the back end with his playmaking skills as well as his slapshot. 
He does not panic under pressure and makes good decisions with the puck in the of-
fensive zone. He drives down, deep into the offensive zone, and attacks the net—look-
ing for rebounds or a cross-crease pass—then utilizes his feet to get back into de-
fensive position. He has good work ethic and competes hard, game in and game out. 
He has good size, great skating and offensive potential, making him a very intriguing 
prospect.

WEAKNESSES:  For all of his composure and poise with the puck in the offensive 
zone, he reacts the exact opposite in his own zone. He makes bad decisions and is not 
hard enough on the puck. Inconsistent play is the biggest detraction from Lindholm’s 
game. He can force things and tries to make low percentage passes that turn into odd 
man rushes or scoring chances against. As the case is with most of the Swedish de-
fensemen, he isn’t nearly as physical as he could be and, despite his measurements, 
he struggles to handle tougher opponents. His defensive awareness is just not there 
a lot of the time. He also showed a tendency to leave too much room between himself 
and opposing forwards entering the zone, allowing them to gain speed. He is too lax in 
front of his net. He has all the tools to be a star but is still pretty raw.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Lindholm has developed very nicely over the last year, making him a 
prime candidate to be the first Swede taken after Forsberg. Despite having some trou-
ble adapting to the SEL-2 game, he’s been showing flashes of brilliance and enough 
potential during his time at international events.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four offensive defenseman.

HAMPUS LINDHOLM15
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No. 16
COLTON SISSONS
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kelowna (WHL)
BORN: November 5, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 26 G 15 A 41 PTS 62 PIM

STRENGTHS:  A strong two-way power forward type player and a strong wide power-
ful skater with good edges and a good first step. He can play in all situations and excel 
doing whatever his coach asks of him. He has a good frame to grow into. He goes into 
the danger areas and is hard to move when he plants himself in front of the net or 
along the wall. He is a natural leader that communicates well with his teammates, 
building them up and encouraging them but also adding some snarl when needed to 
light a fire. He backchecks hard, right down to his goal-line, and takes the body every 
chance he gets. He can be a physical force by taking a hit and staying on his skates or 
dropping the gloves to stand up for himself or a teammate. He does whatever it takes 
to win. He plays with his head up and can make a solid pass but is more of a shooter in 
the offensive zone, where he shows off his rocket slapshot. He has strong upper body 
strength and plays down low behind the net as well as goes into all the danger areas. 
He has good hands around the net. He consistently has the best work ethic of anyone 
on the ice.  He seemed to always be the first one on the forecheck and the first one on 
the backcheck. He is very smart and can anticipate the play and where the puck will 
be.

WEAKNESSES:  He is not projected to be the biggest offensive contributor at the next 
level. His projection is that of a safe bet: A solid second or third line power forward, 
with some offensive ability but not the type to generate much offense on his own. He 
is a good complimentary player for a strong centre. Some observers also question 
the durability of Sissons as he can play a little on the reckless side, throwing his body 
around and taking on much bigger, nastier competition with his fists. How will that 
style affect his body over a prolonged period of time?

SCOUT QUOTE: “Sissons is the captain of the Rockets and plays in the mould of a 
power forward. He is often the first guy on the forecheck and the first guy on the back-
check. He projects to be very similar to a guy like Andrew Ladd. I would have him as a 
top 20 or so.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine power forward.

COLTON SISSONS16
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No. 17
NICOLAS KERDILES
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: January 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 20 G 22 A 42 PTS 36 PIM

STRENGTHS:  An athletically gifted forward that can be relied on in all situations and 
at all times. He makes quick decisions and anticipates the play well. He is a great 
skater who exudes confidence, has excellent hands and has great hockey sense. He 
has above-average top-end speed, strong lateral agility and very impressive edge 
work with the ability to stop and start sharply, as well as turn on a dime. He has a 
great ability to carry the puck at full speed and the hands to make creative plays with 
the puck to gain entry into the zone. He can make a move with the puck and then get a 
shot off in one quick, smooth motion. His shot is a laser that is off his stick in a flash. 
He is a pit bull when it comes to protecting the puck on the wall or when driving to the 
net. Kerdiles creates chances with his combination of work ethic, soft hands, strong 
vision and skating ability. In the offensive zone he displays good instincts and hockey 
sense as seen when he buzzes around in space looking for a timely pass or getting to 
spots needed to support his linemates in puck battles. He sacrifices his body to make 
plays by blocking shots, fighting along the boards and on the forecheck, and is willing 
to take a hit to move the puck. Defensively he is smart at knowing where the lanes are 
and how to close them off. He is very physical and uses his strength in both ends. He 
plays 110 per cent during every second of every shift. He is a very hard-working, dedi-
cated player that coaches will have no problem using in any situation.

WEAKNESSES:  The jury is split on his offensive upside as some FC observers see top 
six potential while others are less convinced and project a solid third liner at the NHL 
level. His feet are very good; although, he could use an extra step with regard to his 
first step acceleration. One area that caught the eye of our scouts was that he can try 
to be too cute with the puck at times and might be better served to play a safe simple 
game instead of trying to be too fancy. He can also improve his shot accuracy as he 
tends to shoot the puck high, over the net often.

SCOUT QUOTE: “In my mind he’s the best of the Team USA forward crop. He is a great 
skater with excellent hands and hockey sense. While he might not look to have top 
line offensive skills, he does possess strong two-way skills and underrated leadership 
abilities as well.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way forward.

NICOLAS KERDILES17
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No. 18
BRENDAN GAUNCE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Belleville (OHL)
BORN: March 25, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 28 G 40 A 68 PTS 68 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is a smart two-way power centre with high-end leadership quali-
ties. He is intelligent in many situations, showing good positional play and the abil-
ity to affect the game at both ends of the ice. He is smart with the puck, shows some 
good vision and makes decisive plays. He uses his size and strength well down low 
and along the boards, cycling the puck against some stronger and bigger defense-
men, causing frustration and often drawing penalties. He possesses good intelligence 
and instincts, both with and without the puck. He has decent hand skills; although, he 
is not too flashy in that regard. He gives impressive feeds to his wingers and makes 
quick decisions with the puck in the offensive zone. He generates chances with timely 
passes from behind the net. He has a very strong shot with a nice quick release, but is 
definitely a pass first player. He possesses good playmaking abilities and sees the ice 
well. He is extremely intelligent, showing a very high IQ level. Gaunce, whose brother 
Cam is an Avalanche prospect, is a very safe bet to become an NHL player. While his 
feet are not high-end right now—just like Avalanche forward Ryan O’Reilly was—he 
can put in the work to improve his skating and make an impact sooner rather than 
later at the next level.

WEAKNESSES:  Gaunce is one of the draft’s most polarizing players. Some have him 
as a top line centre while others can’t see him as more than a third line two-way 
checker with some offensive capabilities. His boosters say how well his game trans-
lates to the NHL level due to his size. He has good work ethic and two-way skill, but 
his detractors say a lack of offensive creativity, foot speed and finish will hold him 
back. Only time will tell who is closer to the truth. His consistency has wavered from 
game to game as his play can either be high intensity or lackadaisical. His foot speed, 
first few steps of acceleration and lateral mobility are poor areas that will need some 
improvement before he can take that step to the big league. 

SCOUT QUOTE: “Gaunce is a player who you either like or you just don’t see the upside 
in. Some have him as a top 10 player, while others have him lower. I view him as a 
good second line centre with above-average leadership capabilities.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way power forward.

BRENDAN GAUNCE18
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No. 19
ZEMGUS GIRGENSONS
POSITION: Centre/Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Dubuque (USHL)
BORN: January 5, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 24 G 31 A 55 PTS 69 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He has a short, choppy stride that produces incredible power and ac-
celeration. He is constantly moving his feet and moves extremely well with the puck, 
essentially hitting top speed in just a few strides. He plays both ends, covering and 
supporting teammates. His game seems focused on getting the puck with speed; 
once his team gains possession, Girgensons explodes from wherever he is and makes 
himself available for a pass. He uses his speed to gain the offensive zone and to draw 
penalties. His shot is quick off his blade and usually labelled for a corner. He is a bit of 
a bull: Sturdy on his skates, able to shrug off hits and able to keep advancing with the 
puck. He has great hands and is able to make soft touch passes with varying release 
points on his shot selection. He has size and knows how to use it. Zemgus throws hits 
and fights for every puck. He has great leadership—he is the captain on the team—
and you see him constantly talking to his teammates both during play and after whis-
tles. He doesn’t have an overly active stick but has great defensive positioning. His 
willingness to throw his body around cannot be understated. 

WEAKNESSES: The injury bug hit Zemgus a bit down the stretch. Whether it was from 
all the games he played this year or that he might be wearing down, this leaves some 
questions about his durability, especially when he jumps up a level and starts play-
ing against bigger, stronger competition. His scoring touch and offensive upside may 
not be “top line” material. Some decisions he makes with the puck are questionable 
and have observers wondering about his sense.  For example, he will go down into the 
corner to battle for the puck, win it and have time but blindly throw it toward the point 
without looking to see his options. He did this same play numerous times this year 
and many times it led to turnovers. Another example were his constant attempts to 
power through defenders, who either swept the puck off his stick before he even got 
to them or muscled him up enough to force the turnover. These were all situations 
where he had an open man coming in with him as he led the rush.

SCOUT QUOTE: “In my opinion, he’s one of the “sure things” of this draft in terms of 
low bust-ability. He is an ultra-competitive player whose scoring touch may not be 
“high first round” material, but brings all the intangibles that will almost surely make 
him an NHL player.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way forward.

ZEMGUS GIRGENSONS19
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No. 20
TOMAS HERTL
POSITION: Centre/Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: HC Slavia Praha (Czech Republic)
BORN: November 12, 1993
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 38 GP 12 G 13 A 25 PTS 22 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is a big, strong body that gets up and down the wing well with good 
straight line speed. His balance is strong and he also has some good agility. He has 
a good stick and can carry the puck as well as protect it using his frame and quick 
hands. He has strong playmaking abilities such as vision and a soft touch, but is surely 
more of a finisher than a passer. He has a very effective shot that is quick off his stick 
and has some good velocity behind it. He keeps his head up and always checks off his 
options as he moves around with the puck, keeping his top target fixed on the net. He 
plays with a physical edge and a healthy amount of grit as he fights for every inch of 
ice. He has good smarts and reads the developing play well. He will dish out punishing 
checks and close out opponents with every chance he gets. He really excels along the 
wall where his reach and strength become an advantage. He is hard on the cycle and 
willing to go to the net and look for garbage goals. He has very good hands in tight and 
has some Tomas Holmstrom in him with regard to being a net-front presence. He can 
play a sound, two-way game, and not just be effective in the offensive zone. He uses 
good defensive positioning and his size to disrupt the opposition’s attack. 

WEAKNESSES: The biggest hurdle for Hertl to get over before joining the NHL will 
be his skating, which is powerful, but he lumbers out of the gate and his feet are not 
very quick off the mark. Some work to improve his conditioning and add some extra 
strength to his legs would help his pro-game as well. He can go through stretches 
where he thinks he can be a one-man show and try to beat defenses with one-on-one 
moves and dekes, but that is not really his game and he knows he will not excel play-
ing that way. He is at his best playing the simple power winger game, utilizing his 
teammates and going hard to the net.

SCOUT QUOTE: “While he was impressive during those international competitions, 
what he did with his club team against men is what made us most excited. He has a 
big body, uses his size well and possesses some offensive upside, meaning he should 
develop into a strong power winger at the NHL level.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six power forward.

TOMAS HERTL20
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No. 21
ANDREI VASILEVSKI
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Tolpar Ufa (MHL)
BORN: July 25, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3.5” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 27 GP 2.23 GAA .931 SP

STRENGTHS:  A very big, powerful and athletic goaltender who plays the butterfly 
style. His balance and ability to read the play allow him to maintain good positioning in 
his crease. Vasilevski is very strong for his age. He has quick legs and a quick blocker 
to deflect the puck, with the ability to smother the puck into his chest. His glove is a 
weapon as he flashes it to rob shooters who think there is some daylight looking them 
in the face. He drops down early but still has the long torso to cover the upper portion 
of the net while he is on his knees. He is extremely flexible and able to pop back up 
quickly out of the butterfly. He moves very well post-to-post for such a big body. He 
keeps his game simple, staying in position and not straying from his crease. He hugs 
his posts and seals off the ice with his gigantic leg pads. He has the ability, like so 
many of his nation’s puck stoppers in the past, to run hot and cold. But when he is hot 
he is nearly unbeatable.

WEAKNESSES: It is not really considered a weakness, but with the “Russian factor” 
in play, Vasilevski has two years remaining on his deal with Tolpar Ufa, and from what 
we hear, he is fully intent on honouring those two years. The only way he would jump 
ship is if he did not make the KHL team. He has shown interest in coming over and 
having an NHL career eventually. On the ice he has some technical flaws: He goes 
down early, holds his gloves too far behind his body, does not come out far enough to 
close off angles consistently, can give up lots of rebounds, lacks in knowing what to 
do when handling the puck and can look a little clumsy at times with his foot work. He 
has conditioning issues, like many young goaltenders do, but with some good coach-
ing he has outstanding pro-potential.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Despite the ’Russian’ question marks, Vasilevski has everything that 
NHL teams are looking for in a future NHL puck stopper and will surely hear his name 
called early.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL goaltender.

ANDREI VASILEVSKI21
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No. 22
PONTUS ÅBERG
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Djurgarden (Sweden)
BORN: September 23, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 47 GP 8 G 7 A 15 PTS 6 PIM

STRENGTHS:  Åberg is a speedy sniper who is also a hard worker. His skating is agile 
with quick acceleration and he has some balance on his feet. The most notable thing 
about Åberg is his wrist shot: An impressive release with strong accuracy. Åberg’s 
blessed with what you would call a goal-scorer’s sense around the net, not getting 
chances by out-muscling opponents as much, but by being smart and reading the play 
to jump on loose pucks. He is at his best coming down the wing and getting a quick 
release on net. Åberg is a mixture between a power forward and a playmaker. He has 
great drive, likes to finish his checks and is a good puck-handler. He uses his skating 
to his advantage in the defensive zone; he comes back hard and ties up his man. He is 
a really responsible player and has shown little to no difficulty adapting to the senior 
level of play, despite the horrific year for his team. 

WEAKNESSES: He has some concerns with his durability and whether his body can 
stand up to the rigors of even just a North American season. Despite his wrist shot be-
ing accurate and quick off the stick, it still lacks velocity and he would be even more 
dangerous off the rush with a harder shot that an NHL goalie would not be able to 
swat away easily. He started the year strong but somewhere along the way he stopped 
being the “get everything to the net” guy and started forcing passes to teammates, at-
tempting lower percentage shots and giving up on prime scoring chances for himself. 
NHL teams need to wonder if this is a sign that his hockey sense may not be as strong 
as what most first thought it would be or if he is just a young guy trying to make plays 
and not be so predictable.

SCOUT QUOTE: “While he’s been making the most noise at the SEL level out of the 
“big three” of the Swedish draft eligible forwards, there’s no questioning he is the 
third one in terms of long-term potential. With that said though, he has been one of 
few bright spots for Djurgården this season.”

NHL POTENTIAL: First line offensive forward.

PONTUS ÅBERG22
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No. 23
SLATER KOEKKOEK
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Peterborough (OHL)
BORN: February 18, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 26 GP 5 G 13 A 18 PTS 17 PIM

STRENGTHS:  A prototypical two-way defenseman who can take control of the puck at 
both ends of the ice. The smooth skating Koekkoek was off to a great start before be-
ing sidelined by an injury for the rest of the season. He was Peterborough’s clear No. 
1 defenseman before the injury, logging upwards of 30 minutes a night and running 
the powerplay and penalty kill as well. His very strong mobility and agility allow him 
to skate his way out of the zone without too much trouble. He is strong position-wise 
and angles players off the ice. He has good lateral movement and first step accelera-
tion as well as the ability to skate the puck out of danger and generate offense on the 
rush. He has strong vision with the puck and makes very strong, accurate and crisp 
outlet passes. He displayed strong aggression and physicality down low and along the 
boards. He is a defenseman who can play any role given to him and excel. He has al-
ways been known as a puck-moving defenseman with strong vision, but he has really 
stepped up his game at his own end, playing the gaps well and having an active stick 
in passing lanes. His progression over the past few years has been impressive.

WEAKNESSES: The injury was devastating to the young developing blueliner as his 
shoulder kept him out for almost two-thirds of his draft year. Before the injury he was 
being mentioned by FC scouts as a possible top 10 talent, but the shoulder separation 
changed all of that. Now he is left a year behind in his development and, even worse, 
those injury prone questions are in the back of the minds of NHL teams. Defensively 
he has some room to grow; he needs to improve his defensive zone awareness and 
learn how to stay in solid positioning as he can wander. A few pounds would also go a 
long way to making his defensive zone play that much better.

SCOUT QUOTE: “He is a true wildcard in this draft. His progression over the past few 
years has been impressive. I think that out of all the players that I have seen this year, 
he has the highest long-term upside.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

SLATER KOEKKOEK23
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No. 24
LUDVIG BYSTROM
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Modo J20 (Sweden)
BORN: July 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 34 GP 7 G 22 A 29 PTS 101 PIM

STRENGTHS:  The smooth skating defenseman has been sky-rocketing the rankings 
all year long. In the mould of the “modern” Swedish defenseman, he solves problems 
in all zones with his smarts and his effective skating. While not a burner speed-wise, 
he gets to where he needs to be just fine. He possesses very good all-round mobility, 
strong acceleration and nice edge work. The increased physicality going from juniors 
to the senior level hasn’t caused any major problems as he boasts good size. As a 
puck-mover, he is able to connect the dots with the help of terrific skating or tape-
to-tape passes. He will rush the puck up with decent hands and strong vision. Offen-
sively, he does not over extend himself and has not been a big risk-taker, especially at 
the SEL level where any errors that could be hidden in junior become glaring gaffs. He 
uses his stick to break-up passing lanes and deflect shots; he uses his body to block 
shots or take a hit to move the puck out of danger. He shows smarts and knows when 
to pinch for pucks and when to hang back and maintain solid defensive positioning. 
He has a very aggressive side that he has toned down after playing a few games in 
the Elite League—if he incorporates this against bigger opposition, he could be a real 
strong physical presence.

WEAKNESSES: He is not an overly dynamic defenseman, but does things reason-
ably well. He will need to not be so passive aggressive, as he was more willing to mix 
things up or throw a hit in the Junior leagues. In Junior he would consistently out-
muscle his opponent and come away with pucks or force the attack to the outside, he 
needs to bring that same game while playing against older players. He will also need 
to add some lower body strength as he might not be able to pin his checks on the wall 
or clear forwards from the crease against older competition.

SCOUT QUOTE: “The young Modo defenseman has been flying up the rankings this 
year and does not intend on stopping. He is getting lots of SEL exposure in the second 
half of the year and it will certainly be very helpful for Byström as he pleads his case 
for a first round draft slot.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

LUDVIG BYSTROM24
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No. 25
OSCAR DANSK
POSITION: Goaltender
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Brynas J20 (Sweden)
BORN: February 28, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 28 GP 2.82 GAA .910 SP

STRENGTHS:  He is a big, modern type goalie with a sense of calmness to his game. 
He plays with confidence and uses his natural frame to cover the lower portion of the 
net well. He gets down early and plays a covering style—a really effective one. He 
has lateral mobility as well as good anticipation, which helps him keep his calm, even 
when the play is uncontrolled. Dansk has got great size to cover the net naturally and 
is very confident and mature in goal. He has some strong balance and the fluid eco-
nomical ability to slide post-to-post and drop into a butterfly, all in one smooth mo-
tion. He has strong determination as seen by his willingness to come to North Amer-
ica in his formative years and better his game with the storied Shattuck St. Mary’s 
prep school. He has good focus and tracks the puck well through traffic. He keeps 
his upper half up and does not slouch, taking away openings in the upper portion of 
the net. When he does have to scramble, which is rare, he shows an ability to quickly 
recover and get back into position.

WEAKNESSES: His biggest weakness is the fact he is a goaltender in the Brynas 
system. It is strange that a system known for developing good goaltenders is consid-
ered a weakness, but with the many other high-end talents that come through the 
system each year, playing time is at a premium. NHL teams that are interested in 
Dansk might want to see if a CHL team would be interested in grabbing the talented 
puck stopper in the CHL draft and giving him 50 to 60 starts. Some NHL teams might 
not like that he is not a flashy stopper, plays almost lethargically calm and that he is 
not great at handling the puck around his crease, but some might. He has also been 
known to not come out and play the angles aggressive enough, instead relying too 
heartily upon his natural size.

SCOUT QUOTE: “A strong, big game goaltender who made early waves at the World 
Junior A Challenge and continued to have success throughout his draft year. He has 
the size and skill to be an early round selection this June.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL goaltender.

OSCAR DANSK25
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No. 26
MATT FINN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: February 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 10 G 38 A 48 PTS 58 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is an intelligent two-way defender with good leadership qualities. 
He is a decent skater with speed and uses lateral shifts to gain the zone when carry-
ing the puck. He is quite poised with the puck on his stick and is at his best when he 
skates the puck up the ice and makes quick, smart, decisive decisions with it. He runs 
the powerplay well and shows a hard, accurate shot from the point. He is effective at 
both ends and is smart positional-wise. The most impressive aspect of his game is 
his ability to make quick decisions with the puck under pressure. He knows when to 
jump into the play and when not to pinch. He shows the ability to sneak down low into 
the offensive zone and get a quality scoring chance. He is a smart passer who transi-
tions the puck from defense to offense with mostly short quick passes. He is on the 
ice often against the opposition’s top line and does a good job of shutting them down. 
He keeps an active stick in the slot and breaks up plays by placing it in lanes smartly. 
While not overly physical, he does tie up his man well and removes him from the play 
along the wall, showing a tendency to angle opposing forwards to the board and strip 
them of the puck. He is a general on the ice as he directs his D partner and supporting 
forwards consistently and communicates throughout the entire game.

WEAKNESSES: His skating is questionable, but he manages to get the job done with 
his smarts and positioning. He gets into trouble when he is caught at a standstill. He 
does not have foot speed or acceleration and gets caught flat-footed, which leads to 
holding or hooking penalties. He has also had nights where he has just looked off, 
not playing tight positional-wise, and allowing opponents to beat him wide. On those 
nights, his decision-making with the puck can also suffer as he turns it over due to his 
inability to make quick decisions. He will need to improve his consistency and weed 
those bad games out. Strength is also an issue as it usually is with kids his age. He 
will need to get stronger as he loses many battles along the boards to stronger op-
ponents. His shot release will need to improve. Currently, he takes far too much of 
a backswing and it takes too long to get the shot on net, which leads to a lot of shots 
being forced into shin pads.

SCOUT QUOTE: “It has been a very strong year for Guelph’s two-way blueliner Matt 
Finn. He showed strong development of his puck skills, and was consistently solid at 
both ends of the ice.!I have questions about his skating, but he gets the job done.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

MATT FINN26
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No. 27
OLLI MAATTA
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: August 22, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 5 G 27 A 32 PTS 25 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is a pro-sized, intelligent defender with good two-way abilities. He 
skates with agility, but only has average speed. His stride is extremely fluid and easy. 
He has good all-direction mobility and agility, which aids his defensive zone cover-
age. He is a heads-up defender who identifies situations and coverage well. He is solid 
positional-wise and effective in corners. He is not overly physical, but uses his posi-
tioning and body to leverage players out of the way. He shows a good stick in passing 
lanes and knocks down a few passes. He is a shot-blocking machine and is strong 
along the boards when fighting for pucks. He is good at identifying open ice and steps 
up, keeping strong gaps. He is an extremely smart player who uses his large frame 
and active stick to effectively neutralize time and space for opposition. He always 
seems to be learning new tools to his craft and expanding his arsenal.  He has strong 
vision with the puck and makes some strong stretch passes. He has good puck skills; 
although, he does not rush up ice himself all that often. His level of consistency is 
what really gets the respect of his coaches and teammates.

WEAKNESSES: His season has been marred with injury, especially with the concus-
sion that kept him out of the lineup, and nobody wants to draft damaged goods. There 
are a lot of observers who do not see the offensive upside as he lacks high-end cre-
ativity. They wonder if he projects to the NHL as an impact defenseman, meaning that 
whoever grabs him in the first round had better be alright with taking a sound defen-
sive defenseman this early. He is not overly confident with his abilities in the offensive 
zone and can waste a good scoring chance by passing it off, even if he has the best 
look. While much has been made of his skating, his mobility is fine, it is just that his 
stride is smooth and effortless, making it look like he does not generate much speed.

SCOUT QUOTE: His season has been marred with injury, especially with the concus-
sion that kept him out of the lineup, and nobody wants to draft damaged goods. There 
are a lot of observers who do not see the offensive upside as he lacks high-end cre-
ativity. They wonder if he projects to the NHL as an impact defenseman, meaning that 
whoever grabs him in the first round had better be alright with taking a sound defen-
sive defenseman this early. He is not overly confident with his abilities in the offensive 
zone and can waste a good scoring chance by passing it off, even if he has the best 
look. While much has been made of his skating, his mobility is fine, it is just that his 
stride is smooth and effortless, making it look like he does not generate much speed.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.

OLLI MAATTA27
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No. 28
DALTON THROWER
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Saskatoon (WHL)
BORN: December 20, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 18 G 36 A 54 PTS 103 PIM

STRENGTHS:  He is a hardnosed, hard hitting, two-way blueliner and a solid puck 
mover.  He makes a good, hard and accurate first pass.  He can also rush the puck 
and isn’t afraid to take it for a skate. He is very mobile and has some excellent head 
fake moves when carrying the puck. He is able to protect the puck using his body and 
reach. He owns a rocket of a slapshot, which he releases quickly and seems to get 
through traffic and on net on a very regular basis. Thrower is a very smart defense-
man that plays a lot of minutes and is good at finding a way to move the puck up ice. 
Along with his offensive skills, he also has an extremely large element of toughness 
in his game.  He is physical and is above average at stepping up in the neutral zone 
to throw a hit. He is a scrapper who has been known to knock down much bigger and 
stronger opponents. He sticks up for teammates and leads by example on the ice. He 
isn’t afraid to throw down and will not back down from many challenges. He backs up 
his trash talk, which he does often to get under his opponent’s skin. He grew leaps 
and bounds defensively this year. He reads the play well and makes good decisions 
with the puck for the most part. He is aggressive and uses his size well to separate 
the puck from his opponent. He is willing to block a shot and pay the price to make a 
defensive play. While he has some room for growth in his own end, he is a hard work-
er and will improve.

WEAKNESSES: Questions about the style of game he plays and his size are always 
coming up. Will his tough hard hitting, glove dropping style finally catch up with him? 
Will he just be one of those high potential prospects whose career gets derailed by 
injury? In the defensive zone he tends to run around and has been prone to making 
terrible decisions with or without the puck.  Examples include simply blowing cover-
age or throwing the puck blindly into heavy traffic areas. His decision-making is much 
improved this year, but we still only see average hockey sense from him, which is 
what keeps him at the tail end of the first round and not a top 10 prospect.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Thrower is a hardnosed, hard-hitting blueliner. He owns a rocket of 
a slapshot and grew leaps and bounds defensively this year. He leads by example and 
models his game after Kevin Bieksa.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

DALTON THROWER28
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No. 29
MALCOLM SUBBAN
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Belleville (OHL)
BORN: December 21, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 2.50 GAA .923 SP

STRENGTHS:  He is a very unorthodox-style goaltender, but is extremely effective with 
the tools that he has. He has some of the quickest feet in the draft. His post-to-post 
movement and instincts are very strong and he moves laterally almost effortlessly. 
His reflexes are the best in the draft this season. He always seems to make ‘the big 
saves’ with a quick leg kick or a flashy glove. His play this year was a big reason for 
Belleville’s success. What has observers excited is his progression from where he 
was last year compared to where he is this year. He has the ability to see the puck 
well, even with some heavy traffic around him. When he is set, he shows good re-
bound control and is able to direct where the puck goes, aiming it into the corner with 
his blocker or pads. He is ultra-competitive and never gives up on a shot, showing a 
strong glove and blocker. He is not the prototypical positional goaltender that teams 
love; rather, he relies on his reflexes and amazing athleticism. He always seems to 
elevate his game in big situations and has a huge compete level.

WEAKNESSES: When he is solely reacting and relying on his athleticism, he struggles 
with putting rebounds in safe areas of the ice. He also has a tendency to play deep in 
his net, which has become an issue a few times this season and an area that he needs 
constant coaching on. He needs to be more aggressive at taking away angles, another 
area that will improve with coaching. He does cheat down low a bit, and doesn’t have 
the prototypical six-foot-three frame to compensate for it. He needs to be a bit more 
patient and wait out shots instead of committing so quickly. Inconsistency is the main 
area that keeps observers leery and the reason he is ranked as the third goaltender 
even though he possesses some of the best athleticism and reflexes. He will have a 
game one night where nothing can or will get by him and then the next look like poor 
Andre ”Red Light” Racicot did 20 years ago in Montreal: A sieve, unable to stop any-
thing.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Malcolm’s progression from where he was last year vs. where he is 
this year has been outstanding. He is not the prototypical positional goaltender that 
teams love, but he has some of the best reflexes in the draft. He always seems to el-
evate his game in big situations, and has a huge compete level.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL goaltender.

MALCOLM SUBBAN29
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No. 30
TOM WILSON
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Plymouth (OHL)
BORN: March 29, 1994
VITALS: 6’-4” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 9 G 18 A 27 PTS 141 PIM

STRENGTHS:  Wilson is a forward who brings a nice mix of aggression and puck skills 
and shows a lot of potential with the progression that his game has seen over the past 
few years. He is a very good skater for a guy his size and gets to where he needs to be, 
generating healthy amounts of speed. He is a great small space type player because 
of his strength and has surprisingly quick hands and immense size. He can generate 
offense down low off the cycle by powering his way to the net. He controls the boards 
with his power and reach and has a shot that is hard and quick. He will plant himself 
in front of the net and no defenseman in the OHL can move him. He is confident with 
the puck on his stick and is aggressive down low and along the boards. He is not just 
a big body as he plays the game with a very exciting level of meanness. He engages 
physically all over the ice, throwing his weight around and hitting opposition defense-
men hard. He makes life difficult for everyone he goes up against and is not an easy 
guy to play against. He is defensively responsible and comes back to break up plays. 
He is willing and a beast when he drops the gloves, often manhandling those who 
make the mistake of going against him. Despite his lower offensive numbers this year, 
NHL teams know that he was not playing a top six role and getting top line minutes 
with his role on a balanced and deep Plymouth squad. 

WEAKNESSES: He has some work to do with his mobility, but at the same time, he 
moves rather well for a player of his size. He is not overly agile and can be beaten to 
loose pucks by speedier forwards. His history of injury is not a huge concern due to 
his size, but it has to be in the back of NHL teams’ minds as they think of making him 
their top selection. His offensive game might be better suited for third line duty at the 
next level because his offensive creativity has some limits.

SCOUT QUOTE: “Wilson is a forward who brings a nice mix of aggression and puck 
skills. You love the potential that he shows and the progression that his game has 
shown over the past few years.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine power forward.

TOM WILSON30
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No. 31
SCOTT LAUGHTON
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Oshawa (OHL)
BORN: May 30, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 21 G 32 A 53 PTS 101 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A hard working, two-way forward. Has a strong stride with good 
speed and excellent balance as he is very strong on his feet. He is extremely competi-
tive and smart at both ends of the ice, strong down low and along the boards. He’s a 
smart and instinctual player without the puck. His work ethic and compete levels may 
the best we have seen in the OHL this season, and he continues to show strong lead-
ership abilities. He plays an aggressive, gritty, tough two-way game. He is willing to 
play the body and get his nose dirty. He isn’t the most offensive savvy player but oozes 
confidence with the puck, has good vision in the offensive zone and has the ability to 
generate offense on the fly. He makes smart passes in all three zones and drives the 
net where he gets most of his offensive chances. He has an effective wrist shot and a 
quick snap shot that is hard to handle. He is not projected to translate as a high-end 
offensive point producer in the NHL, but will give you an honest effort and can make a 
difference in all zones.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 32
DANIIL ZHARKOV
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Belleville (OHL)
BORN: February 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 23 G 13 A 36 PTS 25 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big and strong goal scoring winger. He has very good skating 
ability with a nice top gear and multi-directional mobility. He needs to improve his bal-
ance and added leg strength will likely help. He possesses good vision in the offensive 
zone, really impressive hands and elusiveness with the puck. He displays a strong 
stick and good puck protection skill using his natural size and reach. He isn’t afraid to 
crash and bang down low and along the boards but is not always actively aggressive 
on the physical side of the game. He needs to be more aware of his surroundings as 
he can get rail-roaded with his head down. He lacks understanding of what to do and 
where to be without the puck and needs to work on his intelligence and two-way play. 
His shot selection is already pro-caliber—he gets plenty of velocity on them and seems 
to find the holes. Projection of what the finished product can be is what will have NHL 
teams looking his way early at the draft. His impressive combination of fluid mobility, 
quick agility, hard pro-type shot and puck skills are rare for a player of his size.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six goal scoring winger.

No. 33
MARTIN FRK
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Halifax (QMJHL)
BORN: October 5, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11.5” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 34 GP 16 G 13 A 29 PTS 41 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A goal scoring, physical forward. His feet are not fast by any 
means but they are strong—he has good balance and an ability to battle through 
checks with his impressive power game. His skating is choppy and short; he gets very 
little out of it in terms of speed or explosiveness. His offensive instincts are great, and 
he often finds open scoring areas in the offensive zone. His shot is NHL ready, and 
amongst the best in his draft class. His release is very quick and often fools opposing 
goaltenders with how it explodes off his stick. His puck skills are very high-end, though 
sometimes he gets caught trying to do too much and ends up giving the puck away. He 
has pretty quick hands in close and used this to score in tight. In the defensive zone he 
can lose his man and looks to just wander around aimlessly. He works hard along the 
boards, especially in the offensive zone, and certainly has a physical edge to his game. 
His overall mobility and agility still needs to be improved and that’s the main thing 
holding him back from the first round.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six goal scoring forward.

No. 34
STEFAN MATTEAU
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: February 23, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 15 G 17 A 32 PTS 166 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big, strong power forward who plays with an ornery tempera-
ment. He has good skating ability for a bigger player and nice speed, but his first cou-
ple steps are not the fastest. He’s a wrecking ball with good size, plays with constant 
energy and has very strong aggressiveness. He hits everyone hard and always makes 
his presence known on the forecheck. He compliments his physical game with solid 
offensive skills including a hard wrist shot and some underrated playmaking abilities. 
He loves to take the puck to the net hard and fight for those second and third chances. 
He can carry the puck up ice and into the offensive zone but does not have much flash 
or the ability to dangle. He’s smart and understands how to play the game in a straight 
forward way. Discipline concerns crept into his game this year as he made a few bad 
on-ice decisions that left him watching games while serving suspensions for his in-
fractions. The son of former NHLer Stephane Matteau plays with more grit and skill 
than his father, who he will join next year when he moves to Blainville-Boisbriand of 
the Quebec league where his father is an assistant coach.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six power forward. Copyright © Scott Laughton -CHL Images
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No. 35
JAKE MCCABE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: University of Wisconsin (NCAA)
BORN: October 12, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 26 GP 3 G 9 A 12 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A solid all-round two-way defender. Jake is very light on his feet, 
an athletic skater. He changes directions and cuts smoothly laterally with a sneaky 
fast top-end gear. He has a very calm demeanor and high panic threshold—he is will-
ing to take a hit to move the puck. He has the ability to get to loose pucks quickly, but 
also processes the situation fast enough to pull the cord and recover position if he 
can’t get to it. He does a good job at keeping the play in front of him. He has good gap 
control: Puck carriers struggle to beat him wide because of his skating. He will play 
the body along walls and tie up his man in front, but isn’t a physically punishing hitter. 
He makes a good first pass and even connected on a few mid-to-long outlet passes. 
He is strong at one-touch passes. He plays the shooter role on the powerplay and can 
really rifle it. He went end-to-end successfully once this year but his game is not really 
as a true puck carrier. He is not expected to be a real point producer at the next level; 
rather, a strong solid all-round contributor.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.

No. 36
PHIL DI GIUSEPPE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: University of Michigan (NCAA)
BORN: October 9, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 40 GP 11 G 15 A 26 PTS 18 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A power winger with some impressive offensive upside. He skates 
well with a strong stride that generates good speed and allows him to power the puck 
to the net. His feet are quick and agile, which also allows him to get in hard on the 
forecheck. He protects the puck well, works the boards hard and usually wins the 
puck. He has a hard shot with a quick release that he uses while driving to the net. He 
is hard to contain for less physical defenses as he keeps his feet moving and drives 
into dirty areas without hesitation. He possesses a solid frame but could use a few 
extra pounds and muscle to best play the power game. He jumped out to a really hot 
start offensively for Michigan this fall and maintained a torrid pace until hitting a sec-
ond half slump. Most are not concerned however as he might not have been putting up 
big numbers during this lull but his two-way game grew and he was still effective in 
other areas.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 37
BRADY SKJEI
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: March 66, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 4 G 18 A 22 PTS 32 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A smooth skating two-way defender with enticing upside. His 
skating is sneaky fast with incredibly explosive acceleration. He utilizes his skilled 
hands by starting the attack: Rushing the puck up the ice from his defensive zone 
into the offensive zone before dishing it off or taking a shot. He has a heavy, accurate 
slapshot that is a weapon from the point. He makes good use of his long reach, show-
ing strong puck protection and good gap control in his own zone. He makes simple, 
solid touch passes on the rush but needs to utilize his good breakout pass more often. 
He is at his best when he simplifies his game and moves the puck but also has an eye 
on his defensive responsibilities; he has a little river boat gambler in him. Questions 
arise regarding his hockey sense as every time Skjei touches the puck, he wants to 
take it end-to-end, even with an opposition’s entire defense in his way. He can also fall 
into funks of being turnover prone, and is sometimes unwilling to just make the simple 
play. Is the kind of player whose physical ability masks questionable hockey sense. 
He’s headed to the University of Minnesota.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

No. 38
CRISTOVAL ”BOO” NIEVES
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Indiana (USHL)
BORN: January 23, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 13 GP 2 G 8 A 10 PTS 2 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big and fast, skilled playmaking winger. His feet are one of his 
biggest assets as he is explosive from stand still and can blow by defenders. He has 
an extra gear that few in his class possess and also has good power in his stride as 
he can carry the puck and work through checks. He makes decisions quickly and can 
really handle the puck calmly, even at full speed. He has great vision and can really 
thread the needle with his passes. His shot is not as strong as it will be once he fills 
out but he can score off the rush with it. His overall consistency will need to improve 
as will his strength—his upper body is lanky. He drives the net with his long reach and 
size but is not an overly physical player. He played the season with Kent School before 
moving over to the Indiana Ice of the USHL when the prep school season concluded. 
He will get time to develop physically and address problems with his consistency and 
defensive game at the University of Michigan starting this fall.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

No. 39
CALLE ANDERSSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Farjestad U20 (Sweden)
BORN: May 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 12 G 24 A 36 PTS 56 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A smart, two-way defenseman who makes consistently good de-
cisions. His skating has improved this year to a strength as he is very mobile and has 
quick with agile feet. He plays the game cool and calm, both with and without the puck 
on his stick. He reads the play extremely well and has great anticipation. He knows 
his positioning and where to be to stifle an attack as well as what to do to support an 
offensive play. He has decent hands, he can carry the puck and has strong vision and 
passing ability. He times his pinches well and makes sure he does not leave his part-
ner hanging out to dry. He has a strong snap shot and quick one-timer from the point. 
He isn’t much of a physical player on a consistent basis but has stepped up and made 
a few decent open ice hits against his age group. His best trait is his quick, seemingly 
error-free decision making process. Has had his development slowed by the high-end 
defensive depth currently ahead of him in his organization.

NHL POTENTIAL: Middle pairing two-way defenseman.

No. 40
DAMON SEVERSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kelowna (WHL)
BORN: August 7, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 7 G 30 A 37 PTS 80 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big and strong two-way defender with a good physical ele-
ment to his game. He has good feet and a wide skating base, which allows him to 
remain balanced. He has a strong leg push that generates impressive speed. He’s 
calm when carrying the puck and recognizes when to rush it and when to pass it or just 
chip it away. He’s strong along the boards and plays with an edge. He has impressive 
strength and does a good job of managing the front of the net. He plays with his head 
up and shows patience with the puck, even when under pressure from the forecheck. 
At times he tries to be too cute with the puck in his own zone and can end up turning 
it over. He has the strength and jump to recover from mistakes most of the time. He 
plays with a good gap and shows nice closing speed. He plays the body and will drop 
the gloves when needed. He has the vision and hands to make nice passes. His shot 
is a cannon that he keeps low and on target. He has the ability to play big minutes and 
maintain a steady game. He has many NHL scouts excited because of the blend of 
physical and skilled play that he brings to the table.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way physical defenseman.
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No. 41
MATT MURRAY
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Sault Ste. Marie (OHL)
BORN: May 25, 1994
VITALS: 6’-4” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 36 GP 4.08 GAA .876 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big, athletic goaltender who is full of pro-potential. An amaz-
ing combination of size, agility and positional play make him a goaltender who you can 
see being one of the better to come out of this draft. He is very effective at filling the 
net with his natural size and ability to keep his shoulders square to the shooter. Has 
a great projectable frame despite his lack of mass. Has!a quick, flexible base!that!is 
a real asset to his game. He shoots his legs out in a flash to!really close off!the lower 
portion of net. His positional play and athleticism are both!phenomenal. He has excep-
tional post-to-post mobility and displays a lightning fast glove hand. He has a strong 
competitiveness and does not quit on plays or second efforts. He has struggled in the 
past with his focus and ability to block out a bad goal, but didn’t show that as much this 
year. He is extremely thin with his pads off and needs to work on his strength, both in 
his core and in his legs, to be more effective.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL goaltender.

No. 42
MIKE MATHESON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Dubuque (USHL)
BORN: February 27, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 11 G 16 A 27 PTS 84 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A strong skater who can play a good two-way game. His feet 
are quick, agile and he generates very nice speed with a powerful stride. He has very 
quick, creative hands and nice vision when he has the puck. When he is at his best he 
can carry the puck up ice, gain the zone and then dish off to a teammate or hammer a 
point shot on net. He can be very effective when given time and space, particularly on 
the powerplay where he is a good quarterback. At the same time he can be forced into 
making bad decisions while under pressure. He has solid instincts in terms of creeping 
down into the offensive zone for a scoring opportunity. His passing game is inconsis-
tent: Passes are strong when they are kept short but lack accuracy when targets are 
further away. He can play a strong physical game, battling along the wall and stepping 
up to land a check, but he can also get himself into penalty trouble as he often lacks 
discipline when engaged physically. He isn’t consistent enough in his overall game and 
needs to add more strength to improve his effectiveness. He’ll join Boston College this 
fall.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

No. 43
TANNER PEARSON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Barrie (OHL)
BORN: August 10, 1992
VITALS: 6’-0” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 37 G 54 A 91 PTS 37 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT: The twice passed over offensive forward has really opened eyes 
this season. His skating is slightly above average with good balance but will need more 
improvement in the acceleration aspect. He is a smart forward who understands the 
game, where he needs to be and what he needs to do to make an impact. He shows 
strong positional play and a willingness to battle for time and space. He plays both 
sides of the puck well. He uses what size he has to battle for space and pucks. He has 
nice vision and playmaking ability. He has a hard shot and will drive the crease with 
or without the puck, looking for any opportunity. He might not have as much offensive 
creativity as some of the higher ranked prospects in this draft but he does have solid 
hockey sense and on-ice awareness. His breakout year really put his name on the map 
and teams like that he is a NHL-ready prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive winger.

No. 44
MARK JANKOWSKI
POSITION: Centre
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Stanstead College (Mid-West Prep.)
BORN: September 13, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 57 GP 53 G 40 A 93 PTS 34 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A smooth skating, athletic two-way centre. He has outstanding 
speed, quick agility and a fluid overall stride. He can add some strength to his legs 
and improve his skating even more to make it a real weapon. He has dynamic hands 
that allow him to dangle the puck around defenders on route to the net. He has very 
impressive vision of the entire ice surface, very impressive passing ability and smarts 
as he was a step or two ahead of everyone else reading the play at the prep level. His 
wrist shot is both hard and accurate; his goal scoring instincts are evident. He is will-
ing to drive the puck to the net with a blend of his puck skills and power game. His 
anticipation is elite and he always seems to know where to be in each situation. He is 
a strong and tenacious penalty killer. He shows good leadership and work ethic both 
on and off the ice. He is strong in the faceoff circle at this level of competition, but can 
improve with better coaching. He is a very raw and untested, but naturally talented 
prospect. He has loads of room to grow and add mass to his thin frame as he heads to 
Providence College next fall.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top six offensive centre. Copyright © Michael Matheson - Dubuque Fighting Saints
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No. 45
HENRIK SAMUELSSON
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: February 7, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 28 GP 7 G 16 A 23 PTS 42 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big, power winger with some offensive ability. He is the son 
of former NHLer Ulf and plays the game on the same line his father crossed so many 
times before. He skates with heavy boots and a choppy stride but gets to where 
he needs to and has some decent balance. His skating will improve as he adds leg 
strength and lengthens his stride. He is physical and willing to both take a hit and dish 
one out. He is strong on the wall, as well as down low, and uses his size to his ad-
vantage by protecting the puck and forcing his way through seams. He seems to be a 
bit hesitant offensively after coming over mid-season from the Swedish Elite League 
where his father coaches. He drives the net and plays with an edge that NHL teams 
love. He has a quick stick and a decent shot that make him dangerous below the cir-
cles. He shows a willingness to come back into his own zone, but he can be lazy in that 
regard at times. He isn’t really a natural fighter, but will go if provoked. His question-
able offensive upside and skating deficiencies are the only weaknesses that keep him 
from first-round consideration.

NHL POTENTIAL: Third line two-way forward.

No. 46
BRIAN HART
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Phillips Exeter (USHS)
BORN: November 25, 1993
VITALS: 6’-2” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 29 GP 31 G 34 A 65 PTS 20 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT: A big power winger who utilizes his size and strength over his op-
ponents to the fullest advantage. He skates well with both decent straight line speed 
and strong balance. He is surprisingly quick on his feet for such a big, and still grow-
ing, body. He is strong on the puck down low and dominates in puck battles. He creates 
havoc for defenders by coming off the wall and driving to the net with the puck like a 
bull in a china shop. His wrist shot is one of the hardest in the entire draft and he can 
rifle it with little time and space. He has nice vision and makes solid, heady passes. 
He is very smart and uses every advantage he has to his benefit. He could use a lot 
of work in his defensive game. He has good hockey sense and knows where to be on 
the ice in each situation. He has strong leadership skills, on-ice intensity and a good 
work ethic that forces others to follow the example he sets. He is Harvard bound this 
coming fall where concern about his further development is raised. He possesses All-
American soccer skills and has had plenty of scholarship offers for that sport before 
deciding a hockey career would be his aim.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine power forward.

No. 47
JORDAN SCHMALTZ
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Green Bay (USHL)
BORN: October 8, 1993
VITALS: 6’-2” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 10 G 31 A 41 PTS 29 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A tall, lanky offensive-minded defenseman. His feet are good 
but he skates with a somewhat unconventional stride. He still looks fluid on the ice 
and has good agility but lacks leg strength and needs to add considerable mass to his 
lower body. He is creative with the puck, but is a wild stallion, always looking to go on 
offense as soon as he gets a whiff of a puck possession change. He exudes confidence 
with the puck on his stick but can run into turnover trouble and get caught up-ice. He 
has moments where his decision making shines through: Pulling up or doubling back 
when he sees his space is taken away, or opting for an outlet pass instead of skating it 
up. He possesses elite offensive skills with quick hands, elite vision, an ability to create 
lanes and solid passing ability. Defensively he needs work with positioning and zone 
awareness. He has a good active stick but relies on it far too much. The problem with 
defensemen like this is that it takes time for them to learn to make sound reads on 
when to go and when it is best to hang back. He has some maturing and developing left 
but the raw talent is evident. He has committed to the University of North Dakota.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top four offensive-minded defenseman.

No. 48
ANTON SLEPYSHEV
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Metallurg Novokuznetsk (KHL)
BORN: May 13, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 4 G 3 A 7 PTS 2 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big Russian winger who has many tools that have scouts excit-
ed. He skates well with a good long stride and quick feet that aid his offensive skill set. 
He is smooth and instinctual of where to be on the ice to set up his deadly one-timer 
shot. Although his vision is not considered elite, he can make a nice pass; however, he 
looks to shoot nine out of 10 times he has the puck. His wrist shot is a quick, accurate 
one that surprises many goaltenders. He makes the most noise around the circles 
in the offensive zone. He has nice hands that he can use to dangle and deke. He has 
a deadly backhand that he can roof with very limited time and space, similar to Mats 
Sundin. He has the size and physical ability to play a strong boards game as well. He is 
not afraid to go to the greasy areas on the ice and take some abuse in front of the op-
position’s net for a scoring chance. He competes, and despite not having elite offensive 
tools like some of his countrymen, he makes himself more effective because of his 
work rate.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top six offensive power forward.
Copyright © Henrik Samuelsson - Tom Sorensen
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No. 49
TIM BOZON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Kamloops (WHL)
BORN: March 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 36 G 35 A 71 PTS 40 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A speedy and offensively savvy forward with enticing pro upside. 
The son of former NHLer Philippe, Tim has a nice wide-based skating stride that al-
lows him to fight off checks and control the puck with balance while generating healthy 
amounts of speed. He could use some work on his first step. His vision with the puck is 
just a notch below elite as he sees the entire ice surface very well. He makes strong, 
crisp tape-to-tape passes. He finds seams and open ice well with good anticipation. 
Soft hands and great timing allow him to make the right play with the puck and create 
offensive chances, not only for himself, but also his linemates—making them better 
as well. He never gives up on a play and reads what the defense will do before they do 
it. He goes to the net, and while he is not very strong at this point in his development, 
he does have a good frame to build that strength upon and a long reach to help protect 
the puck. He is more of a playmaker, but also has the ability to finish off a play as well. 
His lack of ideal size and offensive upside are the only areas of weakness.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six playmaking forward.

No. 52
CHARLES HUDON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Chicoutimi (QMJHL)
BORN: June 23, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 59 GP 25 G 41 A 66 PTS 50 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  An intelligent, offensively creative playmaker. He has some elu-
siveness and shiftiness in his feet, but lacks explosiveness in his step or a high-end 
speed. He does, however, use his smarts and understanding of the game to maintain 
strong positioning and get to where the puck is going before most. He is a feisty com-
petitor who plays physical despite his lack of strength. He uses his strong vision, quick 
hands and smooth creativity to generate offensive chances all over the ice. While he 
does not have a blistering shot, he does find the holes and shoots often. His passes 
are of the highly skilled nature and they’re timely. He is also smart without the puck, 
knowing where to go and what to do. He can get out-muscled in puck battles but also 
wins his fair share due to his smarts and quick stick. He doesn’t wait for the puck to 
come to him; rather, quickly closes gaps and gets to the puck like a pro. He’s a polar-
izing draft prospect: Some love his hockey sense and skill while others hate his size 
and poor skating.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six playmaking winger.

No. 53
JOONAS KORPISALO
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: Jokerit U20 (SM-Liiga Jr. A)
BORN: April 28, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 38 GP 2.04 GAA .920 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:   A good sized goaltender who has had some very good technical 
training. He has nice net coverage because of his natural size and posture in the net. 
He has very quick legs and can kick out a pad like some flashy goaltenders or shoot 
out a glove hand to rob the opponent. He has good flexibility and smooth side-to-side 
mobility, but can give up some juicy rebounds at times. He stands with a very upright 
posture and takes away the upper portion of net well while also possessing the speed 
to get those low shots with his athletic legs. His compete level is very high and he 
never gives up on a play, instead he makes second and third saves when needed. He 
has had trouble tracking the puck in traffic at times this season, making him suscep-
tible to quick screened shots. Consistency was a strength of Korpisalo’s this year as he 
dominated the Junior A under-20 circuit as well as multiple impressive international 
games.

NHL POTENTIAL: NHL Starting goaltender.

No. 54
CODA GORDON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Swift Current (WHL)
BORN: August 4, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 30 G 23 A 53 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big, non-typical goal scoring power forward. His skating stride 
is the first thing that jumps out at you: It’s very ugly. He’s also got slow feet out of the 
gate and definitely needs to work on his first step quickness and overall stride power. 
He is strong on his skates though and able to maintain his positioning with his core 
strength and balance. He seems very comfortable operating off the boards in the of-
fensive zone and makes his office at the front of the net. He definitely has a goal scor-
er’s instincts, always finding an empty spot near the net while keeping his feet moving. 
He is a very passive player, preferring to get open or provide an option for a teammate 
rather than control the puck himself. He shows off his hands and his ability to create 
space for himself with his reach. He tends to stand around quite a bit in his own zone 
and does not play physical as he uses his body well for positioning but doesn’t really 
play with any sort of anger. If he puts on some weight, improves his feet and develops 
a bit of an assertive side, he could be a very good NHL forward. !

NHL POTENTIAL:Top six goal scoring forward.

No. 50
PATRICK SIELOFF
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: May 15, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 3 G 7 A 10 PTS 115 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A good physically punishing defender who takes care of his own 
end first and foremost. His skating is good as he has jump and solid overall mobility, 
but nothing too explosive. His feet are quickest when he changes directions, looking to 
blow up an opponent with a devastating open ice check. He is strong along the walls 
and in front of his net. He is a feared physical player who causes opponents to keep 
their heads up whenever he takes a shift. He reads the play well and closes his gaps 
quickly. Has a hard point shot that is both accurate and able to be taken as a one-
timer. He has showed the ability to handle the puck and move it up ice effectively. He 
is quick on transitioning the puck up ice with a quick pass but is not expected to be a 
point producer at the NHL level. He communicates with his teammates well, showing 
good leadership. He has some untapped offensive abilities that we just saw flashes of 
this season in Ann Arbor. He is committed to Miami University.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four physical defensive minded defenseman.

No. 51
BRADY VAIL
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Windsor (OHL)
BORN: March 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 22 G 30 A 52 PTS 55 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:  An intelligent, strong two-way forward with budding offensive 
skills. His skating stride is a bit choppy, but he still can get where he needs to go. His 
improving first step acceleration helps him stay with quicker opponents. He is very 
responsible defensively and can play the body and cycle the puck, but he isn’t overly 
physical. He’s good at getting into passing lanes in all three zones and playing very 
intelligent without the puck. He is solid down low and along the boards and is always 
willing to engage in battles for the puck. Offensively, he possesses good vision with 
the puck and a nice snap shot. He can make a strong cross-zone pass and accept one 
while in full flight as well. He’s confident with the puck on his stick but does not have 
the puck skills that some other draftees possess. Even with his solid progression this 
season, scouts still have nagging questions regarding his long-term offensive upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top second or third line two-way forward.
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No. 55
VILLE POKKA
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Karpat (SM-Liiga)
BORN: June 3, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 35 GP 0 G 3 A 3 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A puck moving offensive-minded defenseman. He has some pretty 
heavy boots, which means he needs to think the game that much quicker to be effective. He 
has decent enough speed and solid balance but needs to continue to improve his footwork. 
His skating problems could stem from his struggles to maintain an ideal playing weight over 
the course of his young career. He shows nice puck skills, a hard slapshot, a quick one-timer 
and the ability to control the offensive pace off the rush. He possesses very good vision and 
can make strong passes at various ranges. He is calm and poised with the puck on his stick, 
reading the plays develop and making quick decisions. His decision making is hit or miss as 
he can get into a little “turn-over-itis” from time to time. He seems to move better in his own 
zone, closing gaps quicker, getting into position to close off lanes and front opponents. He 
isn’t overly physical, especially against the men in the SM-Liiga, but will use his strength to 
wage puck battles and clear the crease. His obvious skating deficiencies and occasional brain 
cramps with the puck are the real issue with why he is not considered for the first round.

NHL POTENTIAL: Offensive-minded defenseman.

No. 56
NIKOLAI PROKHORKIN
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: CSKA (KHL)
BORN: September 17, 1993
VITALS: 6’-3” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 15 GP 1 G 1 A 2 PTS 4 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big, strong Russian centreman with a creative side to his game. 
His skating is good; although, he could improve his speed with more strength. He has 
no problem playing with smaller, faster players and can keep up well for such a big 
guy. He seems to see the ice well, even when in full flight, and makes strong passes 
to his linemates. He is creative with the puck and has the sense to know what to do in 
the offensive zone. He uses his size and reach to protect the puck, win battles for the 
puck and power his way into scoring zones. He isn’t one to consistently throw big hits 
or get involved in the rough stuff. He actually broke his finger in his only fight earlier 
this season. His wrist shot is good and hard; it usually finds the mark. His instinct is to 
look pass first more often than not. As is the case with many young Russian forwards, 
his consistency and shift-to-shift work rate is not something that has scouts willing 
to make him a high selection, despite all of his talents. But when he’s on, he can be 
dominant.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

No. 57
SCOTT KOSMACHUK
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: January 24, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11.5” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 30 G 29 A 59 PTS 110 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:   A hard working physical forward. He skates well with nice speed 
and never stops moving his feet. He is aggressive and hard to play against because he 
plays really close to that line and sometimes crosses it by taking a few undisciplined 
penalties. He can take runs at opponents and plays a real hardnosed game. He plays 
with high energy and good smarts in the offensive zone, winning puck battles and 
throwing lots of shots on net. He has a knack for getting into the right spot for a scor-
ing chance. He’s able to handle the puck, but it can give him trouble at higher speeds. 
He doesn’t have the best vision or offensive creativity with the puck on his stick, but 
has shown flashes of hand skills. He’s a real work horse on the cycle and can generate 
offense coming off the wall. He comes back on the backcheck and can use his quick 
stick to pick pockets, transitioning the puck quickly back to offense. He’s not a three 
zone player at this point as his intensity seems to slow at his own blueline. He’s not a 
high-end offensive player but he works his tail off for what he gets.

NHL POTENTIAL: Third line hard working forward.

No. 58
MIKKO VAINONEN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: HIFK U20 (SM-Ligga Jr. A)
BORN: April 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 38 GP 7 G 11 A 18 PTS 44 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A good sized, reliable two-way defenseman who plays the game 
with poise. He skates well enough to get the job done, but does not have the burst or 
lateral agility to be rushing the puck up ice or jump into the play consistently. He picks 
his spots well and plays a safe—yet aggressive—game defensively, using sound po-
sitioning in all three zones. He sees the play developing and makes smart reads and 
decisions in his zone to break up the attack. He’s not overly vocal on the ice but shows 
leadership by playing the game honestly and with a confidence that makes teammates 
want to follow suit. He has decent vision and makes a consistently accurate pass out 
of his zone. He has better-than-expected hands when he handles the puck and a hard 
shot; however, he fails to utilize it consistently, instead he maintains a safe defensive-
orientated game. He can play physical, and does show flashes when the situation calls 
for it, but usually uses his good size to rub out would be attackers on the wall or box 
them out in front: He is not one to destroy his opponent with the big hits. He’s a very 
low maintenance defender.

NHL POTENTIAL:Middle pairing two-way defenseman Copyright © Scott Kosmachuk - CHL Images
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No. 59
HUNTER FEJES
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Shattuck St. Mary’s (USHS)
BORN: May 31, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 38 G 40 A 78 PTS 20 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A hard working two-way player who can play in any situation. He has a 
tendency to lose some speed because of some balance issues—he squats down a little too 
much on crossovers, forcing weight onto his heels—but other than that he’s got dynamic 
top-end speed, good explosion and strong edges. He used his speed to create turnovers on 
the forecheck and backcheck and even to spring himself for a breakaway. He shows ability to 
make passes under duress to set up teammates for shots on goal. He’s observant and aware 
of what’s going on in his own zone as he often picks up missed assignments or covers for 
players leaving position. He’s a tireless worker who consistently wins foot races and board 
battles. He’s not overly physical but plays with a good amount of grit. He can really shoot 
the puck and showed varying releases on his wrist and snap shots. He’s not afraid to use his 
backhand as well. He shows good instincts in terms of goal scoring. He drifts toward open 
spaces, toward the far post and toward the slot, waiting for the puck. He sees the ice well and 
makes crisp passes. He hasn’t been given a great opportunity offensively this year, but still 
managed to lead storied Shattuck St. Mary’s in goal scoring and was second in points.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way forward.

No. 60
JAMES MELINDY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Moncton (QMJHL)
BORN: December 11, 1993
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 9 G 18 A 27 PTS 74 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big, smart two-way defenseman with loads of professional 
upside. He’s very mobile with strong feet and solid overall speed. He uses his edges 
effectively and pivots well. His feet could pick up a step as he can have heavy-looking 
boots at times. He has great size; although, he could use some added upper body 
strength for those hard fought board battles. He tries to play physical but his lack of 
strength against older, stronger opponents can be exposed. He can be a beast physi-
cally in front of his own net, clearing the crease and closing off lanes with his size. He 
sees his options well and makes some nice short distance passes; he has trouble with 
the longer breakout or stretch passes. He can carry the puck but is better at making 
himself an option and joining the rush. He has a cannon of a shot, but needs to reduce 
the length of his back swing as lanes will end up closing before he gets it off. He can 
turn the puck over in his own zone and make some immature mistakes because of 
forecheck pressure. He’s a vocal leader and is the Wildcats’ General on the back end. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top four two-way defenseman.

No. 61
JARROD MAIDENS
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Owen Sound (OHL)
BORN: March 4, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 28 GP 12 G 11 A 23 PTS 4 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:   A strong power centre with goal scorer’s instincts. Not a pylon 
but could use work on his first few steps and edge work for quick turning. Has a very 
deceiving skating stride that generates a very good amount of straight line speed. His 
shot is his biggest strength as it is pro-caliber and dangerous when he gets into the 
offensive zone. Uses his size to protect the puck and drive into the greasy areas for 
a scoring chance. He thinks the game quickly and shows solid maturity in his overall 
game. Wants to win and shows the work ethic and leadership to take charge and lead 
by example. Could use some added strength but uses what he has to battle for pucks 
and bring a hard forecheck. He is not a fighter but will stand up for himself and is pro-
jected to play a power forward game at the next level. His draft season was not what 
he wanted it to be to say the least as he struggled with concussion symptoms all year. 
His potential is first round worthy but injury concerns push his stock down.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way forward.

No. 62
DILLON FOURNIER
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Rouyn-Noranda (QMJHL)
BORN: June 15, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 52 GP 9 G 29 A 38 PTS 59 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:A smooth skating two-way rearguard with some solid offensive 
potential. Blesses with fluid feet and good all-round speed that will only improve with 
improved leg strength. Possesses great offensive instincts as he is always looking to 
join the attack or transition the puck. He can fall into funks of making bad puck deci-
sions with the puck, forcing passes that just aren’t there at times. Has great vision 
and unbelievable passing ability. Plays with an active stick trying to close off lanes 
and check puck carriers. Plays calm under pressure, for the most part, and finds his 
options instead of just dumping the puck off the glass. Comfortable with the puck on 
his stick and has the ability to move it up ice quickly. Not strong and does not have 
the strength to physically separate the puck from opponents. Much of what Fournier 
brings is in terms of his future upside as he needs much work on his physical frame 
and defensive game. Has to get stronger to play a more physical game in his own zone 
as well as boost his shot that is lacking in velocity.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top four puck moving defenseman. Copyright © Jarrod Maidens - CHL Images
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No. 63
EMIL LUNDBERG
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sodertalje (Sweden)
BORN: September 17, 1993
VITALS: 6’-3.5” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 51 GP 6 G 12 A 18 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A very big lanky framed winger with some offensive ability. Skating does 
not always look pretty but he gets to his sports and does not fall behind the play. In saying that 
though his mobility and agility could use some improving. Works hard in the dirty areas and 
battles for pucks using his reach and frame to gain possession. Has a decent shot and quick 
hands to cash in on those garbage goals around the net. Despite being older than most of his 
fellow draft eligible’s he is still very raw. Could develop into a real strong powerplay net front 
presence at the next level. He has really started to get comfortable at the SEL-2 level in the 
second half of the year. Has been able to use his size well to create advantages against his 
own age group in junior, but is now starting to learn how to handle himself at the senior level 
to maximize the impact of his body. Not the most physical by any means, but protects the puck 
using his big frame and is very hard to move around in the attacking zone.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way winger.

No. 64
DEVIN SHORE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Whitby (OJHL)
BORN: July 19, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 41 GP 29 G 29 A 58 PTS 26 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A super talented playmaking forward with a good head on his 
shoulders. Skates with decent top speed but needs to work on his first few steps. Has 
fine agility and lateral mobility, especially with the puck on his stick. Reads the de-
veloping play in the attacking zone very well and makes snap decisions which usually 
lead to offensive chances. Has very quick hands and the ability to consistently carry the 
puck into the offensive zone and the elusiveness to maintain possession until he can 
dish off a pass to an open teammate. Knows where to be on the ice in each situation. 
Will go into traffic or take the puck to the net from time to time but he usually gets 
knocked off the puck when he tries to make a strong power move due to his lack of 
strength. A playmaker with high-end vision, a whole basket of passing tricks who does 
a good job anticipating his opponents and makes consistently strong passes. Also has 
a bit of that ’nose for the net’ but needs to improve his shot velocity to be a more con-
sistent scoring threat. The University of Maine recruit’s offensive creativity and hockey 
sense will take him far.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six playmaking forward.

No. 65
MIKE WINTHER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Prince Albert (WHL)
BORN: January 9, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 32 G 24 A 56 PTS 59 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   Smooth skating speedster with a great shot. Has quick feet, ex-
plosive acceleration and the ability to beat defenders wide or cut back to the middle for 
a chance with his low base balance. His lateral agility is incredible. There are deficien-
cies in his game however as he lacks upper body strength and gets thrown off the puck 
too often. Has great hand skills, above average intelligence and lightning quick release 
on his wrist shot. He is an excellent passer and set-up man who can control the puck 
at top speed, drawing the defenders attention before dishing to an open teammate. He 
is highly effective when he plays a high intensity game, but does not always do so. Not 
nearly gritty enough as he shy’s away from most physical contact and gets knocked off 
the puck when he does engage. His shift to shift consistency is also a negative aspect 
but if he can gain more functional strength and improve his consistency he has some 
real talent.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine offensive forward.

No. 66
CODY CORBETT
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: December 14, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 54 GP 6 G 20 A 26 PTS 24 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A good sized, smart, two-way defender who plays the game within 
his abilities. He skates well with good power, balance and agility in his feet. Not a blaz-
ing speedster as he can get beat wide if he does not maintain solid body positioning on 
his attacker. Plays with a muted physical dominance as he uses just enough force to 
separate the puck or stop an opponent but rarely goes full tilt into a hit. Does many of 
the little things defensively and in transition that can go unnoticed by most. Will jump 
into the play when the opportunity is there but on Edmonton’s blueline more often than 
not he is the safe, hang back guy. Makes great stretch passes using his timing and vi-
sion but can also make the soft touch passes in close. Has a howitzer of a slapshot but 
rarely uses it along with his puck rushing abilities with the Oil Kings unlike when he 
was the top defenseman in the Minnesota State Elite League last fall. Possesses a very 
solid stick at taking away lanes and plays strong down low. Very savvy defensively with 
some unseen upside but does not hold as much offensive flash as some of the other 
draft eligible defenders in his class.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top six two-way defenseman.

No. 67
LUKAS SUTTER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Saskatoon (WHL)
BORN: October 4, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 70 GP 28 G 31 A 59 PTS 165 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A gritty, tough, two-way type forward that plays the game true to his 
Sutter name. Has a very ugly, choppy skating stride with a low base. He’s not slow, but not a 
burner either and his acceleration is just average. His hands are decent, not great but have 
improved leaps and bounds from last year as he can now carry the puck confidently, receive 
a pass effectively and control it with ease on the cycle. Has a good hard wrister that is off his 
stick quickly. His strength is his power game as he likes to take the puck off the wall or from 
behind the net and drive it towards the goal. Willing and able physical combatant on the ice 
who will drop the gloves with anyone. Has a short fuse that sometimes gets him into penalty 
trouble, needs to better control his emotions to be most effective. Great hardnosed, meat and 
potatoes type game. Has worked hard to improve his overall skill set and has the work ethic 
and determination that NHL teams covet.

NHL POTENTIAL: Third line physical forward.

No. 68
TOMAS HYKA
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Gatineau (QMJHL)
BORN: March 23, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 20 G 44 A 64 PTS 30 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A speedy, offensively creative forward with skill to burn. Skates 
well with both that extra gear of speed and quick agility. Shifty and elusive with the 
puck as his combination of skating and hand skills are some of the best in the draft. 
Regarded as more of a playmaker than a sniper because of his soft hands and vision. 
Is absolute money on the shootout or breakaways. Biggest weakness at this point is 
his lack of ideal size and consistency from shift to shift. Willing to go to the net despite 
knowing he will get rocked. Defensively he tries and seems to understand who his man 
is on the backcheck. Again his lack of strength and consistency are factors. Second 
year draft eligible would have been signed by Philadelphia if allowed after being a post 
draft camp invite last season. Physically weak and tends to wilt away when the physi-
cal game is brought to him. Has had some injury troubles in the past that could raise 
some red flags.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.
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No. 69
BRANDEN TROOCK
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Seattle (WHL)
BORN: March 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 14 G 12 A 26 PTS 83 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   A strong and physical, hard working power forward. Is a very 
balanced and powerful skater. Does not have great acceleration but possesses decent 
top end speed, impressive agility and turning ability for his size. Physically he is very 
strong and plays to his strengths by running people over and winning most board bat-
tles. Does not have any skill that blows you away but instead can do it all well and has 
very intriguing pro-potential. Both a good passer and has nice shooting ability with a 
heavy wrist shot. Generates most of his offensive zone chances by patrolling the slot or 
outmuscling the defenders on the forecheck. Shows great patience with the puck and 
can carry it up ice on the rush. Understands the defensive side of the game; has good 
awareness and covers for teammates where needed. Uses his body to close off lanes 
on the PK and is will to block shots. After missing a year because of chronic headaches 
and neck pain, he was extra determined this year and it showed on the ice though his 
play. Despite his solid year’s work there are still some concerns with his health going 
forward.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom six checking winger

No. 70
BRANDON WHITNEY
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Victoriaville (QMJHL)
BORN: May 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-5” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 36 GP 2.74 GAA .896 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: A huge butterfly style goaltender who fills the net with his natural 
size. Love his physical frame and ability to fill the majority of net even when he drops 
into his butterfly. Plays with some solid positioning and plays his angles well. More 
of a blocking style tender than athletic, second and third chance type of stopper. Has 
just average lateral mobility and can be prone to being beaten with quick cross crease 
passing plays. Does come out and challenge single shooters but has times where he 
sinks back too deep into his net and makes himself small when facing multiple attack-
ers. Has a tendency as many young stoppers do to drop to his knees early and is only 
saves on high shots because of his height. Holds his glove a little low and needs to 
bring it out further. Looks to be a hard worker and one that is willing to improve. Whit-
ney has many enticing qualities that NHL teams want in a goaltender prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL Goaltender.

No. 71
BRETT KULAK
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left 
TEAM: Vancouver (WHL)
BORN: January 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 9 G 15 A 24 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   A safe and steady two-way defenseman. Skates with a nice wide 
base that generates good speed and strong balance. Is slippery and gets to where he 
needs to be on the ice effectively. Is smart and heady in both ends making the correct 
decision with and without the puck. A strong passer who is able to start the breakout 
well. Has a hard and accurate point shot that he gets off fairly quick. He holds his own 
defensively, solid one-on-one with just the perfect amount of physical play. Wins board 
battles with his reach and wiry strength. Plays effectively in his zone with strong body 
positioning and a quick stick for deflecting passes or shots. Not flashy offensively but 
makes solid passes, gets pucks to the net and takes what is there. The type of pros-
pect that does not have high-end upside but could end up patrolling a NHL blueline for 
fifteen years and helping his team to win a couple championships along the way.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.

No. 72
SAM KURKER
POSITION: Right Wing
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: St. John Prep (USHS)
BORN: April 8, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: N/A GP 32 G 28 A 60 PTS N/A PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Big powerful prep school prospect that possesses a nice size, 
skating and power combo to further develop. A full tool box player, he is strong in all 
areas of the game from physicality to offensive production. A strong skater with good 
balance and power but lacks high-end speed and agility. Has a very hard wrist shot 
that is both accurate and quick off his stick. Can be a little do-it-all-myself type of at-
titude which is good in some instances but not all. Is able to control the puck with soft 
hands and protect it from defenders, wins most of his board battles. Uses his size and 
reach in traffic to control the puck. Is very physical and drives the net looking for his 
own rebounds. His hockey sense and decision making could improve as he can be a 
little behind the play against quicker paced opponents. Lacks in the drive department 
on some shifts and can look a little selfish or lazy at times. Will play in the USHL next 
year before he starts his Boston University career under coach Jack Parker who will 
iron out some wrinkles in Kurker’s game.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine power forward.

No. 73
ADAM PELECH
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Erie (OHL)
BORN: August 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 44 GP 2 G 18 A 20 PTS 52 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   A big, strong not flashy defensive minded defender. What you 
see is what you get with him. Skates well for his size but does not have much better 
than average speed at this point. His mobility is fine although he needs to maintain 
strong positioning against the faster attackers who try to beat him around the out-
side. Is most effective at playing a smart, intelligent game using his size and reach to 
keep the puck to the outside. Willing to play physical especially around his net but also 
engaging in board battles for loose pucks. Although he has the ability and is willing to 
skate the puck out of his zone and up ice he is best as a complementary option for a 
more comfortable puck rushing blueliner. He struggles a bit with the offensive side of 
his game, making strong decisions with the puck in the neutral and offensive zones. 
Has solid distribution skills as he sees the ice well and can hit a teammate consistent-
ly with a breakout pass. Was out of the line-up for much of the year in Erie with injury 
but really impressed with his showings at the IIHF U18 Championships this April in the 
Czech Republic.

NHL POTENTIAL: #4-6 defensive minded defender.

No. 74
TREVOR CARRICK
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Mississauga (OHL)
BORN: July 4, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 6 G 13 A 19 PTS 64 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A defensive minded blueliner who is at his best when he keeps his 
game simple. Has some speed and agility but lacks somewhat in his first couple steps. 
Intelligent and effective positioning in his own zone as he reads the play well, always 
reacts quickly getting where he needs to be. Willing to use his size to his advantage, 
separating the opposition from the puck or aggressively digging into board battles. 
Does not jump into the play unless it is clear cut that he is safe to do so. Makes the 
smart and simple play with the puck, not trying to get too fancy. Has had trouble with 
his up-ice vision and trying to hit his forwards with stretch passes. Is effective when he 
keeps his puck possession simple, making crisp short range passes and taking what 
the fore check gives him. Gets in trouble when he tries to force things and play above 
his skill set. Has progresses well this season with regards to his puck skill and on-ice 
decision making.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing defensive defenseman.
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No. 75
NIKITA GUSEV
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: CSKA (MHL)
BORN: July 8, 1992
VITALS: 5’-9” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 34 GP 30 G 46 A 76 PTS 26 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A water bug on ice with high-end offensive talents. Skates with decent 
speed, nothing too mind blowing but has amazing agility and lightning quick lateral bursts. 
His dynamic offensive game is what has most people excited as he rarely ventures into his 
defensive zone and in not a physical specimen whatsoever. His hand skills are elite as he can 
deke a goaltender out of his pads and into the first row of seats. Has very good vision, nice soft 
passing ability and the anticipation of where he should get to when he does not have the puck 
to make himself an offensive option. Does not seem overly interested when there is no of-
fensive chance for his team. Is a top six offensive weapon or bust type prospect who has been 
passed over twice already despite his obvious skill level. Was one part of the three headed 
offensive juggernaut that is the old CSKA junior line of Gusev-Grigorenko-Kucherov. The Rus-
sian factor, with regards to Gusev, is definitely in the minds of NHL head scouts and GM’s as 
they make up their draft boards.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive winger.

No. 76
GEMEL SMITH
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Owen Sound (OHL)
BORN: April 16, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 21 G 39 A 60 PTS 51 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   A small but highly intense two-way forward. Skates really well 
with both explosive acceleration and a high-end top gear. Displays good footwork and 
overall mobility. Won the fastest skater at the CHL Top Prospects game this winter. 
Does not like being told he cannot do something but when he is told so, he just works 
harder than everyone else to prove himself. Is a smart positional player that has nice 
vision with the puck and plays with a high effort level. Strong with the puck on his stick 
and dangerous around the net as well as off the rush. Is competitive at both ends of 
the ice and tries his best to be a difference maker in all three zones. Wants to play the 
body but lacks the size and core strength to be effective against some bigger competi-
tors. Not overly effective in board battles because of his size. Has a decent snap shot 
and wrister that jumps off his stick that he uses to generate offense with quick strikes 
off the rush. Has good intelligence, knowing where to be and what to do in different 
situations. Lack of size is a real question going forward.

NHL POTENTIAL: Second or third line character forward.

No. 77
ZACH STEPAN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Shattuck St. Mary’s (USHS)
BORN: January 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 22 G 43 A 65 PTS 20 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A solid two-way forward who plays with good intensity. Has an 
agile stride that generates some decent speed and can make quick lateral jumps. Isn’t 
slow but lacks explosiveness in his feet. Plays an aggressive style where he finishes 
all his checks and tenaciously chases down the puck. Throws his body around and gets 
under the skin of his opponents but does not drop the gloves. Reads the play well and 
gets in the face of his opponent. Has a very good wrist shot, hard and accurate but can 
take too long to get it off, causing it to be blocked or deflected. Has good vision and 
makes tape-to-tape passes. Not the best puck handler and does not have the hands to 
go one-on-one with many defenders. The biggest question mark is his offensive skills 
and creativity good enough to translate to a NHL level top six role. In our opinion he 
does not look like he will have near as much impact offensively in the NHL as his cous-
in Derek but he does fit a checking role well. Will take his game to BCHL powerhouse 
Penticton next fall before joining Ohio State the year after.

NHL POTENTIAL: Second or third line two-way forward.

Copyright © Gemel Smith - CHL Images

No. 78
GIANLUCA CURCURUTO
POSITION: Defense
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Sault Ste. Marie (OHL)
BORN: February 25, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 3.05 GAA .899 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  A strong skating two-way defenseman. Has a wide base skating stride 
that allows for a healthy amount of speed. His first few steps are solid as is his overall mo-
bility and quick turning ability. Plays with solid positioning in his own zone as well as a good 
quick stick. Uses his body to separate the puck from his opposition along the walls. Possesses 
great vision and can really stretch the ice with his passing ability. Has a nice low, hard point 
shot but does not use it as much as he should. He reads the play in his own zone quickly and 
moves into proper position closing off gaps quickly. Makes some bad reads which have made 
him look bad this year and also did not seem as willing to jump into the play or carry the puck 
up ice as he did last season. This tentative game has caused him to not be as effective and to 
drop in most rankings. Seems to have lost his confidence but just regained a little bit of it back 
towards the end of the year. A draft wildcard.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.
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No. 79
JON GILLIES
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: Indiana (USHL)
BORN: January 22, 1994
VITALS: 6’-5” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 2.77 GAA .915 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: A big, tall goaltender with a great glove hand. He covers much 
of the net with his natural size, especially down low. He too is more of a puck blocker 
style of stopper than an athletic, flashy, scramble save type!keeper. Has confident body 
language in the crease. Sees allot of rubber in the crease for a high octane offensive 
Indiana team. Has some decent in-crease mobility and quickness but can be beaten 
with quick back door plays as his post-to-post is not as quick as that of smaller ten-
ders might be. Tall but has a somewhat lanky frame when out of his pads and needs 
to!add core and leg strength. Does not play the puck very much and it does not look 
natural!for him to leave his crease. Very composed under pressure, with a sort of a 
“care-free” posture both after making a save and during the heat of action. Is poten-
tially going to the Quebec league to play under former NHLer Patrick Roy in Quebec 
City after this year. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Project NHL goaltender.

No. 80
ANDREAS ATHANASIOU
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: August 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 63 GP 22 G 15 A 37 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:   A flashy offensively minded winger with a good shot. Skates 
extremely well with some of the best wheels in the entire draft. Top end acceleration 
and outside speed with the ability to skate past defenders wide before cutting back to 
the net for a scoring chance. Problem is he shy’s away from any physical contact and 
does not make that cut back. His puck skills are elite and he can handle the puck like 
it is on a string.  His shot is hard and accurate but he often passes up chances to try 
a low percentage pass instead. Maddeningly inconsistent from game to game. Lack 
of strength is a weakness that will need to be addresses and the hope is that once he 
gets stronger his physical shyness will disappear somewhat. Questionable hockey 
sense as he does not incorporate a chance of pace or much deception in his attack in-
stead always coming full speed, often over skating his options or the puck itself. Does 
not have enough compete or a two-way game to think he is more than top six scorer or 
bust at this time.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six goal scoring forward.

No. 81
ESA LINDELL
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Jokerit U20 (SM-Liiga Jr. A)
BORN: May 23, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 48 GP 21 G 30 A 51 PTS 16 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big body two-way defenseman who has some good pro-potential. His game is 
still very raw and has loads of room to grow. Has a decent enough straight line speed but his lateral 
mobility and first few steps off the mark are lacking. For a pinching defender you want him to be able 
to recover with his feet and Lindell, as of right now, does not show the ability to do so. Defensively he 
has some deficiencies with regards to how he approaches defending. His positioning is poor as are 
his reads. He gets beat by speed and the slick skaters because of his mobility issues and he does not 
utilize his impressive size enough to box out attackers. With that said, he has very intriguing smarts in 
regard to what to do with the puck. He sees lanes opening up and can get his forwards the puck ef-
fectively. He is not afraid to rush the puck himself and his shot from the point is another positive as he 
gets it on net consistently. He is at his best when he is playing physical, not over handling the puck but 
instead dishing it off to a forward entering the offensive zone and being more conservative defensively. 
His offensive numbers this year are more being a product of a high scoring environment and big ice 
time. Lindell has some intriguing upside but still needs loads of time to reach his upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Middle pairing two-way defenseman.
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No. 82
DYLAN BLUJUS
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Brampton (OHL)
BORN: January 22, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 7 G 27 A 34 PTS 38 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big, strong offensive minded blueliner. Skates the puck up ice with 
good speed but lacks a little in his lateral mobility and agility. Has very good vision and ability 
to stretch the ice with his passing ability. His puck handling skills are developing nicely and he 
has shown the ability to rush the puck up ice. His point shot is also a weapon as it is hard and 
creates plenty of chances off the rebounds. Problem is his game is not consistent enough as 
he does not always make the right decisions with the puck. His defensive zone coverage is hit 
or miss. He can display strong gap control, solid d-zone positioning and reads one night and 
then play too passive in all regards the next. Can have a wavering attitude towards physical 
play as one game he is ultra aggressive battling hard impressing everyone and the next looks 
uninterested in getting his nose dirty. His overall game has come a long way over this past 
year but still is very raw. Possesses great potential with his size and skill but needs to fill out 
his lanky frame and work on bringing it every night.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.
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No. 83
CHRISTIAN DJOOS
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Brynas U20 (Sweden)
BORN: August 6, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 40 GP 3 G 21 A 24 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Offensively skilled and defensively responsible two-way defender. 
An agile and quick footed skater who can carry the puck out of danger or rush it deep 
into the offensive zone because of his feet. Smooth skater, moves around well in all 
directions. Djoos is extremely smart on the ice, especially with the puck on his stick, 
but also a good decision-maker defensively. Dishes crisp passes, creative on the point, 
making smart decisions on whether or not to shoot it or dump it deep if his lane is 
closing, whether it’s on the powerplay or during even strength play. Not a physical de-
fenseman, more of a positional reading-the-play type, but not reluctant to defend and 
take care of his own end. Gives it his best effort and tries to help out his teammates 
with smart plays in the defensive end to make their situation easier. Has some high-
end potential for a team that can wait for his physical frame and strength to develop. 
Christian is the son of former NHLer Pär Djoos.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.

No. 84
COLLIN OLSON
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: April 4, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 34 GP 2.50 GAA .898 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big bodied butterfly stopper. Has some good mobility in the 
crease, can go post-to-post and up and down rather quickly although added core 
strength will further improve those movements. Has a good head on his shoulders 
as he anticipates the play well, makes the preemptive moves and gets himself set 
in position before hand to eliminate the need to scramble. Has a good blocker and a 
decent glove hand. His angles play and aggressive positioning are some of his best 
assets although his natural size for net coverage is tops. Does have the reflexes to 
make that split-second pad save. Not much of a puck handler as he just does not look 
comfortable roaming far from his crease. Has his moments where he loses focus and 
can struggle like pulling off his post early and leaving space for the shooters. He has 
the ability to be a strong NHL puck stopper with the right defense in front of him. Has 
committed to play his college hockey at Ohio State.

NHL POTENTIAL: Project NHL goaltender.

No. 85
CHANDLER STEPHENSON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Regina (WHL)
BORN: April 22, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 22 G 3 A 20 PTS 42 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A very smart offensively creative player. His skating is a bit odd as 
it never seems like he’s trying 100%, but always ends up in the right spots at the right 
times. He showed the ability to find holes in the offensive zone but then waits for the 
opportunity to come to him. He has a decent shot this is more quick than hard. His lack 
of battle in corners and around the ice is a concern. A highly skilled player that has 
some great on-ice vision and the hockey sense to be a real impact player. Showed a 
strong ability on the forecheck, to read the play, position himself accordingly and inter-
rupt the breakout. Defensively responsible and made some nice passes, both a good 
scorer and playmaker. Not the tallest guy, but he’s thick and protects the puck well. 
Great hands, but has major issues with consistently going to the dirty areas of the ice. 
He needs to ramp up the compete level in his game to take the next step in his devel-
opment.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive winger.
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No. 86
JAKE MONTGOMERY
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Shatuck St. Mary’s (USHS)
BORN: June 8, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 20 G 38 A 58 PTS 80 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smart playmaking winger. Big kid, with a little bit of lumbering to his 
skating. He has solid technique but isn’t explosive or fast enough to beat defenders wide. A 
very details-oriented player who plays hard both ways. Has some nice hands which allows him 
to stickhandle, but can be reluctant to shoot the puck. Passes up prime chances to shoot in-
stead looking to pass first, some of which leads to reduced quality chances or even turnovers. 
Good in offensive zone puck possession as he is physical, hard to knock off the puck along the 
wall and down low. Protects the puck well, and when he does shoot it he is dangerous. Has 
shown very good smarts, does a lot of small detail stuff that help winners win. Smart things to 
alleviate pressure; supporting his teammates, maintaining strong position and making good 
reads. Has some injury history that has scouts concerned about durability.

NHL POTENTIAL: Big, top nine playmaking forward.
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No. 87
TROY BOURKE
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Prince George (WHL)
BORN: March 30, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 18 G 38 A 56 PTS 56 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smooth and skilled offensive forward. He is an excellent skater 
with a good first step and solid explosiveness.  Good edgework makes him a danger-
ous forward in the offensive zone. Has a very good shot and isn’t afraid to let his wris-
ters go from areas all over the ice. Creates scoring chances for his line and was able 
to get his shot through traffic. He does try to do a bit too much at times which can be 
detrimental. Also plays bigger than his size would indicate and with an edge. He can 
deliver a hit and then back himself up by dropping the gloves. He plays the game as a 
versatile forward that tries to make an impact in all situations. Moves the puck well 
and has good stick handling skills with a willingness to drive the net. Has good vision 
and makes solid passes. Bourke will need to add considerable size to become more 
than just a solid Major Junior forward.

NHL POTENTIAL:Top six offensive winger.

No. 88
MATIA MARCANTUONI
POSITION: Left Wing/Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kitchener (OHL)
BORN: February 22, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 24 GP 9 G 5 A 14 PTS 10 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A strong, fleet footed offensively skilled winger. His speed and 
skating ability are very impressive and at one point some thought his feet were the 
best in the entire draft. He showed explosive acceleration, quick lateral agility and 
high-end speed. His willingness to drive to the net and use his strength to bring the 
puck with him were all really impressive as he would either score or draw a penalty. 
His offensive creativity, shot selection, on-ice vision and playmaking skill is all strong 
assets as is his drive to succeed. However as this season started, so did the laundry 
list of injuries that plagued him through his entire draft year, causing more than a few 
questions about his future. He stopped going into traffic and taking the puck to the net. 
His offensive zone decisions eroded into set tingling for weak, unimpactful moves as 
he all too often took low percentage perimeter shots or would curl back and just throw 
a bad pass into the middle. His ability to put this season behind him and again show 
the form he once did are the real questions that a team will need to weight.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

No. 89
RYAN CULKIN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: December 25, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 6 G 19 A 25 PTS 28 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A smart defenseman that rarely makes costly mistakes. He’s an 
above average skater, who isn’t afraid to skate the puck out of his zone or carry it up 
ice. His speed is fine and his mobility is solid although he could work on his transitions. 
He’s not flashy with the puck by any means, and may not have the overall offensive up-
side that some teams would hope, but his hockey IQ is very intriguing. Keeps the play 
in front of him and thinks the game well. At his best playing simple, utilizing his smarts 
and passing skills. He possesses nice vision and the ability to stretch the ice for his 
team with accurate multi-zone passes. Utilizes solid body positioning and an active 
stick to defend skilled attackers as he is not an overly physical player. He can suffer 
though stretches where he makes poor decisions with the puck as he is caught trying 
to do too much. Although he has shown some intriguing pro upside he needs to work 
on his shot and physicality more, and improve his overall puck skills.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing two-way defenseman.

Copyright © Matia Marcantuoni - CHL Images

No. 90
NICK EBERT
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Windsor (OHL)
BORN: May 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 6 G 33 A 39 PTS 58 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A highly skilled two-way defenseman that can affect the game in a mul-
titude of ways. Strong physically, makes heady passes and reads the play. Has great skating 
ability with nice first step acceleration and a fast top gear but does not always use it. Handles 
the puck very well and has the vision and hands to carry it up ice. Has an absolute howitzer of 
a shot that jumps off his stick. He sometimes fires it into closed off lanes instead of moving 
the puck around to open those lanes up.  Inconsistent play, as one night his defensive zone 
positioning is bang on and the next he chases the puck and loses positioning. His physical 
game is also inconsistent as he has the ability to play the body, being strong on the puck but 
refuses to and uses a lazy stick to check some shifts. Concerns about his hockey sense and 
questionable on ice decision making have crept in over the year. Questionable attitude, effort 
levels and not knowing whether or not his ego has spoiled this talented prospect is the main 
reason he has dropped so far this year. High-end talent, low end work ethic and attitude.

NHL POTENTIAL: Middle pairing two-way defenseman.
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No. 91
BRIAN COOPER
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Fargo (USHL)
BORN: November 1, 1993
VITALS: 5’-10” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 6 G 18 A 24 PTS 92 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A solid two-way defenseman who likes to play the body. Has 
excellent feet; great agility allows him to change directions smoothly at a moment’s 
notice; great balance. Is sneaky fast; accelerates very quickly allowing him to acti-
vate and join the rush, make up space to defend, or win races to loose pucks. A willing 
physical participant- not afraid of contact, but certainly picks his spots to hit; oppo-
nents have to be aware that Cooper will step up and flatten them in open ice. Will take 
a hit to make a play, but also puts himself in a position where the force of the hit sort 
of rolls off of him. Feisty competitor, especially in his own zone. Makes crisp passes 
tape to tape, and uses excellent vision to “pass teammates open.” Does a great job 
quarterbacking a powerplay; has poise and patience with the puck on his stick and the 
creativity to make plays, especially with extra time and space. Not getting the same of-
fensive opportunity this season as he did last year. Committed to University of Nebras-
ka-Omaha.

NHL POTENTIAL:Bottom Pairing two-way defenseman.

No. 92
HENRI IKONEN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: KalPa U20 (SM-Liiga Jr. A)
BORN: April 17, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 17 G 28 A 45 PTS 18 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A hard working drive the puck to the net type of forward. Lacks in 
the high-end offensive skills that some of his fellow Finn’s possess but what he lacks 
he makes up for in drive and work ethic. A warrior along the wall and in puck battles, 
willing to get his hands dirty. He shows good vision and strength coming off the wall 
and the ability to thread the needle with passes to open line mates. Has a hard shot 
himself but lacks the consistent sense to get himself in open position enough to fully 
utilize it. Has good hands that he uses to maintain possession of the puck. Willing to 
take a hit to make a play. Protects it well using his body positioning. Skates well but 
lacks jump and the high-end agility as some games he looks like he has heavy boots 
while other times his skating looks just fine. Has some good raw characteristics build 
upon but has a ways to go to become an impact forward. Needs to improve his foot 
speed and work on edges.

NHL POTENTIAL: Hard working bottom six forward.

No. 93
RAPHAEL BUSSIERES
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Baie-Comeau (QMJHL)
BORN: November 5, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 21 G 23 A 44 PTS 60 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A strong and gritty two-way winger. His feet are not great but he 
has balance, is strong on this skates and does have above average straight line speed. 
Like many prospects his first couple steps could use some improvement. Uses his size 
and quickness to his advantage on the forecheck and in getting to the puck. Has some 
offensive upside as well with a decent shot and a nose for the net. Has some quick 
hand skills and can carry the puck. Takes the puck to the net or goes there without it 
and engages in battle for whatever space he can get. Can suffer though stretches of 
bad play not because the effort is not there but more a problem of lacking a little in his 
hockey sense as he can make some questionable decisions. After starting the season 
strong before suffering through a mid-season drought in his game, Raphael really 
picked up his play in the postseason pushing his name back up draft boards. What 
keeps him in this range is his lack of offensive upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

No. 94
DANE FOX
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Erie (OHL)
BORN: October 13, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 23 G 31 A 54 PTS 87 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A talented forward with good physical compliment to his game. 
Skates well with some nice speed and agility but could use work on his first few steps. 
Goes to the net and is dangerous in close proximity. Hard on the forecheck and gets 
into the face of the opposition. Aggressive physically and with regards to chasing the 
puck. His ability to win face-offs is very underrated. Goes to the dirty areas but does 
not always do so with a consistent effort level. Has the hands to control the puck and 
dance around defenders. Decent shot selection but nothing that really screams elite 
scorer. Can play on the line and at times cross it both in game and with his own team-
mates. Likely discipline issue is a lack of maturity that will need to be corrected by 
coaches and veteran leadership. His offensive vision and creativity have improved 
since his trade from London to Erie. Has good talent 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

Copyright © Dane Fox - CHL Images
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No. 95
DANIEL ALTSHULLER
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: Oshawa (OHL)
BORN: July 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 30 GP 3.55 GAA .900 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smooth butterfly style stopper. He moves so well laterally, 
because of his excellent footwork, and looks as thou he can slide post-to-post effort-
lessly. When he is on his game he is square to shooters and smart at directing his re-
bounds to safe areas of the ice. He shows very strong focus and composure, and does 
not get rattled by high amounts of traffic or excessive shots. He actually looks better 
when he sees more pucks than when he sees twenty or fewer shots. Is exactly what 
you look for in a goaltender prospect, well sized, strong positionally, with the ability 
to either block a shot or use his athleticism to make a key saves. Biggest issue teams 
have is his inconsistency. When he is off, his positioning is all over the place and he 
has a hard time finding pucks in traffic. Despite an up and down rookie OHL season he 
is still considered a strong NHL prospect due to his raw talent.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL Goaltender.

No. 96
MITCHELL MOROZ
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: May 3, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 16 G 9 A 25 PTS 131 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A raw power forward prospect with some good offensive upside. 
Skates very well for his size with a nice wide stride. Not the best out of the gate but is 
very quick at top speed. Impressive balance on his skates and his ability to shield the 
puck while skating with it. Goes into the dirty areas and has the knack for finding the 
soft spot in offensive zone. He is good on the forecheck/backcheck. Is physical, takes 
the body and isn’t afraid to take a hit. Willing and very able to drop the gloves with a 
calm fighting style and that utilizes his long reach. Has impressive ability to shield 
the puck while skating with it and is able to shoot in transition in one smooth motion. 
Also possesses the ability to handle very tough and hard cross ice passes as he skated 
down the off wing. Used on the PK, blocks shots and seems to be a
puck hound with good energy on a deep Oil Kings squad. A project that could end up 
being very impressive NHL player one day.

NHL POTENTIAL: Third line physical power forward.

No. 97
FRANCIS BEAUVILLIER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Rimouski (QMJHL)
BORN: October 22, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 23 G 11 A 34 PTS 75 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A good two-way forward with some speed and bite in his game. 
Skates well with a nice top gear and strong balance. Needs to improve on his edge-
work and east/west movements. Does not possess great vision when he has the puck 
but is more of a drive the net and take a shot, meat and potatoes type. Has a deadly 
wrist shot and a booming slapshot. Hits hard and loves the physical game. Lines up 
defenders and runs them over on the forecheck. Can read the play and knows what 
to do in the defensive zone. A very versatile player who contributes on all-sides of the 
puck. Can play Penalty Kill or Powerplay and does so with good instincts and high 
intensity levels. A hard worker who does his best work digging at pucks and winning 
board battles.  A better winger than centre type of prospect as his straight line speed 
and quick shot would make him a solid complementary guy.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom six character forward.

No. 98
JOSH ANDERSON
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: May 7, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 12 G 10 A 22 PTS 34 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A project power forward with high upside. His skating lacks ex-
plosive burst but he has good speed generated through a long powerful stride. Added 
strength will make his stride that much better. Shows strong power forward tenden-
cies like dropping his shoulder, protecting the puck and powering his way to the net. 
He can back off defensemen with his speed and size, making room for his linemates. 
He will battle hard around the net for space and loose pucks. Has come a long way 
this season and now looks much more poised and confident with the puck than he did 
last September. He plays a full two-way game, hounding the puck, going in hard on 
the forecheck, coming back quickly, blocking shots and getting into passing lanes to 
disrupt the oppositions attack. Has a very good shot that just explodes off his stick. He 
will also battle for those garbage goals around the net. More about the potential with 
Anderson than what he did although he put up twelve goals in limited fourth line duty 
for a stacked Knights squad. He needs to add some weight and gain more ice time, 
watch out once he does.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive power winger. Copyright © Josh Anderson - CHL Images
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No. 99
STEVEN HODGES
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Victoria (WHL)
BORN: May 5, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 21 G 25 A 46 PTS 62 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A speedy two-way threat. His feet are his best asset as he flies 
around the ice and is involved because of his ability to get there. Really impresses with 
his foot-speed and his ability to get through traffic at high speed. Has explosive ac-
celeration and that extra gear to get back or gain separation on the attack. He uses his 
instincts and speed to create offensive chances. More of a playmaker then a scorer, 
he used his line mates well and tries feeding them for opportunities. Solid hands and 
showed that he’s got great vision and awareness in getting players the puck in proper 
offensive position. On the defensive side of the puck he’s very aggressive with a great 
stick and shows that he can play physical. He can play a chippy game and can get in 
the dirty areas. Defensively he needs to commit to paying the price more like blocking 
shots as he can be a little too passive. Many are concerned about is his strength as he 
is slim and not developed, but he should have time to add muscle before he makes the 
jump to the pro level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Third line two-way forward.

No. 100
JAKE PATERSON
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Saginaw (OHL)
BORN: May 3, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 42 GP 3.42 GAA .904 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  A strong positional butterfly style tender. Has solid mobility but 
is not overly quick going post to post. Has a square stance where he keeps his shoul-
ders in-line and always facing the shooter. Is aggressive in his crease but does not 
venture out too far past the top of the paint. Has good focus and picks up the puck very 
effectively even though multiple legs and sticks. More of a puck blocker than athletic 
type as he seems to always find the proper angle. The type of tender that can be very 
successful with the right puck clearing defense to support him. Keeps his body tight 
to his posts and quickly closes off holes forcing the shooter to hit his mark. Does not 
dive around and swim around his crease but instead stays upright and covers the up-
per portion of net well. Has a strong blocker and decent glove hand but will not flash 
the glove much, instead keeping it close to his body making his frame that much wider. 
Has the ability to go into a real focused state and stop every first shot but also has his 
bad games. Consistency is an area to improve.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting NHL goaltender.

No. 101
ZACK LESLIE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: January 31, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 2 G 15 A 17 PTS 54 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A talented puck moving defenseman. His footwork and accelera-
tion are strong, as is his overall mobility. While not a burner he does have the speed 
to skate the puck up ice with confidence. He has good hands, offensive instincts and 
keeps his feet moving while in the offensive zone. He can make strong stretch passes 
and or a good outlet due to his on-ice vision. On the powerplay he works the offensive 
blueline well, walking the line and distributing passes quickly. His shot needs some 
added strength to improve velocity. He has games where he forces things a bit offen-
sively, and tries to do too much causing poor pinches at the offensive blueline or other 
bad decisions with the puck. While an active stick can be good, he shies away from 
using his body to block lanes and relies on his stick far too much for defensive checks. 
While he has some good size he is lacking in functional strength to really be effective 
in board battles, this shown in how easy it is for attackers to knock him off the puck, 
and has some room to grow with his aggression and physical play. Some boom or bust 
with this prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL: Project top four offensive minded defenseman.

Copyright © Zack Leslie - CHL Images

No. 102
JIMMY VESEY
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: South Shore (EJHL)
BORN: May 26, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 45 GP 48 G 43 A 91 PTS 52 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A goal scoring forward. Skates well with good speed, but can have 
games where his feet seem sluggish. Has some good lateral agility and the ability to 
make defenders look silly with a quick cut. Could stand to add more leg strength and 
lengthen his stride. Has nice hands and can be hard to knock off the puck despite his 
lack of size. Displays nice vision with the ability to make a crisp, accurate pass but his 
forte is finishing off the play. Has a nice shot that is off his stick extremely fast. Seems 
to always be involved in the play and works his tail off. The level of competition was a 
step up from last year and which has put some doubt to rest as he is sure to hear his 
name called in his second year of draft eligibility. Has the potential to become a very 
good pro one day and has opened many eyes with his impressive production. The only 
downside going forward is his choice of Harvard as they are not known for strong de-
velopment.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.
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No. 103
GUSTAV RYDAHL
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Frolunda U20 (Sweden)
BORN: September 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2.5” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 8 G 21 A 29 PTS 50 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big and raw two-way competitor. His speed is good for his size 
although he could use better foot speed and jump off the mark. Plays the role of a big, 
solid two-way center that relies on his smarts more than flashy skills. Has captained 
several teams, and has worn the C for the national team. Doesn’t have the shiniest 
tools, but has lots of useful talents that teams need to win. His intelligence on the 
ice makes him effective in most situations, both on offense and defense. Lacks the 
creativity and flashy hand skills to create offensive opportunities by himself and even 
though he’s got good size, isn’t necessarily a power forward in terms of taking the 
puck to the net. Has some nice playmaking qualities with his vision and solid timing on 
passes. He does work hard in puck battles and will use his frame to protect the puck. 
He will need to work on his faceoff abilities to make himself an even more effective 
player for a defensive role. Not one to stir up trouble but will answer the call against 
his own age group if provoked.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 104
BRENDAN LEIPSIC
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Portland (WHL)
BORN: April 19, 1994
VITALS: 5’-9” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 28 G 30 A 58 PTS 82 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smallish but super skilled pesky forward. A hard skating for-
ward with good explosiveness in his step who lacks that extra gear but makes up for it 
by being ”sneaky fast”. This kid plays with passion and drive and is not afraid of any-
thing or anyone on the ice. An Energizer Bunny who always keeps his feet moving on 
the ice. Throws his body around without hesitation and is determined in all aspects of 
the game. Has dynamic offensive abilities which include soft hands, unbelievable puck 
skills, nice vision and offensive creativity, an accurate shot and nice playmaking abili-
ties. He also has no problem going to dirty areas and driving the net for a chance. He 
has poor size for the physical game he wants to play however he has been absolutely 
crushed a couple of times but always pops right up and keeps playing hard. Defensive-
ly he is a little more relaxed in his consistency but does show knowledge of what to do 
and often works to be the first forward back. Injury concern for the style that he plays 
is the only pause for most scouts. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way pesky forward.

No. 105
TANNER RICHARD
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: April 6, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0.5” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 43 GP 13 G 35 A 48 PTS 46 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A hard hitting power winger.  Has a wide base skating stride and 
moves his feet at all times, generating nice speed and is usually the first one enter-
ing the zone or in on the forecheck. A physically punishing player who takes the extra 
stride to make the defender know he’s there. He is the type of forward who really sets 
the tone for his entire team with his hard hitting game. A smart player with great an-
ticipation and can force turnovers with his stick and intimidation. Drives the net look-
ing for a tip or rebound and can also make the pass from the outside through skates 
to the net while his linemates go hard. Has a good shot and really compliments a high 
skilled linemate well with his meat and potatoes style. His size and injury history are a 
tad concerning for the style he plays, especially when he starts trying to play that way 
against men.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine character forward.

Copyright © Tanner Richard - CHL Images

No. 106
CHRIS CALNAN
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Nobles and Greenough (USHS)
BORN: May 5, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 29 GP 28 G 27 A 55 PTS N/A PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big bodied power winger who plays with an edge. Skates with 
a wide base, possesses strong balance and good leg push that generates healthy 
straight line speed. Is a bull on the fore check, finishes his hits on the defense caus-
ing added pressure and the odd turnover for his team. Is a hard working forward who 
generates most of his offense off of his work and being in the right places at the right 
times. Plays with good intelligence, plays his angles correctly and shows plenty of 
on-ice awareness. Has a decent enough shot as he does most of his damage from the 
circles on in. May lack in vision and the ability to be a big point producer at the next 
level. He is not afraid to play very physical, delivering hit, driving the net and battling 
with bigger opponents for space. Shows flashes of offensive creativity with the puck. 
Boston College recruit who will be able to develop his game during his time with the 
Eagles. Very strong and able to crash through defenders at this level but will need 
more strength to play that way at the pro-level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine power forward.
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No. 107
ROBBIE BAILLARGEON
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Indiana (USHL)
BORN: November 26, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 54 GP 14 G 34 A 48 PTS 36 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A fleet footed offensive minded forward. His feet generate good 
speed and are able to make lateral cuts very quickly. His skating ability and soft, cre-
ative hands adds considerably to his ability to produce offensive chances for his line. 
Reads the game well with strong anticipation and vision. Makes strong, crisp passes 
and has the moves to beat defenders and goalies one-on-one. His shot, while not 
overpowering by any means, is accurate and off his stick quickly. Defensively he has 
the ability and smart to know where his check is and what to do to close of the lane but 
does not always execute from lack of trying. Other times he looks like a true two-way 
force. His body language can be problematic as he shows his frustration playing with 
less skilled linemates from time to time. He will need to add considerable strength as 
he is often out-muscled when engaging in puck battles. Committed to Boston Univer-
sity.

NHL POTENTIAL: Second line offensive forward.

No. 108
ANTHONY STOLARZ
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Corpus Christi (NAHL)
BORN: January 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 2.84 GAA .920 SP

SCOUTING REPORT:  An athletic puck stopper with great size. He has great raw tal-
ent that has many excited for his future. He is extremely mobile with good feet and 
excellent post to post mobility. His feet are already quick but can improve even more 
with better coaching. Drops into a butterfly quickly and has the size to cover both high 
and the entire lower area from one side of the net to the other. His athleticism and 
quickness for such a huge frame is what really stands out at you as he moves like a 
five-foot-ten forward. His wing span and leg extension are very impressive and despite 
showing holes due to his lankiness, he covers up quickly. The ability to read the play 
and anticipate are all works in progress. His puck handling has shown signs of becom-
ing a strength as he is aggressive and confident out of his crease. Flashes a very quick 
glove and he never gives up on a play. A long term commitment for whatever team 
nabs the University of Nebraska-Omaha commit but over time, this prospect could re-
ally pay off. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Project NHL goaltender.

No. 109
CHRISTOPHE LALANCETTE
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Acadie-Bathurst (QMJHL)
BORN: May 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 63 GP 16 G 31 A 47 PTS 35 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A talented and smart two-way winger. Has good speed but is not 
very explosive, his stride looks good but lack of strength prevents him from getting 
more out of it. He moves the puck extremely well and is very deliberate almost cere-
bral on the ice. He is an above average puck handler but doesn’t use a lot of flash and 
dash but will make a move or two on defenders. Is a smart player with strong hockey 
sense. Plays with good effort levels as he is always involved and in the play no matter 
what zone the puck is in. Not the biggest fan of hardnosed physical play likely due to 
his lack of functional strength, but has shown some grit with his willingness to take 
the puck to the net and into traffic. Particularly good at dodging hits and keeping pos-
session of the puck in the offensive zone. Understands positioning and displays this 
knowledge both in the offensive end as well as defensively. Plays regularly on the PK 
and the second unit PP and put up very impressive offensive numbers as a Q rookie on 
a deep team.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 110
FRANCOIS TREMBLAY
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: Val-d’Or (QMJHL)
BORN: August 29, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 57 GP 3.79 GAA .882 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: A big goaltender who uses his size well. Smooth movements side 
to side and looks very composed in the net. Has average speed for his size but part of 
that is his style of smooth movements off of good reads and not needing to scramble. 
His rebound control is pretty good, directing shots to empty space or smothering it en-
tirely in his chest. His positioning and angles play is a plus as well. Shows the mental 
strength to put a bad goal or game behind him and come out focused for his next chal-
lenge. Can have trouble tracking the puck and fight his confidence at times and needs 
to play his game with more consistency. Like many big goaltenders does not challenge 
the shooter enough which leaves holes for shooters to try for. Has displayed a solid 
glove and quick pad save ability in stealing away a sure goal but then will let some in 
that have no business being tallies. With a little work on his footwork, speed and ag-
gressive positioning he could develop into a very good tender prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL:Project NHL goaltender.

No. 111
FRANKIE VATRANO
POSITION: Centre/Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: NTDP U18 (USHL)
BORN: March 14, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 14 G 19 A 33 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A hard working two-way forward. He possesses good first steps 
and solid overall speed. Laterally agile and quick, but he hops when he gets close to 
top speed; loses a little speed and power because of it. Gives out strong hits with a 
low center of gravity and plays with high energy, keeping his game simple. Has a good 
amount of bulk to his small height, which makes his hits quite punishing. Has a hard 
and accurate shot with a good release. He utilizes his shiftiness in his feet to create 
shooting lanes. His game is at its best when he uses his strength to bang around on 
the forecheck and plays solid positional defense in his own end. Reliable defensively 
but does not have high-end offensive potential, his impact relies mainly on his check-
ing game; his ability to go in on the forecheck, dish out hit, battle for pucks and eat up 
some ice time. Can be a real bull to handle and once he gains even more strength will 
be a real strong defensive presence.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom six character forward.

No. 112
JACCOB SLAVIN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Chicago (USHL)
BORN: January 5, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 3 G 27 A 30 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A minute munching puck moving two-way defender. Skates well 
straight ahead, powerful jump and can get up ice quickly but lacks lateral agility and 
in his transitions. A good natured and very coachable kid who wants to work hard to 
improve his weaknesses. Savvy and poised, Slavin moves the puck well. Has good 
patience and excellent vision with the puck, sees all his options. Can pass using a soft 
touch and skate it up the ice as well, although his backwards and laterally skating hold 
him back in that regard somewhat. Pro-active at reading developing plays and using 
his active stick or body positioning to disrupt. Plays with a patient aggressiveness as 
he lets the play come to him and then reacts. Has nice height but needs to add consid-
erable muscle to his thin frame. A project type defender who has loads of promise and 
will be able to develop as he attends Colorado College after another year in Chicago.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six two-way defenseman.
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No. 113
MIKAEL WIKSTRAND
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Mora (Sweden)
BORN: November 5, 1993
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 47 GP 2 G 1 A 3 PTS 14 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smart and safe two-way defenseman. Skates well with good 
speed and quick feet but is not overly dynamic. Has nice vision and makes strong 
breakout passes. Can get his point shot off quickly and on target. Defends well with an 
active stick and strong body positioning, closing gaps quickly and blocking off pass-
ing lanes. He does many things very well, and is a smart defensive player coupled with 
decent puck moving skills. However, he’s not extremely physical, and he does not pos-
sess much in the way of a high offensive upside. His cool and calm all-around game 
and the confidence he brings to his blueline are like what you see in a ten year veteran. 
Might be more ready for pro hockey than many others in this draft out of Sweden, but 
the upside is certainly not as high as some. He will need to add some more strength 
over the summer to have a shot at cracking an NHL lineup.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing two-way defenseman.

No. 114
BEN JOHNSON
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Windsor (OHL)
BORN: June 7, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 18 G 20 A 38 PTS 44 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:  A good sized high speed forward. He is one of the best pure skat-
ers in the draft. His acceleration, footwork and speed are very impressive; often gen-
erating an offensive chance or drawing a penalty on many shifts. He shows good vision 
with the puck in the offensive zone; making strong decisions and plays with it. He is 
elusive in the neutral zone and at his best generating offense off of the rush with his 
quick wrist shot. He still has some room to grow with his core strength and his abil-
ity to play a strong, physical game in the corners as well as with his positional play in 
all three zones but he continues to show a steep development curve. Not overly flashy 
hands and does not try to beat the whole team but plays with health amounts of energy 
and compete. A highly skilled former Michigan high school standout who has changed 
his game to a more sound two-way style.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 115
MARCUS MCIVOR
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Brampton (OHL)
BORN: May 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 1 G 13 A 14 PTS 35 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  An intelligent defenseman who plays a strong defensive game. 
For a player of his size he moves well, however could improve his acceleration, but it 
is not an issue at the major junior level. He is solid positionally, plays strong in his own 
zone, aggressive down low and along the boards as well as showing good gap control. 
He is tentative with the puck, struggling with his decision making with the puck, often 
chooses to simply bank the puck off the glass and not try to do too much. He has an 
active stick in passing lanes and shows some good anticipation; always seems to be 
in the right place at the right time. One of the more intelligent players making smart 
outlet passes and would rather dump it out then make any kind of risky play. Uses his 
body to win battles for loose pucks, controls the flow of play and keeps things tight. 
Rarely pinches and has really changed his game from his midget days when he would 
often rush the puck up ice and get involved offensively. What you see is what you get 
with McIvor.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing defensive defenseman.

Copyright © Ben Johnson- CHL Images

No. 116
THEODOR BLEUGER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Shattuck St. Mary’s (USHS)
BORN: August 15, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 51 GP 24 G 64 A 88 PTS 63 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT: A skilled forward with solid playmaking ability. More quick than 
fast, has a solid stride and shows some solid acceleration. Has a very tight turning 
radius; in the offensive zone he has the ability to spin away from defenders and quickly 
dished off a pass for a scoring opportunity. He possesses very good vision, seeing 
passing lanes before they develop routinely setting up teammates with tape to tape 
passes. Typically is pass first, but will shoot the puck to keep defenders and the goal-
tender honest. Thrives along the walls and down low; very adept at using his body to 
gain possession and position to dish the puck but he is a pure perimeter player. He is 
light and can be bumped off pucks relatively easy. Could be well served to play with 
more of an edge, play more of a pest role; he’s not afraid to mix it up or chirp, but at 
times he can lose his composure and became visibly frustrated himself. Maybe proj-
ects better as a winger at the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine playmaking forward.
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No. 117
LUDVIG NILSSON
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Timra U20 (Sweden)
BORN: March 28, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 47 GP 16 G 16 A 32 PTS 32 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A two-way forward that wants to make an impact when he is 
on the ice. Skates well with impressive speed, balance and agility. A goal-scoring, 
shoot-first mentality makes you notice him as he wants to be a difference maker. His 
shot is hard and quickly off his stick but should not be considered a snipers weapon 
by any means. Physically he is not a punisher by any means, and certainly not a true 
Canadian-style power forward, but has good size to help him along in his goal-scoring 
endeavours. Tries to be a defensively responsible player and help his centreman and 
d-men out to make sure to cover openings and making himself as an option on the ice. 
Being that strong net front presence on the powerplay is where he gets most of his 
points. Has decent vision and sense but will not ever be confused with one of the Se-
din twins.  His play at the Five Nations in February was very impressive. Some what a 
project pick as he will need to add considerable strength to play his style against men 
at the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 118
SETH GRIFFITH
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: January 4, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 21 G 20 A 41 PTS 47 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smallish offensive savvy forward. Skates decent enough with 
good quickness and average top speed. Handles the puck well and is ultra creative in 
the offensive zone. Has a great shot that allowed him to score 45 goals this year and is 
also a very fine playmaker. Size and durability have been concerns but he shows solid 
IQ and knows when to peel off a play to avoid being blown up. He consistently creates 
opportunities off the rush as he looks to saucer the puck into the slot for teammates 
charging down the middle. Negatively he shows a tendency to stop moving his feet in 
the offensive zone and can over handle the puck. He is not much for driving the net 
consistently as his play is usually kept to the perimeter with only venturing in when he 
sniffs out a scoring chance. Does battle for pucks and play a defensively responsible 
game but lacks the same intensity on the defensive side. Was a Tampa invitee to camp 
last year after being passed over in the 2011 draft. Has some boom or bust as he likely 
is on a scoring line or not in the NHL at all.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top six offensive forward.

No. 119
CHRISTOPHER CLAPPERTON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Blainville-Boisbriand (QMJHL)
BORN: February 22, 1994
VITALS: 5’-9.5” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 18 G 37 A 55 PTS 40 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A tiny, speedy, intelligent playmaking winger. His speed is above 
average, even for his size. He has great edgework making him hard to contain. He’s a 
spunky winger who plays at all ends and is particularly adept at getting around players 
and avoiding hits. He launches many odd-man rushes with his ability to chip the puck 
out of the zone and chase it down. He also handles the puck very well. He has a pretty 
good shot. His knows where to go in the offensive zone to put up points. Very effective 
on the half wall on the PP, he sees the ice well. Very creative and makes strong pass-
es. He is very quick defensively and uses his speed and stick to strip the opponent. He 
seemed pretty soft and more of a perimeter player which considering his size is a good 
thing, a way to survive.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine playmaking forward.

Copyright © Seth Griffith- CHL Images

No. 120
LOGAN MCVEIGH
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Kamloops (WHL)
BORN: February 23, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 11 G 23 A 34 PTS 26 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big strong winger with tons of potential. Definitely isn’t the 
prettiest skater, but he does have solid speed and the ability to move well against 
traffic and in tight spots. He needs to work on his acceleration as he lumbers out of 
the gate. Displayed strength and solid positioning along the boards. Protects the puck 
well and clearly has an understanding of how to use his size to his advantage.  Takes 
the opportunity to hit almost everybody he can on the forecheck or along the boards. 
Is committed defensively and makes smart decisions with the puck when in his own 
zone. Will get dirty and go to the net where he can both set-up for deflections or pound 
home a garbage goal. Handles the puck well and is a strong passer but his best asset 
is his quick shot release off the rush. It is on his stick and jumps off it in mere seconds; 
shows he knows where to be positioning wise to receive the pass in the offensive zone. 
Overall he’s just a simple and effective player with great hockey sense and he doesn’t 
over think things. Improvements to overall consistency in effort and physical play 
would go a long way to getting him to the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom six two-way forward.
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No. 121
MIKKO LEHTONEN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: TPS U20 (SM-Liiga Jr. A)
BORN: January 16, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 8 G 18 A 27 PTS 24 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A smallish two-way blueliner who does everything well but noth-
ing overly great. Skates well with strong mobility but does not have great speed by any 
means. Makes up for the lack of recovery skating ability with his smarts. A pretty good 
two-way defenseman that plays with a maturity and strong understanding in all zones. 
Keeps a calm and cool demeanor even when under pressure. Makes strong outlet 
passes and allows his partner to use him as an outlet. Has the ability to join the attack 
as well as carry the puck himself with some good, but not flashy, hands. Uses his stick 
well defensively and closes off passing lanes with his body. Can get caught chasing 
an opponent and lose position at times in his own end. Not as physical at the SM-Liiga 
level as he was in the Junior levels and he could learn to separate the puck from his 
opponent better when battling along the boards. At his best when he maintains a sim-
ple game plan.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top bottom pairing two-way defenseman.

No. 122
DAKOTA MERMIS
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Green Bay (USHL)
BORN: January 5, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11.5” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 5 G 22 A 27 PTS 98 PIM 

SCOUTING REPORT:  A skilled but smallish offensive minded blueliner. Has excellent 
skating ability; great form and balance, good acceleration, strong on his edges and 
good footwork. He uses his quick agile feet to defend, but also to move the puck up ice. 
Has some nice hands as well; able to stickhandle at high speed. Has nice vision and 
makes strong passes even while under duress. His point shot is both hard and ac-
curate. Plays with a good amount of sandpaper; has a bit of a mean streak to him and 
is willing to drop the gloves from time to time. There are some questions about his 
hockey sense in his own zone and some questionable decision making with the puck. 
He has not figured out how to defend effectively with his lack of size and strength, 
instead engaging in puck battles he loses an unhealthy amount of. Does show good 
positioning and an active stick off the rush but he needs to alter his approach or gain 
more strength. Will have time to add more muscle to his frame as he is a University of 
Denver commit.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top nine two-way forward.

No. 123
MAX IAFRATE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kitchener (OHL)
BORN: March 28, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1.5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 6 G 10 A 16 PTS 97 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A strong mobile defensive defender. He is a good skater who 
showed good footwork and acceleration. Not flashy or possessing high-end offensive 
gifts but is a meat and potatoes type who will give you honest minutes every game. 
Displays strong positional play, and is effective at keeping opposition forwards to the 
outside. He makes smart outlet passes as well as short quick passes when break-
ing the play out of his own zone but does not always make the right decisions with the 
puck. Son of former NHLer Al Iafrate, does not quite have his father’s velocity but is 
still a strong shooter with some velocity behind both his slapshot and wrist shot. He 
can get caught up in chasing pucks defensively and will need to let the game come to 
him. He needs to continue to play his simple game he has been taught since joining the 
Rangers last summer. Shows an ability to use his size around the net but does not do 
so consistently enough. When he tries to do too much he starts to push the puck up the 
ice or makes dangerous stretch passes. NHL teams are looking at him as a safe big 
body who can keep the puck out of the net not pill up the points.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing defensive defenseman.

No. 124
TOBIAS TORNKVIST
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Rogle BK U20 (Sweden)
BORN: April 14, 1994
VITALS: 6’-4” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 48 GP 16 G 20 A 36 PTS 173 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT:  A big body who plays the game hard. Not your typical Swedish 
type forward. Skates rather well and also has decent hands to make for an interesting 
package of size and skill. More importantly, a hard-working “go all out for his team” 
guy which makes him a tough opponent to stop every night. Big, powerful forward 
coming in from the wing and going hard, crashing the net. Not afraid of getting his 
nose dirty and banging, be it the net or the opposing defensemen along the wall. Has 
some power behind his shot and strong enough vision to make timely passes. Very 
high PIMs numbers, mostly because of a few game misconducts following fisticuffs 
and coincidental roughing calls. His aggressive style will put his team on the penalty 
kill at times because he is still a little bit rough around the edges and can cross that 
line. Always gives a good effort and with added strength he could become an effective 
two-way option.

NHL POTENTIAL: A bottom six two-way power winger.

No. 125
PETTERI LINDBOHM
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Jokerit U20 (SM-Liiga Jr. A)
BORN: September 23, 1993
VITALS: 6’-3” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 41 GP 3 G 7 A 10 PTS 98 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: A big meat and potatoes type of defenseman who gives you a solid 
effort every night. Has a decent enough skating stride but lacks the high-end agility 
to keep up with slick skating forwards. He utilized a physical punishing game to offset 
that deficiency, meaning any forward who ventures into his defensive area, he is going 
to try and get a piece of. He plays a steady game and is consistently in strong defensive 
position. Shows smarts in knowing what to do to shutdown the opposition filling lanes 
and blocking shots where needed. He has a good healthy amount of aggressiveness to 
his defensive game but not on the offensive side of things. He takes what he is given in 
the offensive zone and does not force things that are not there. He makes a strong first 
pass and follows the play but does not drive too far into the attacking zone. His upside 
is that of a solid stay-at-home defender with a limited to no offensive upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom pairing defense first defenseman.
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#126 C Tyrel Seaman, Brandon, WHL, 6-2, 200
A big kid with some two-way upside, who is not afraid to play a physical game.

#127 C Jared Thomas, Hermantown, USHS, 6-1, 190
A gritty kid with good hands and solid skating ability, he elevates his game when it 
matters.

#128 C Vyacheslav Osnovin, Chelyabinsk, MHL, 6-0, 185
A nice offensive player with good vision; he doesn’t shy away from physical stuff.

#129 G Marek Langhamer, Pardubice Jr., Czech Republic, 6-2, 180
A good sized puck stopper with a flashy glove and strong positioning.

#130 G Andrey Makarov, Saskatoon, WHL, 6-0.5, 180
A very athletic puck stopper who has some upside but lacks work ethic.

#131 C Erik Karlsson, Frolunda Jr., Swe Jr., 5-11, 160
A fast player with good playmaking skills and some snarl to his game.

#132 LW Devin Tringale, Lawrence Academy, USHS, 6-0, 195
A playmaking winger who plays hard, gets into the trenches and plays in all zones.

#133 C Ryan Olsen, Saskatoon, WHL, 6-2, 180
A big, strong kid who has some offensive tools but needs to work on his feet.

#134 D Niklas Tikkinen, Blues Jr., Finland, 5-11, 170
A gifted two-way blueliner who starts the breakout well with timely passes.

#135 D Travis Brown, Moose Jaw, WHL, 6-1.5, 180
A strong skating defender who moves the puck well and plays with an edge.

#136 D Connor Carrick, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11, 185
A sturdy and mobile two-way defender with some offensive upside.

#137 RW Adam Gilmour, Nobles, USHS, 6-2.5, 195
A big bodied prospect who is not afraid of the net and shows some skill when he gets 
to it.

#138 C Kevin Roy, Lincoln, USHL, 5-9, 170
A highly-skilled forward with speed and a hard shot; he lacks size and compete level.

#139 RW Riley Barber, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11.5, 195
A strong two-way forward who works hard, gets his nose dirty and can score.

#140 D Jake Bischoff, Grand Rapids, USHS, 6-0, 175
A two-way mobile defenseman who plays with poise but needs more development 
time.

#141 C Mackenzie MacEachern, Brother Rice, USHS, 6-3, 165
A raw power centre that has some strong offensive skills and uses his size to his ad-
vantage.

#142 C Logan Nelson, Victoria, WHL, 6-1, 180
A late blooming power forward that can score as well as grind it out.

#143 D Ian Janco, Bloomington Jefferson, USHS, 6-1, 185
A puck rushing defenseman who transitions the puck quickly with a pass or by taking 
it himself.

#144 C Matthew Beattie, Phillips Exeter, USHS, 6-3, 175
A late blooming big body with underrated offensive skills, his shot is electric.

#145 C Danny O’Regan, St. Sebastian, USHS, 5-9, 160
An offensive playmaker that has good mobility but needs better consistency.

#146 C Alexander Kerfoot, Coquitlam, BCHL, 5-9.5, 155
A slick skating forward that makes things happen every shift; he needs work in his 
zone.

#147 D Jaynen Rissling, Calgary, WHL, 6-4, 220
A big defender who can make a pass and play strong physical defense, but needs bet-
ter skating ability.

#148 LW Will Merchant, Eagan, USHS, 6-1, 175
An offensively skilled player who looks good during warm-up but disappears during 
the game.

#149 LW Jujhar Khaira, Prince George, BCHL, 6-2.5, 180
He finds the quiet zones, has quick hands and a quick shot, but needs to improve his 
skating.

#150 D Justin Hache, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 6-1, 190
A strong two-way defenseman who plays it safe; he is buried on a deep Shawinigan 
team.

#151 RW Denis Kamaev, Rouyn-Noranda, QMJHL, 5-11, 175
A puck magician who makes plays in the offensive zone, but is underdeveloped physi-
cally.

#152 LW Chris Marchese, Windsor, OHL, 6-0, 210
A heavy footed forward who can score goals but also needs a push in the intensity 
department.

#153 RW Matt Pohlkamp, Brainerd, USHS, 6-1, 200
A rugged north-south power winger who has soft hands but will need time as he is 
raw.

#154 D Jake Dotchin, Owen Sound, OHL, 6-2, 205
A strong two-way defenseman who has some intriguing upside but needs to improve 
his decision making.

#155 G Chris Driedger, Calgary, WHL, 6-2.5, 195
A hot and cold puck stopper who shows flashes of potential; he needs to be more con-
sistent.

#156 RW Dominik Volek, Regina, WHL, 6-0, 175
A good two-way forward with a nice set of skills who produced far too little to get a 
better grade.

#157 D John Draeger, Shattuck St. Mary’s, USHS, 6-2, 185
A good two-way defenseman who plays with some sandpaper; his offensive upside is 
questionable.

#158 G Patrik Bartosak, Red Deer, WHL, 6-0.5, 180
A late bloomer who kept the Rebels in games before a season-ending injury.
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#159 C Michael Clarke, Windsor, OHL, 5-11, 185
A two-way forward who jumped out of the gate fast with offense before slowing down 
and looking tired.

#160 RW Cody Payne, Plymouth, OHL, 6-2, 200
A project pick; he has some very intriguing power forward traits and is buried under a 
deep Plymouth squad.

#161 G Matt Tomkins, Sherwood Park, AJHL, 6-2, 175
A goaltender who has the mobility that NHL teams; he is raw and has some work to 
do.

#162 D Valeri Vasiliev, Spartak, MHL, 6-1, 200
A defender who is not afraid to play physical, but there is the Russian factor: He is not 
likely to come over for a while. 

#163 C Peter Quenneville, Sherwood Park, AJHL, 5-11, 175
An offensive savvy player who controls the game but needs work on his skating.

#164 RW/C Cameron Darcy, USNTDP U18, USHL, 6-0, 190
A big two-way forward who played well in the role he was given, but more was expect-
ed offensively.

#165 LW Carter Rigby, Kelowna, WHL, 6-0, 210
A big power winger who uses his size well but might not have the best offensive up-
side.

#166 D Brandon Devlin, Windsor, OHL, 6-1, 200
A two-way rearguard who has shown flashes of offensive skill, but is inconsistent and 
prone to turning pucks over.

#167 LW Artur Gavrus, Owen Sound, OHL, 5-10, 165
A pint-sized offensive forward who can put up points, but he has suffered injuries due 
to his lack of size.

#168 D Rhett Holland, Okotoks, AJHL, 6-2, 220
A big, physical, stay-at-home type defender with a good shot; he needs to work on his 
feet.

#169 RW Vladislav Shalimov, Val-d’Or, QMJHL, 6-2.5, 185
A flashy, offensively-gifted forward who can be dominant and then disappear; he 
needs to work harder.

#170 C Matthew DeBlouw, Muskegon, USHL, 6-0.5, 185
A smart two-way forward who has many intriguing intangibles but did not put up im-
pressive numbers.

#171 C/RW Kristoff Kontos, Mississauga, OHL, 6-1, 200
A grinding forward with size, who owns the boards but lacks high-end offensive skills. 

#172 C Graham Black, Swift Current, WHL, 5-11, 175

A late bloomer who plays a strong two-way game and uses his speed well, but who 
doesn’t have a great upside.

#173 D Simon Fernholm, Hudding Jr., Swe. Jr., 6-4, 185
A big strong defender who has good mobility and decent puck moving skills, but he is 
marshmallow soft.

#174 C Ondrej Slovacek, VHK Vsetin, Czech, 5-10, 160
An offensive generating machine with slick moves, outstanding vision and consistency 
concerns.

#175 D Joey LaLeggia, Denver, WCHA, 5-10, 180
A skilled offensive defenseman whose game transitioned well to the college ranks; he 
lacks size.

#176 D Jacob Spangberg, AIK Jr., Swe Jr., 6-3, 190
A strong defensive-minded defender who has some bottom pairing potential.

#177 C/LW Chris Tierney, London, OHL, 6-0, 180
A hidden forward who plays both ways for a deep London team; he needs to find con-
sistency.

#178 C Cain Franson, Vancouver, WHL, 6-1, 175
An overage player who shone through this year with his impressive shot and drive.

#179 D Egor Malenkikh, St. Petersburg, MHL, 6-4, 200
A big two-way defenseman who stayed in Russia to take care of his ailing father.
 
#180 C Matej Beran, PEI, QMJHL, 6-4.5, 215
A slick puck mover who has nice hands around the net but very slow feet.

#181 D Jesse Graham, Niagara, OHL, 5-11, 170
A playmaking defender who skates well and has good vision but lacks functional 
strength and grit.

#182 C Colin Smith, Kamloops, WHL, 5-10, 170
A small but skilled forward who skates well with good instincts; he lacks size and 
strength.

#183 C Thomas Di Pauli, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-11, 190
A high-end skill guy that moves around well but lacks grit and can disappear for 
stretches.

#184 D Justin Wade, Fargo, USHL, 6-2, 210
A big, strong skating stay-at-home defender with improving puck skills.

#185 LW Taylor Leier, Portland, WHL, 5-10, 175
A forward who plays a strong power game, will do whatever it takes to win and has 
some offense, but lacks size.

#186 D Troy Stecher, Penticton, BCHL, 5-11, 175
A puck-rusher who can distribute it too; he runs the powerplay but needs work on his 
strength.

#187 LW Martin Prochazka, Sparta Jr., Czech, 6-2.5, 195
A big power winger with some intriguing potential who needs to work on his footwork.

#188 RW Anton Zlobin, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 5-11, 195
A slick goal scorer made a real offensive impact this year; needs to improve speed.

#189 C Cory Ward, Aberdeen, NAHL, 6-1, 200
A solid two-way forward who has some good upside but will need plenty of time.

#190 D Reid Gow, Spokane, WHL, 5-11, 180
An offensive minded blueliner who is smart but lacks defensively.

#191 C Marcel Kurth, Mannheim Jr., Ger Jr., 6-0, 190
A strong, hard-working German who can add some offense, but who doesn’t have a 
high upside.

#192 D Ashton Sautner, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 185
A defensive defender who is buried on a deep Oil Kings team; he needs to play with 
more consistency.

#193 LW Ales Kilnar, Vitkovice Jr., Czech, 6-0, 185
A good offensive forward who has already had a cup of coffee in North America; there 
are concerns about his determination.

#194 D Reece Wilcox, Merritt, BCHL, 6-3, 185
A puck-moving defender who has good size and mobility, but needs to use his size 
better.

#195 D Dominic Nitti, Cretin-Derham Hall, USHS, 6-6, 180
A huge defenseman who, surprisingly, has nice mobility; there are some questions 
about his physicality.

#196 C Morgan Zulinick, Salmon Arm, BCHL, 5-10, 185
A goal scoring forward who moves well but needs to add some strength.

#197 RW Alexei Filippov, Chelyabinsk, MHL, 6-3.5, 175
A forward with a big frame and who has some intriguing offensive potential, but the 
Russian factor is involved here.

#198 C Matthew Lane, USNTDP U18, USHL, 5-10, 170
A hard-working, gritty forward who battles and generates offense off the forecheck.

#199 C Niko Rufo, Kimball Union, USHS, 6-0, 180
A skilled forward who moves well and has very good upside but needs to put in the 
work.

#200 D Patrick McCarron, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-3, 185
A big puck-moving defenseman who needs work in his own zone.

159 - 200 profiles
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SLEEPERS
By Dan Stewart

To be considered a sleeper by NHL talent observers, a prospect needs to be many 
things.

He must be unheralded or lacking publicity in his draft year—not only by media and 
pundits, but most importantly, by his own scouting brethren. Teams must be able to 
get him in the mid to late rounds, typically not in the first 90 picks of the draft.

A sleeper must also have an aspect to his game that jumps off the page enough to not 
get lost in the shuffle altogether.

With sleeper prospects, there is never a guarantee that they will make good on the 
upside that they show flashes of. That is what makes them a true sleeper and not a 
top 90 selection.

Future Considerations has profiled 10 potential sleepers that we have rated in the mid 
to late rounds of the 2012 draft and believe could one day make some serious noise 
while wearing an NHL jersey.

Connor Carrick – D – Under-18 – USNTDP – 5-11 / 185
Ranked 136th by Future Considerations!

A small but thick, wide-based, offensive-minded defenseman who has some good up-
side. His skating and mobility are in the top percentile for the draft as he is very fast, 
elusive and quick laterally. His skill is with the puck and moving it up to his forwards 
in a quick transition. He has nice hands and can join the rush or take it end-to-end like 
he did at the Five Nations this year. His offensive instinct and creativity with the puck 
are both high-end. Connor’s shot is very effective and he gets it through consistently. 
His major problem is that he takes too many risks offensively, leading to odd man 
rushes against. His size in his own zone is also an issue as he has a hard time battling 
bigger forwards for pucks despite his stockiness. He is feisty and willing to participate 
in the rough stuff. His game should continue to develop on the right path as he heads 
to Michigan and has the work ethic and passion to succeed.

Josh Anderson – LW – London Knights – OHL – 6-1 / 185!
Ranked 98th by Future Considerations

A big power winger with some very underrated hands and speed. He skates with a 
nice powerful stride and has some good agility in his feet, allowing him to gain speed 
and power by defenders. He shows a willingness to play a physical game, battle for 
pucks and use his strength to his advantage. He has very quick hands and a hard shot 
that make him dangerous once he gains possession. He pushes hard on the forecheck 
and finishes all of his checks. He thinks the game well, has decent vision and has a 
good understanding of what he needs to do on the ice. He is at his best when he grabs 
the puck, lowers his shoulder and bowls over defenders on the way to the net. He has 
a bull-like attitude but lacks the strength to play that style effectively as he is very 
thin. Once this kid adds more muscle to his still-growing frame, he could be one of 
this draft’s top hidden talents. The projectable upside is huge with Anderson as he has 
been buried on a strong Knights squad this year.

Taylor Leier – LW – Portland Winterhawks – WHL – 5-11 / 175! 
Ranked 185th overall by Future Considerations

A power winger who plays the game much harder than his physical size would indi-
cate is possible. He is buried on a deep Portland Winterhawks squad but plays the 
game with skill, smarts and a strong work ethic. He wins most of his board play and 
recovers the puck very well on the dump and chase. He has quick hands and a nice 
shot. Leier cycles down low well while retaining possession of the puck and coming 
off the wall strong for a scoring chance, even against larger opponents. While he does 
not look to be a top-six forward prospect, Leier likely has the skill and work rate to 
carve a niche in the NHL as a strong third liner who can help provide some secondary 
scoring. Leier could be a strong selection in the mid to late rounds of the draft for an 
NHL team that needs a couple of grinders.

Niklas Tikkinen – D – Blues U20 – Fin U20 – 6-0 / 173!
Ranked 134th by Future Considerations

A skilled two-way blueliner who has the ability to control the game’s flow from the 
back end. He skates very well with excellent multi-directional mobility, quick impres-
sive pivots and a nice top speed. His game is extremely raw and inconsistent as he 
switched to a defensive position from forward just a couple short seasons ago. His 
puck skills and ability to dangle are very impressive as is his composure under pres-
sure. His vision is his main strength as he sees the ice very well and makes strong 
passes to his teammates. He combats his lack of ideal size and strength by keeping 
his feet moving, helping him to maintain positioning. He can get knocked around a 
little physically. He has the awareness and smarts to run the powerplay and read the 
play in the offensive zone. Defensively is where he needs to improve the most as he 
is still learning the position. If he can improve his play in his own zone and gain some 
strength he could be a really good project in the later rounds.

Niko Rufo – C – Kimball Union Wildcats – USHS – 6-0 / 180
Ranked 199th by Future Considerations!

An offensively skilled forward who was a key contributor to Kimball Unions offen-
sive game this season. He skates with a fast top speed and shows that extra gear to 
blow past defenders. He has quick agile feet and a good first step. He is elusive and 
shifty on the ice and hard to hit. He showed excellent hand skills to control the puck 
all season. He plays with a ton of energy and a hard working style of game despite 
his impressive offensive skill set. He is creative in the offensive zone with the puck 
and incorporates his teammates into the play. He isn’t a physical player at all but 
instead uses his stick to check or try to win puck battles. He has an accurate shot that 
is off his stick quickly. He possesses a really high upside but must commit to doing 
the needed work to improve physically and in his defensive game. He appears to be 
weaker than his competition at this level—adding muscle is a must if he is to move up 
a level in competition. He should improve his overall game and gain strength once he 
gets to Providence College in a year or two.

Copyright © Carter Carrick - Tom Sorensen Copyright © Josh Anderson - CHL Images
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Ryan Olsen – C – Saskatoon Blades – WHL – 6-2 / 180
Ranked 133rd by Future Considerations!

A big centre with a lot of range, a great frame and some strong offensive tools. He has 
a good looking stride that generates a healthy amount of speed and will improve with 
even more added leg strength. He’s a very smart player and knows where to be and at 
what time. He’s not afraid to throw a hit or two, but he could benefit from being more 
aggressive all over the ice and using his size much more effectively. He has got an 
okay shot; it’s pretty hard and accurate. He was somewhat disappointing this season; 
many scouts had higher expectations regarding his production. He still has high-end 
potential because he was a dominant force when he played up to his abilities and is 
still growing into his frame. He is a project pick that could really turn into a home run 
selection for a team with patience.

Troy Stecher – D – Penticton Vees – BCHL – 5-11 / 170
Ranked 186th by Future Considerations

An undersized puck moving defenseman who plays the game smart at both ends of 
the ice. He has a wide stride that generates good speed. He shows nice overall mobil-
ity and strong edge work. He makes strong outlet passes and displays his excellent 
vision with his ability to make the home run pass. He has the ability to comfortably 
handle the puck and protect it while gaining the offensive zone and creating a scoring 
chance. He is a strong powerplay quarterback who gets his shots through and makes 
crisp passes. Defensively he lacks ideal size so he uses his stick and body position-
ing to compensate. He gets into lanes and uses his stick to deflect passes and shots 
where he can. He needs to add some bulk to his thick frame but will never be a physi-
cal specimen. He should be able to jump right in and contribute with Nebraska-Oma-
ha next fall.

Mikael Wikstrand – D – Mora IK – Sweden – 6-1 / 185
Ranked 113th by Future Considerations!

A calm, poised defender who plays an unspectacular but highly effective game. He has 
quick feet, decent speed and above average mobility. He keeps his game simple and 
does not stray too much into the offensive zone, instead maintains a strong defensive 
position and makes strong outlet passes. He can handle the puck and skate it out of 
trouble when needed. His shot is effective as he gets it through and on target quickly. 
He is smart and instinctual in his own zone. He could use some extra strength and 
size; although, he is not a physical type of defender. Not much flash or offensive up-
side can be expected to develop in his game, just a strong safe defensive presence.  
He has the feel of a defenseman that, in 15 years people could look back and say, “He 
has been a solid NHL defenseman for years, how come he was drafted that late?”

Brendan Collier – LW – Malden Catholic Lancers– USHL – 5-9 / 170
Ranked 210th by Future Considerations!

A high energy, full effort every shift, forward. He lacks in ideal size and tries to make 
up for it by working harder than everyone else on the ice. He is a very polished skater 
with a good amount of quickness and elusiveness. Collier has some skilled hands 
and an accurate shot that he uses often. Despite his size he goes anywhere on the 
ice without fear, looking for a scoring chance or to make a hit. He plays a feisty, solid 
two-way game, constantly putting back pressure on the opposition. He is intelligent 
and uses his smarts to offset his diminutive stature. He is strong on the penalty kill 
and will do whatever it takes to win. He plays with loads of heart and is a leader on the 
ice. He has shown that he is a clutch player that turns up the intensity to unreal lev-
els when the big game is on the line. The hope is that he can add some considerable 
strength during his time at BU.

Justin Hache – D – Shawinigan Cataractes – QMJHL – 6-1 / 185
Ranked 150th by Future Considerations!

A strong two-way defenseman with a nice upside that has been buried on a strong 
Cataractes blueline this season. He moves around well with nice speed and quick 
agile feet. He plays quite a mistake-free game in his own end as he uses his smarts 
and strong body positioning to defend against the attack. He shows good vision with 
the puck and has the ability to make strong accurate passes. He has a nice shot that 
he uses far less than he should. He isn’t overly physical but has stepped up and laid 
his body on unsuspecting attackers a few times this year. He needs to add some more 
strength to help in his down-low puck battles. He will play for Cape Breton next year 
as he was part of a trade last January that will see him move over the summer, where 
he will be the top defenseman for the Screaming Eagles. He should have a bit of a 
breakout year next season.
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OVERAGERS
By Dan Stewart

Every draft has its late bloomers: Prospects who get selected in their second—or in 
some cases third—year of draft eligibility. 

Whether it is due to an unforeseen advancement in development, a spurt in the physi-
cal department or simply an error in judgment, many prospects eventually do hear 
their name called on draft day—just a little later than they’d prefer. 

There is plenty of talk that the lack of depth available in the 2012 draft could cause 
some draft re-entries to be picked who otherwise might not get the second chance 
in a deeper draft. Below are 10 high-end draft re-entries who will likely hear their 
names called in Pittsburgh come June.

Myles Bell – D – Kelowna – WHL – 6-0 / 205
Unranked by Future Considerations

This offensively skilled blueliner has had a tough go over the last year and a half. Bell 
was a highly regarded prospect for the 2011 draft, but teams chose to keep their dis-
tance. His high-end skating, natural strength and all the offensive tools might not be 
enough to coax the selection that his skill set deserves.

Copyright © Myles Bell- Marissa Baecker/Shootthebreeze.ca Copyright © Andrey Makarov - Saskatoon Blades

Andrey Makarov – G – Saskatoon – WHL – 6-0.5 / 180
Ranked 130th by Future Considerations

While some NHL teams liked him last season, no one made Makarov a selection while 
he was a member of the QMJHL’s Lewiston franchise. After the Lewiston team folded, 
he was picked up by Saskatoon in the WHL and has done nothing but put in impres-
sive showings. His potential is strong as he is quick and athletic. His game was on full 
display at the World Juniors in Calgary where he helped Russia to a silver medal.

Nikita Gusev – LW – CSKA – MHL – 5-9 / 160
Ranked 75th by Future Considerations

Gusev was scorned largely due to his lack of size and inconsistent play in his first year 
of draft eligibility. He really pushed his way onto the scene at the World Juniors in 
Calgary, the Russian water bug was all over the ice making skilled plays and getting in 
the face of the competition. He brings excellent puck skills, elite skating, a nice shot 
and a high energy level to the table.

Kevin Roy – LW – Lincoln – USHL – 5-10 / 170
Ranked 138th by Future Considerations

Roy was overlooked last year because of his lack of size and raw game. The first 50-
goal scorer in almost 20 years in the United States Hockey League has generated 
some buzz among scouts. He is the type of prospect that can make some breathtaking 
moves to beat defenders. He has quick hands and an elite shot, as well as a penchant 
for being in the right place at the right time. He will likely be a mid-round selection 
based on his enticing skills set.
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Tanner Pearson – LW – Barrie – OHL – 6-0 / 200
Ranked 43rd by Future Considerations

Pearson had a mediocre season with the Barrie Colts that saw bouts of inconsistency. 
He refocused last offseason and entered this year with a new sense of speed, power 
and conditioning. He exploded offensively in the first half of the season, earning him-
self a spot on Canada’s entry at the World Juniors. He continued that push until the 
second-to-last game of the season, breaking his femur just before playoffs.

Seth Griffith – RW – London – OHL – 5-11 / 175
Ranked 118th by Future Considerations

Griffith is an offensive forward who was passed over last season because of inconsis-
tent play and a lack of size. He has now opened some eyes with his improved offensive 
totals. While he was a Tampa Bay camp invite, he was not signed and now will likely 
capture a selection in the mid to late rounds; although, there is still some concern 
with his size and perceived perimeter play. His goal scoring will be enough to earn 
him a selection.

Jimmy Vesey – LW – South Shore – EJHL – 6-0 / 175
Ranked 102nd by Future Considerations

A surprise omission from last year’s draft eligible pool, Vesey has the skill to be a 
high-end pro. His impressive production while playing in the EJHL this season was 
proof that his goal scoring should carry over to higher levels of competition. Many 
teams will be after the goal scoring winger as his blend of quick feet, slick hand skills, 
quick release, goal scorer’s instincts and work ethic will make him a hot commodity 
in the middle rounds of this year’s draft.

Tomas Hyka – RW – Gatineau – OHL – 5-11 / 165
Ranked 68th overall by Future Considerations

After getting little exposure in his initial draft year, but still earning an invite with the 
Philadelphia Flyers over the summer, Hyka jumped across the pond and the results 
should see him picked in the first few rounds after an impressive season offensively 
for Gatineau. His ability to beat defenders and goaltenders with his hand skills and 
impressive playmaking ability should be in demand in June.

Colin Smith – C – Kamloops – WHL – 5-10 / 165
Ranked 182nd by Future Considerations

Despite being smallish and lacking in much strength, Smith’s offensive skills have 
NHL teams looking to add his name to their prospect pool this time around. His 
speed, playmaking ability and willingness to compete have made scouts look his way. 
If he was a six-foot-one prospect similar to Tanner Pearson, there is no doubt that his 
name would be talked about as a top-60 selection this year.

Joey LaLeggia – D – University of Denver – NCAA – 5-10 / 180
Ranked 175th by Future Considerations

After a very impressive career in the BCHL with powerhouse Penticton, where La-
Leggia put up 82 points in 58 games during his final season before joining Denver, he 
continued to be an impressive offensive generator for the Pioneers this season.  His 
proven offensive contributions at every level, high-end offensive instincts, elite vision 
of the ice, passing skills and hard point shot make him worth a gamble this year.

Patrik Bartosak – G – Red Deer – WHL – 6-1 / 190
Ranked 158th by Future Considerations

The solid import selection came over to North America to earn exposure and that 
is exactly what Bartosak did with Red Deer. He kept a young Rebels squad in many 
games they had no business being in until an injury ended his season. His fluid lateral 
mobility, natural size and never quit attitude are what will likely see him drafted this 
year.

sleepers
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FC’S 2012 MOCK DRAFT
By Dan Stewart

It’s mock season!

It’s that time of year again where guessing what will go down when the 30 NHL teams 
gather in Pittsburgh for the annual selection process. These mocks are nearly impos-
sible to predict correctly as too many variables cloud the picture. 

With this mock draft we have put together we take into consideration team needs, 
drafting tendencies, rumours heard around the rinks and even a possible trade that 
could go down before the draft even gets underway. 

In a day and age where a salary cap handcuffs a general managers ability to make 
moves to better their roster both via trade and free agency, the NHL Entry Draft has 
become the focal point for building a healthy and competitive franchise. 

With that in mind, Future Considerations has put together a two-round mock draft 
with just one trade.

This trade is not for one of the big NHL names like Roberto Luongo or Rick Nash, who 
could find new homes on draft weekend. Instead, it’s the top pick. One team wants it 
and the team who owns it wants to get rid of it. 

So without further ado…

NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman: “Welcome to the 50th NHL Entry Draft.” 

“We have trade to announce!”

“Edmonton trades the first overall selection to the Columbus Blue Jackets for Colum-
bus’ second overall selection and their first selection in the second round.”

“Columbus Blue Jackets now have the first selection in the 2012 NHL Entry Draft.”

*Trades made prior to NHL Entry Draft proceedings.
**Exact draft order to be determined after Stanley Cup Playoffs are complete.
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1
1st overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS
The Columbus Blue Jackets select RW Nail Yakupov, Sarnia, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS: They need high-end talent coming at every position.
NOTES: With the inevitable Rick Nash trade pending, they needed to make this 
move for the draft’s premier talent. They know they need to not fear going Russian 
again after some of the bad luck they have had with recent first rounders and make 
this pick starting a new era in Blue Jacket country.

2
2nd overall - EDMONTON OILERS
The Edmonton Oilers select D Ryan Murray, Everett, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Impact defensemen and a high potential goaltender.
NOTES: They have a plethora of young forwards both in the NHL and on the cusp 
of making it; they need some defense to grow with those skilled forwards. After 
a trade to add an additional asset and this addition of Murray they finally have a 
potential top pairing defensive leader with some two-way upside on the back end. 

3
3rd overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS
The Montreal Canadiens select C Alex Galchenyuk, Sarnia, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS: A big skilled centre and skilled forward depth.
NOTES: The Canadiens have a new GM but an experienced director of scouting run-
ning the table. With some nice pieces coming along they do want to focus on adding 
size, especially at the forward position. They are in a good position to draft a big 
skilled centre, an organizational need for years with their first selection.

4
4th overall – NEW YORK ISLANDERS
The New York Islanders select LW Filip Forsberg, Leksand, Sweden

DRAFT NEEDS: The system could use a high-end defenseman to help build around and a 
high-end goal scorer or two on the wings.
NOTES: The Islanders have drafting at or near the top of the draft for the past few years. 
With a handful of young NHL forwards making waves in the show and a somewhat bal-
anced prospect pool the choice is likely to just take best available no matter what position. 
Forsberg fits the plan.

5
5th overall – TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
The Toronto Maple leafs select D Morgan Rielly, Moose Jaw, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Offensive defensemen and a top line centre.
NOTES: The Leafs have a very bountiful cupboard of depth prospects at forward 
and a couple good defensive gems as well but they lack much in the way of real im-
pact prospects. Look for GM Brian Burke to once again select size and grit later in 
the draft when an impact scorer is not available. They will also need to grab a puck 
stopper to develop as well.

6
6th overall – ANAHEIM DUCKS
The Anaheim Ducks select D Jacob Trouba, NTDP U18, USHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  Adding an impact defenseman.
NOTES: Solid depth up front, a good goalie prospect in the pipeline means the focus 
is on the back end. GM Bob Murray sure loves his US National Development team 
prospects, he go back to the well with his first rounder and takes a big but skilled 
Trouba.

7
7th overall – MINNESOTA WILD
The Minnesota Wild select LW Teuvo Teravainen, Jokerit, Finland

DRAFT NEEDS:  A high-end offensive forward and a couple impact defensemen
NOTES: The Wild have a good and healthy prospect pool for the first time in a while but 
they need to add offensive depth and a couple more defenders to the mix. They go for the 
skilled Finn rocketing up most draft boards hoping he can form instant offensive chemis-
try with top prospect Mikael Granlund.

8
8th overall – CAROLINA HURRICANES
The Carolina Hurricanes select D Griffin Reinhart, Edmonton, WHL 

DRAFT NEEDS: Forward depth, goaltending depth and a big physical defenseman.
NOTES: The cyclical waters that once had them starved for young defensemen now 
see that areas chock full of talent contributing at the NHL level with more on the 
way. GM Jim Rutherford adds the big physical defender with this selection that will 
compliment all the puck moving defenders already making contributions or are 
coming down the pipe.

9
9th overall – Winnipeg Jets
The Winnipeg Jets select D Mathew Dumba, Red Deer, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  Adding a top line scorer and an impact defenseman.
NOTES: With a good young NHL core and a bunch of talent in the pipeline, the Jets 
can afford to just sit back and take the best available prospect to fall in their lap. A 
high-end defender like Dumba really helps balance out the pool nicely with their 
first rounder.
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10
10th overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning select C Mikhail Grigorenko, Quebec, QMJHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Adding overall prospect depth and a few impact defenders.
NOTES: GM Steve Yzerman has made plenty of trades to gain extra draft picks in 
order to build a long-term winner in Tampa. While they have some nice pieces in 
the works, they lack depth everywhere. Yzerman has a chance to make a big time 
addition with this selection of a big skilled centre. Grigorenko reunites with old 

11
11th overall – WASHINGTON CAPITALS*
The Washington Capitals select C Radek Faksa, Kitchener, OHL 

DRAFT NEEDS: An impact forward and adding overall prospect depth..
NOTES: With the recent news about Evgeni Kuznetsov leaving his NHL future in 
question, Washington’s prospect pool look a whole lot weaker. They take the best 
available in two-way Faksa as they again look to add a prime time player. They 
could use another scorer on the wing, as could all 29 other teams. 

12
12th overall – BUFFALO SABRES
The Buffalo Sabers select C Brendan Gaunce, Belleville, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  They need to add some potential impact prospects to all positions.
NOTES: They need to add some potential impact prospects to all positions.
REASON: As one of the best drafting and developing teams over the last few sea-
sons they now boast some excellent depth throughout. Look for GM Darcy Regier 
and his staff to continue to select size and grit where available as they do with this 
selection of two-way power forward Gaunce.

13
13th overall – DALLAS STARS
The Dallas Stars select D Cody Ceci, Ottawa, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS: A high-end defensive prospects and more skill up the middle.
NOTES: Dallas has depth up front with some big and skilled prospects as well as their 
future franchise goaltender all in the system, adding defense is needed. GM Joe Nieuwen-
dyk and assistant Les Jackson are still looking to make the Stars a tougher group to play 
against. They go with the combo of size and skill in the two-way rearguard.

14
14th overall – CALGARY FLAMES
The Calgary Flames select D Derrick Pouliot, Portland, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS: A puck moving defenseman and depth on the back end.
NOTES: A tough track record in seasons past have led to the Flames needing im-
pact players at every position. They need to draft safe with an eye to replacing their 
aging core. Calgary needs help at every position but has no bigger need than an 
impact defenseman. They take the first step in remedying this by drafting Pouliot.

15
15th overall – OTTAWA SENATORS
The Ottawa Senators select D Hampus Lindholm, Rogle, Sweden

DRAFT NEEDS:  A couple puck moving defensemen and goaltender depth.
NOTES:  A nice cupboard full of forward talent from the past three drafts means the 
semi-rebuild will be a quick one. They need to focus now on acquiring some impact 
defensemen with their first rounder and possibly their second rounder in this draft. 
They go back to Sweden where they have experienced success and grab Lindholm 
with this pick.

16
16th overall – WASHINGTON CAPITALS
The Washington Capitals select D Olli Maatta, London, OHL 

DRAFT NEEDS: Adding overall prospect depth.
NOTES: The Capitals grabbed skilled power forward Radek Faksa with their first selec-
tion; 11th overall and can now add a potential impact defenseman. They go with former 
coach Dale Hunter’s connection to his junior team and take London’s top CHL Import se-
lection in Maatta.

17
17th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS
The San Jose Sharks select C Zemgus Girgensons, Dubuque, USHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Top end defensive talent and additional scoring forwards.
NOTES: While the Sharks have some depth throughout their prospect pool at all 
positions, they lack much in the way of impact players. With an aging roster and 
no impact defenseman in the system, there is a real need to develop the next Dan 
Boyle but they cannot pass up the chance to add a power forward at this spot.

18
18th overall – CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
The Chicago Blackhawks select D Matt Finn, Guelph, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  A puck moving defenseman and goaltending prospects.
NOTES: The once talent-rich Blackhawks have been steadily calling upon their 
prospects to replace those moving on and have greatly reduced the depth of their 
prospect pool out of necessity. They have a need on the back end and target a de-
fenseman to help balance out the pool. 
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19
19th overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning select D Ludvig Bystrom, Modo, Sweden 

DRAFT NEEDS: Adding overall prospect depth and a few impact defenders. 
NOTES: GM Steve Yzerman made a trade with Detroit to get this pick and will look 
to add to the organizations back end with this selection. With the addition of Bys-
trom, they take a two-way defender with some nice upside.

20
20th overall – PHILADELPHIA FLYERS
The Philadelphia Flyers select RW Sebastian Collberg, Frolunda, Sweden

DRAFT NEEDS:  They need a blue-chip defender and some skilled wingers
NOTES: Their NHL roster is full of prized young talent but that has left the prospect 
pool a little shallow. Philadelphia will likely continue to build with assets that pos-
sess both size and skill. They wanted to select an impact defenseman with their 
first rounder but have seen best available as a forward. 

21st overall – BUFFALO SABRES*
The Buffalo Sabers select LW Nicolas Kerdiles, NTDP U18, USHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  With a somewhat balanced pool, they need to continue adding po-
tential impact prospects to all positions.
NOTES: GM Darcy Regier and his staff selected two-way power forward Brendan 
Gaunce with the top pick and will once again take the top player left on their board 
in the big, hard working Kerdiles.

22nd overall – PITTSBURGH PENGUINS
The Pittsburgh Penguins select C Tomas Hertl, Slavia Praha, Czech Republic

DRAFT NEEDS: Adding forward depth and skilled wingers.
NOTES: The Penguins has a very healthy stable of defensemen who have varying degrees 
of NHL potential. They need to take the best available skilled forward to compliment their 
three centres down the line and do just that with Czech power forward Hertl. 

23rd overall – FLORIDA PANTHERS
The Florida Panthers select D Slater Koekkoek, Peterborough, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Adding an impact defender.
NOTES: GM Dave Tallon, the prime architect of Chicago’s deep prospect pool that 
eventually helped them win the Stanley Cup, has once again assembled a strong 
nucleus of talent coming down the pipe, this time in Florida. If his Chicago days are 
any tell, Tallon will look to add more defensive prospects to the group after this 
selection of Koekkoek. 

24th overall – BOSTON BRUINS
The Boston Bruins select RW Tom Wilson, Plymouth, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  A defenseman with puck moving skill and overall depth.
NOTES:  Very strong drafting and developing as well as the Phil Kessel trade have 
solidified some high-end skill infusion at both forward and defensive positions. GM 
Peter Chiarelli adds another sizable prospect to play Bruins hockey with this pick.

25th overall – ST. LOUIS BLUES
The St. Louis Blues select D Dalton Thrower, Saskatoon, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  Adding overall prospect depth and an impact defender.
NOTES: They have a good mix of young NHL talent at all positions as well as some blue-
chip forward prospects waiting in the wings. They set their sights on defensive prospects 
with their first rounder this year and one that can eventually replace current blueline 
General Barrett Jackman.

26th overall - VANCOUVER CANUCKS
The Vancouver Canucks select LW Pontus Aberg, Djurgarden, Sweden

DRAFT NEEDS: An impact scorer and defenseman.
NOTES: The Canucks pipeline has hit a snag over the last couple seasons as some 
assets have been moved out for immediate help on the big club. They still have 
some depth but an injection of talent over the next couple drafts is in order. An im-
pact defenseman that can make a difference is on the radar for their first rounder 
but with Aberg slipping to them they do not hesitate.

27th overall – PHOENIX COYOTES
The Phoenix Coyotes select C Colton Sissons, Kelowna, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  Character and scoring forwards.
NOTES: The Coyotes possess a very impressive group that contains defensive 
minded and puck moving defensemen as well as a few nice goaltenders ripening 
on the vine. They are however desperate for scoring forwards as well as the next 
generation of checkers to be coming down the pipe. They might have nabbed their 
future captain with this selection of Sissons.
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28
28th overall – NEW JERSEY DEVILS
The NEW JERSEY DEVILS forfeit this selection.

NOTES: As part of the NHL’s punishment for what is termed ‘Circumvention of the 
CBA’s salary cap’, the Devils had to forfeit one first round choice between 2011 and 
2014. With the late selection they face in 2012 due to the team’s on ice success, GM 
Lou Lamoriello decides this is the year that will have the least negative affect on 
the franchise for the long term.

29
29th overall – LOS ANGELES KINGS
The Los Angeles Kings select RW Martin Frk, Halifax, QMJHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  Some impact scoring forwards and depth up front.
NOTES: The Kings still have an enviable stable of prospects coming through the 
system even after some trades and graduation have thinned the herd. They have 
plenty of defense on the way but only a small few scoring forwards coming. The Frk 
selection adds a potential goal scorer to the mix.

30th overall – NEW YORK RANGERS
The New York Rangers select G Andrei Vasilevski, Ufa, MHL

DRAFT NEEDS:  With a somewhat balanced pool, they need to continue adding po-
tential impact prospects to all positions.
NOTES: A blue-chip goaltender and a couple defensemen.
REASON: The Rangers have good depth at the forward position and a couple nice 
defensive prospects coming along but what they need is an heir apparent to Henrik 
Lundqvist’s throne. They look at the remaining puck moving defenseman but see 
the best available as the high-end goalie.

31st overall - EDMONTON OILERS
The Edmonton Oilers select G Malcolm Subban, Belleville, OHL

NOTES: After gaining this pick from Columbus to move down a spot at the top of the draft, 
the Oilers add their goaltender of the future with this extra selection.

32nd overall - EDMONTON OILERS
The Edmonton Oilers select LW Stefan Matteau, NTDP U18, USHL

NOTES: With their third pick in the draft, the Oilers take a bruising power forward 
type to compliment their large group of smaller, offensively skilled forwards.

33rd overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS
The Montreal Canadiens select D Brady Skjei, NTDP U18, USHL

NOTES:  After finally getting their big skilled centre with their first selection, the 
Canadiens add another sizable prospect, this time with the puck rushing Skjei. 

34th overall – NEW YORK ISLANDERS
The Islanders select D Jake McCabe, University of Wisconsin, WCHA

NOTES:  Selecting a power winger with their first pick, the Islanders now add depth with a 
strong two-way defenseman. 

35th overall – TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
The Toronto Maple Leafs select LW Tanner Pearson, Barrie, OHL

NOTES: The Maple Leafs take the local kid, feel good story, Tanner Pearson who 
has an outside shot of jumping right into a role with the club next season.

36th overall – ANAHEIM DUCKS
The Anaheim Ducks select D Patrick Sieloff, NTDP U18, USHL

NOTES: The Ducks continue to focus on the back end with this selection of a hard-
nosed, physical player as they add additional depth to a position of need.
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37th overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING*
The Tampa Bay Lightning select G Oscar Dansk, Brynas jr., Sweden

NOTES: Adding their much needed defender with Bystrom and their potential top 
line centre in Grigorenko in the first, the Lightning decide to select for their third 
need and grab a potential goaltender of the future with this pick.

38
38th overall – CAROLINA HURRICANES
The Carolina Hurricanes select C Scott Laughton, Oshawa, OHL

NOTES: The Hurricanes add depth to their forward ranks with this selection and a 
potential second line captain in the future as well.

39th overall – WINNIPEG JETS
The Winnipeg Jets select RW Daniil Zharkov, Belleville, OHL

NOTES: The Jets look to add a potential top six scorer after selecting dynamic 
Dumba with their first rounder.

40th overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning select D Damon Severson, Kelowna, OHL 

NOTES:  With their fourth pick in the draft, Yzerman’s Lightning looks to add to his defen-
sive depth with the gritty Severson.

41st overall – COLORADO AVALANCHE *
The Colorado Avalanche select RW Cristoval Nieves, Indiana, USHL

NOTES: Through recent graduation, the cupboard is starting to look ordinary, an 
injection of high-end talent is needed and the Avalanche hope they get that with 
Nieves.

42nd overall – BUFFALO SABRES 
The Buffalo Sabres select D Calle Andersson, Farjestad jr., Sweden

NOTES:  After grabbing two big power forwards in the first round, the Sabres look 
to add to their defensive depth with their third pick in the draft.

43rd overall – DALLAS STARS
The Dallas Stars select D Michael Matheson, Dubuque, USHL

NOTES:  The Stars continue to add to their blueline after first selecting Ceci and now with 
this selection of the strong two-way defenseman.

44th overall – BUFFALO SABRES*
The Buffalo Sabres select RW Brian hart, Phillips Exeter, USHS

NOTES: GM Regier adds another strong physical player with potential power wing-
er Hart, who can score goals and get his nose dirty.

45th overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS*
The Columbus Blue Jackets select G Matt Murray, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL 

NOTES: Columbus continues to add overall depth with this selection of an under-
rated goalie prospect that brings both size and mobility.
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46
46th overall – MINNESOTA WILD *
The Minnesota Wild select D Jordan Schmaltz, Green Bay, USHL

NOTES: Minnesota adds another potential impact prospect with this selection of 
the offensive-minded blueliner.

47
47th overall – CAROLINA HURRICANES *
The Carolina Hurricanes select C Phil Di Giuseppe, Michigan, CCHA

NOTES: The Hurricanes add another forward with both grit and skill with the addi-
tion of Di Giuseppe, who has nice two-way potential.

48th overall – CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
The Chicago Blackhawks select G Joonas Korpisalo, Jokerit jr., Finland

NOTES: The Blackhawks continue to build from the back end out in this draft as 
they compliment the potential impact defender with a strong puck stopper with this 
selection.

49th overall – DETROIT RED WINGS
The Detroit Red Wings select LW Charles Hudon, Chicoutimi, QMJHL

NOTES: The Red Wings are always looking for the next Datsyuk, a skilled, three-zone 
player with hockey sense; problem is everyone else is as well. Without a first rounder and 
with good balance in their depth chart they select small, skilled forward Hudon.

50th overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING *
The Tampa Bay Lightning select LW Nikita Gusev, CSKA, MHL

NOTES:  Yzerman makes some noise as he moves to put the dynamic CSKA line 
back together by taking the final piece in the highly skilled Gusev.

51st overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS *
The Montreal Canadiens select C Mark Jankowski, Stanstead, Quebec Prep

NOTES:  New GM Marc Bergevin takes a chance on a raw but highly talented kid 
playing in their back yard in Montreal scout Ryan Jankowski’s nephew.

52nd overall – PITTSBURGH PENGUINS
The Pittsburgh Penguins select RW Henrik Samuelsson, Edmonton, WHL

NOTES:  The Penguins keep it all in the family with this selection as Henrik’s father Ulf 
was a hard hitting defenseman and brother Philip is currently property of the organization.

53rd overall – FLORIDA PANTHERS
The Florida Panthers select LW Anton Slepyshev, Metallurg Novokuznetsk, KHL

NOTES: Tallon compliments his selection of a projected impact defenseman in 
Koekkoek with a project with high upside in the power winger from Russia

54th overall – COLORADO AVALANCHE*
The Colorado Avalanche select D Ville Pokka, Karpat, SM-Liiga

NOTES: After scooping up a bit of a wildcard selection earlier with Nieves, the Ava-
lanche do a similar thing with this selection taking a defender with some offensive 
upside.
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55th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS *
The San Jose Sharks select RW Scott Kosmachuk, Guelph, OHL

NOTES: The Sharks receive this selection as compensation for not signing 2007 
first round draft pick Patrick White. They like hard working, and gritty OHLers and 
take Kosmachuk who fits both descriptions.

56
56th overall – ST. LOUIS BLUES
The St. Louis Blues select C Tim Bozon, Kamloops, WHL

NOTES:  St. Louis grabs a scoring forward with organizational ties with their sec-
ond pick. Bozon was actually born in St. Louis when his father, Philippe played for 
the team.

57th overall – VANCOUVER CANUCKS
The Vancouver Canucks select D Adam Pelech, Erie, OHL

NOTES: Pelech’s performance at the U18’s this past April really stood out and for 
a team needing some future blueliners coming along, the Canucks makes Pelech 
the team’s second pick.

58th overall – PHOENIX COYOTES
The Phoenix Coyotes select C Mike Winther, Prince Albert, WHL
NOTES: The Coyotes continue to re-stock their forward prospect ranks with their second 
pick in this draft. Winther has the goal scoring potential and skill that they need in the 
desert.

59th overall – NEW JERSEY DEVILS
The New Jersey Devils select LW Nikolai Prokhorkin, CSKA, MHL

NOTES: The Devils, for all the draft success, have not a lot of depth throughout 
their system. They desperately need to add some offensive prospects to a pool rich 
in defensive depth. With their first selection in 2012 they grab a big, skilled winger 
in Prokhorkin. 

60th overall – DALLAS STARS *
The Dallas Stars select LW Coda Gordon, Swift Current, WHL

NOTES:  After taking two defenders with their first two selections, the Stars add a 
potential scoring winger with the last pick of the second round.
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61st overall – NEW YORK RANGERS
The New York Rangers select D Esa Lindell, Jokerit jr., Finland
NOTES: The Rangers like their first pick and love that Lindell is still there with their sec-
ond pick. They now have a couple solid picks that also fill organizational needs.
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Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt 
1). C/RW Nathan MacKinnon, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-0, 180 
2). D Seth Jones, U-18 NTDP, USHL, 6-4, 205 
3). C Sean Monahan, Ottawa, OHL, 6-2, 190 
4). C Aleksander Barkov, Tappara, SM-Liiga, 6-2, 195
5). LW Hunter Shinkaruk, Medicine Hat, WHL, 5-10, 165 
6). D Ryan Pulock, Brandon, WHL, 6-1, 200 
7). D Rasmus Ristolainen, TPS, SM-Liiga, 6-3, 200 
8). C Elias Lindholm, Brynas U20, Sweden, 6-0, 185 
9). C Max Domi, London, OHL, 5-10, 185 
10). LW André!Burakovsky, Malmo U20, Sweden, 6-1, 165 
11). C J.T. Compher, U-17 USDP, USHL, 6-0, 165 
12). C Curtis Lazar, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 185 
13). RW Hudson Fasching, U-17 USDP, USHL, 6-3, 190 
14). C Valeri Nichushkin, Chelyabinsk, MHL, 6-3, 175 
15). C William Carrier, Cape Breton, QMJHL, 6-0, 200 
16). RW Adam Erne, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-0, 205 
17). LW Tyler Motte, U-17 USDP, USHL, 5-10, 165 
18). LW Kerby Rychel, Windsor, OHL, 6-1, 200 
19). D Ian McCoshen, Waterloo, USHL, 6-3, 205 
20). D Madison Bowey, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 195 
21). C Connor Hurley, Edina, USHS, 5-11, 165 
22). D Eric Roy, Brandon, WHL, 6-3, 190 
23). D Jan Kostalek, HC Sparta Praha, Czech, 6-0, 175 
24). D Robert Hägg, MODO U20, Sweden., 6-2, 200 
25). LW Anthony Duclair, Quebec, QMJHL, 5-11, 165 
26). D Josh Morrissey, Prince Albert, WHL, 6-0, 185 
27). C Matt Needham, Kamloops, WHL, 5-10, 185 
28). C Ryan Kujawinski, Kingston, OHL, 6-0, 175 
29). D Will Butcher, U-17 USDP, USHL, 5-11, 175 
30). C Lukas Wallmark, Skelleftea U20, Sweden, 5-10, 175 

2013 DRAFT RANKINGS
By Dan Stewart

Nathan MacKinnon / Centre/Right Wing
HT: 6-0 WT: 180 LBS / Team: Halifax (QMJHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: September 1, 1995
Stats: 58 GP 31 G 47 A 78 PTS 45 PIM

Scouting Notes: An electric offense generating forward...does not have the flashy hands; 
rather, is more of a tenacious battler with high work rate and a pro-type shot…skates very 
well with great speed and has absolutely explosive acceleration…can beat defenders wide or 
cut to the middle and snap a quick shot…his shot is elite and also has an excellent release…
makes his teammates better with his vision and because he plays with such drive…makes 
high-end plays at top speeds…has strong legs and core, which make him hard to beat in 
puck battles…is not afraid to play physical but knows his limits…mature and confident…
needs refinement in his own zone.

Seth Jones / Defense
HT: 6-4 WT: 200 LBS / Team: US U18 (NTDP)
Shoots: Right / DOB: October 3, 1994
Stats: 52 GP 8 G 23 A 31 PTS 18 PIM

Scouting Notes: Big smooth skating two-way defenseman…very athletic frame but looks like 
the game is easy for him with his calm, calculated on-ice demeanor…already has very im-
pressive speed to close gaps and shut down lanes but even that will improve once he adds 
strength to his legs…makes consistently smart plays…is very intelligent and shows natural 
instincts at his defensive position…uses his reach and strong positioning to defend…has a 
pro-ready passing game and handles the puck very well…already has a nice shot and will 
add strength to improve upon its effectiveness…could learn to use his immense size better 
and play a more physically punishing game…has huge upside at both ends of the ice.

Sean Monahan / Centre
HT: 6-2 WT: 190 LBS / Team: Ottawa (OHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: October 10, 1994
Stats: 62 GP 33 G 45 A 78 PTS 38 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big strong two-way centre…is a strong, balanced skater but also has 
healthy speed and quickness in his step…gets off the line quickly and closes fast…plays 
a physical game and does all the little things…has a high skill level and makes high-end 
offensive plays…nice vision and playmaking ability but his best asset is his shot release 
and willingness to drive the net…very good hockey sense…has the hands to dangle and the 
size/strength combo to bull through guys as well…will be a dominant power forward at the 
pro level…makes everyone on his line better because of his skill level and work ethic…can 
handle himself physically and already has a reputation as one not to mess with…going to be 
a beast at the next level when he fills out.

Copyright © Hunter Shinkaruk - Double E Photography

Copyright © Max Domi - CHL Images

Aleksander Barkov / Centre
HT: 6-2 WT: 195 LBS / Team: Tappara (Finland)
Shoots: Left / DOB: September 2, 1995
Stats: 32 GP 7 G 9 A 16 PTS 4 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big and smart two-way centre…skates with good balance but lacks in first 
step explosiveness…has decent straight-line speed but needs work on agility…makes solid 
plays and reads in both zones…has elite vision and playmaking ability with the puck…is cre-
ative and dangerous each shift on the ice…has a good shot that is off his stick very quick…
possesses high-end hockey sense…knows where to be and has solid overall positioning…
does not lose his cool and plays a composed game…will block shots and engage in board 
battles consistently…great pro-potential with his size and skill combo.

Hunter Shinkaruk / Left Wing
HT: 5-10 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Medicine Hat (WHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: October 13, 1994
Stats: 66 GP 49 G 42 A 91 PTS 38 PIM

Scouting Notes: A goal scoring offensive spark plug with swagger, bordering on cockiness…
skates very well with nice overall speed and impressive lateral quickness…starts and stops 
quickly and has a good change of pace…soft hands allow him to control the puck and weave 
through traffic…quick release on his accurate shot surprises goalies…has good instincts of 
where to be so the puck finds him in the offensive zone…smart and has good overall sense…
small but willing to drive to the greasy areas for scoring chances…has very good vision and 
can play the role of playmaker as well as finisher…despite being wiry strong and balanced 
for his size he does need added strength to take his game to the next level.

Ryan Pulock / Defense
HT: 6-1 WT: 200 LBS / Team: Brandon (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: October 6, 1994
Stats: 71 GP 19 G 41 A 60 PTS 20 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big premier offensive minded rearguard…skates well with good overall 
mobility and agility…not really a burner but gets up and down the ice just fine…has great 
offensive sense and knows where to be to make himself a fourth offensive option…has elite 
vision and makes accurate tape-to-tape passes consistently…his shot is his biggest weapon 
as it is a rocket…has some work to do defensively…can run around a bit in his own zone…not 
overly physical in his own zone…a work in progress, but body positioning and stick checking 
is improving with each game…has the high IQ and quick decision making that you want in a 
future No. 1 d-man.
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Rasmus Ristolainen / Defense
HT: 6-3 WT: 200 LBS / Team: TPS (Finland)
Shoots: Right / DOB: October 27, 1994
Stats: 48 GP 3 G 5 A 8 PTS 78 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big and smart two-way defender…skates well with nice all-round mobility 
and decent straight-line speed…has good agility and ability to turn, start and stop quickly…
plays tough and competes each shift…likes to engage physically and battle for pucks…uses 
his body well to separate the puck from opponents and clear out the dirty areas…has good 
hands to move the puck, either by rushing or delivering a smart first pass…calm and poised 
under pressure…consistently makes very smart and alert plays…has a very heavy slapshot 
and can get it on net consistently…does not have a great deal of offensive creativity…is at his 
best when keeping his game simple and safe, taking what is given offensively and playing a 
strong defensive game.

Elias Lindholm / Centre
HT: 6-0 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Brynas U20 (Sweden)
Shoots: Right / DOB: December 2, 1994
Stats: 36 GP 14 G 35 A 49 PTS 45 PIM

Scouting Notes: An exciting skilled two-way forward…great skater with both high-end speed 
and great agility…gets from stand-still to full speed in just two quick steps…has incred-
ible hockey sense and the ability to see the plays develop before most…slick hands and 
good offensive creativity…has some power forward tendencies such as his willingness to 
use his size in the dirty areas and ability to go to the net both with and without the puck...
intelligent…confident…makes those around him better…works well with his linemates…is a 
playmaker with nice vision and deft passing skills but can also score with an accurate shot…
wants to play the game in all zones…needs to add more strength and further refine his de-
fensive zone play.

Max Domi / Centre
HT: 5-10 WT: 185 LBS / Team: London (OHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 2, 1995
Stats: 62 GP 21 G 28 A 49 PTS 48 PIM

Scouting Notes: An offensively dynamic forward…does not play the game like his father but 
shares body type…skates very well with strong mobility and agility…excellent speed burst… 
low centre of gravity and wide base give him great balance and ability to maintain the puck…
controls the game with his smarts and creativity…possesses elite vision and the ability to 
distribute the puck with impeccable timing…a hard, accurate shot makes him a dual threat 
in the offensive zone…soft hands allow him to control the puck and dance through defend-
ers at high speeds…plays with a strong complete level and intensity…needs to gain more 
strength and learn to play a full 200-foot game.

André!Burakovsky / Left Wing
HT: 6-1 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Malmo U20 (Sweden)
Shoots: Left / DOB: February 9, 1995
Stats: 42 GP 17 G 25 A 42 PTS 43 PIM

Scouting Notes: An exciting skilled offensive forward…skates really well with good power 
and quickness…has good agility and acceleration…can get caught coasting at times and 
needs to continually move his feet to be dangerous…has a nice shot that is accurate and 
quick…can be hard to contain down around the opposition’s net…creates his own chances…
like to handle the puck and has the hand skills to dangle through multiple defenders…nice 
offensive awareness and creativity…not afraid to play physical but at times he does not seem 
comfortable in that aspect…willing to take a hit to make a play…needs to add strength…
could use some coaching in defensive zone play…has good bloodlines as father was former 
NHLer.

J.T. Compher / Centre
HT: 6-0 WT: 165 LBS / Team: US U17 (NTDP)
Shoots: Right / DOB: April 8, 1995
Stats: 40 GP 15 G 27 A 42 PTS 53 PIM

Scouting Notes: A strong two-way forward…skates well with a long stride and good foot-
work…accelerates quickly with a quick first step and is very agile…is hard on the forecheck 
and plays the body to separate the puck…has good defensive instincts and awareness…lets 
his play lead through example…shows good vision in the offensive zone and has the ability 
to dish the puck…will drive the net and utilize his limited strength in close…has a good shot 
that is accurate but needs more power behind it…shows some nice offensive creativity and 
smarts…willing to take a hit to make a play…needs to add some considerable strength to 
fully realize his potential.

Curtis Lazar / Centre
HT: 6-0 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Edmonton (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: February 2, 1995
Stats: 63 GP 20 G 11 A 31 PTS 56 PIM

Scouting Notes: A skilled two-way forward…skating is excellent…extremely strong on his 
feet…agility and overall mobility are very impressive…can handle the puck while flying up ice 
in that extra gear…has a very strong work ethic, plays with a physical edge at both ends and 
forechecks like a beast…has a very impressive snapshot that jumps off his stick in a milli-
second…his vision is top-notch and he shows nice offensive zone creativity…ability to set up 
his linemates is underrated…plays smart in all three zones and willingly comes back to help 
out his defense…has some work to do in rounding off the rough edges, maintaining consis-
tency and adding more strength, but he is a very good pro-prospect.
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Hudson Fasching / Right Wing
HT: 6-3 WT: 190 LBS / Team: US U17 (NTDP)
Shoots: Right / DOB: July 28, 1995
Stats: 54 GP 16 G 20 A 36 PTS 52 PIM

Scouting Notes: A high character two-way forward…skates hard with a great work ethic and 
strong intensity on every shift…strong leg push that generates healthy speed…balanced and 
strong on his feet…has a very nice frame to utilize and does so to his advantage...will be un-
stoppable once he really fills out his frame…willing to battle along the walls, throw his body 
around and drive to the net through heavy traffic…has soft hands that allow him to effective-
ly handle the puck…has good vision and on-ice awareness…athletic and agile…possesses 
a good hard shot but also able to deliver accurate passes…a leader both on and off the ice 
because of his genuine nature…is just at the beginning of what he could develop into…has 
raw potential…needs to be coached more on defensive zone positioning as the willingness is 
there.

Valeri Nichushkin / Centre
HT: 6-3 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Belie Medvedi Chelyabinsk (MHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 4, 1995
Stats: 38 GP 4 G 6 A 10 PTS 6 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big and skilled goal scorer…has excellent overall mobility and blaz-
ing speed once he gets moving…can either blow by defenders on route to the net or power 
around them…has the size to protect the puck with his legs and reach…has a great shot but 
needs to add some muscle behind it…already wiry strong but needs to add strength to his 
legs…quick and agile…moves well with the puck and has quick hands to control it in small 
spaces…more a goal scorer than playmaker, he has the ability to lift your butt out of your 
seat…has a great shot release and a few tricks up his sleeve…not overly concerned with his 
own zone at this time…great ability to elude or flat out beat defenders one-on-one.

William Carrier / Left Wing
HT: 6-0 WT: 200 LBS / Team: Cape Breton (QMJHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: December 20, 1994
Stats: 66 GP 27 G 43 A 70 PTS 65 PIM

Scouting Notes: A strong power forward with offensive upside…skating is a deficiency as 
his stride is short and lacks a powerful push…has a big cat-type quickness to him despite 
his skating issues…battles hard each shift and is impossible to knock off the puck…does his 
best work in the corners and down low…very strong…has the ability to pull the puck off the 
wall and get a good hard shot off in a split second…not afraid of physical play whatsoever…
will drop the gloves and does very well in that regard…always a threat to score close to the 
net…offensively he has some creativity and the hands to dangle...a work-in-progress defen-
sively as he tries to play it safe but just doesn’t know what to do in certain scenarios.

Adam Erne / Right Wing
HT: 6-0 WT: 205 LBS / Team: Quebec (QMJHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: April 20, 1995
Stats: 64 GP 28 G 27 A 55 PTS 32 PIM

Scouting Notes: A hard working, two-way winger…skates with some power but lacks high-
end speed…uses his size well to protect the puck and disturb the opposition on the fore-
check…uses his body to drive the net…has a decent shot with a quick release that he uses 
often…confident in his ability to control the puck on the rush but he will not beat too many 
defenders one-on-one…throws some nice hits and always finishes his checks…sticks his 
nose into many situations…plays a full 200-foot game, applying good back pressure…has 
some good natural instincts and smarts…not as naturally gifted as some of the other top 
2013 prospects but makes up for it with pure drive and work. 

Tyler Motte / Left Wing
HT: 5-10 WT: 165 LBS / Team: US U17 (NTDP)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 10, 1995
Stats: 53 GP 25 G 16 A 41 PTS 62 PIM

Scouting Notes: A strong driven offensive forward…skates and moves very well with good 
agility and overall speed…has good balance and first step quickness…can protect the puck 
well using positioning despite his limited size…very competitive and always moving…dan-
gerous with the puck on his stick…generates chances each time he has the puck…has a 
great sense of where to be on the ice…willing to drive to the net and battle along the wall…
sees the ice well and makes timely smart passes…can finish around the net with his quick 
hands and intensity…plays strong at both ends of the ice and has some nice leadership 
qualities…needs to add strength. 

Kerby Rychel / Left Wing
HT: 6-1 WT: 200 LBS / Team: Windsor (OHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: October 7, 1994
Stats: 68 GP 41 G 33 A 74 PTS 54 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smart two-way forward…skates well with good overall mobility as well 
as that slippery change of pace…not going to blow by defenders around the outside very 
often as he is more of a power forward straight-line type skater…has his father’s grit but 
more offensive instincts than the old man ever dreamed of having…he has a goal scorer’s 
ability to find the right spots on the ice…his shot is very effective with his quick release and 
strong velocity…shows good aggressiveness on the forecheck as well as in board battles…
plays an overall responsible game that shows good leadership…he can play in any situation 
and excel…loves digging for pucks and using his physicality…lacks high-end offensive cre-
ativity but, regardless, he will play pro either as a scoring winger or a third line grinder. 
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Ian McCoshen / Defense
HT: 6-3 WT: 205 LBS / Team: Waterloo (USHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: August 5, 1995
Stats: 55 GP 8 G 12 A 20 PTS 43 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big strong two-way defenseman…skates very well especially for his size…
a complete package type of defender…offensively he is still developing the ability to read 
and react…defensively he is strong, playing a naturally mean, physical style…is strong in 
board battles and clearing out his net…his smarts, defensive reads and natural sense are 
very impressive…willing to drop the mitts if pushed…plays in all situations…has some nice 
vision and ability to make a first pass…has a hard slapshot…has good hands and can carry 
the puck but is not a dangler…does not just throw the puck off the glass; rather, makes 
quick reads first …needs refinement and some development time—especially on the of-
fensive side of things—but with his size, mobility and smarts he could really become a solid 
two-way threat.

Madison Bowey / Defense
HT: 6-1 WT: 195 LBS / Team: Kelowna (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: April 22, 1995
Stats: 57 GP 8 G 13 A 21 PTS 39 PIM

Scouting Notes: An offensively skilled blueliner…has an excellent projectable frame…skat-
ing is a strength… has a stride that generates nice speed and feet that allow for great over-
all mobility…thinks the game well and is creative with the puck…a very good passer and 
shows strong vision in the offensive zone…likes to have the puck on his stick…likes to lead 
the rush and generate scoring chances himself…has a very good shot that is both accurate 
and hard…plays a physical style but does not go looking for the big open-ice hit; rather, uses 
his body to eliminate the opposition’s progress…uses his strength well along the wall and in 
front of the net…can get caught jumping out of position when the puck starts up ice due to 
his offensive mindset…currently his game is a bit raw but he will develop with time.

Connor Hurley / Centre
HT: 5-11 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Edina (USHS)
Shoots: Left / DOB: September 15, 1995
Stats: 30 GP 26 G 32 A 58 PTS 12 PIM

Scouting Notes: A hard working, offensively skilled forward…skates very well with impres-
sive multi-directional mobility and agility…strong on his feet for his size…speed, while 
already above average, could also improve with added leg strength…has fantastic hands and 
can make defenders look foolish if they get caught watching the puck…possesses the ability 
to score some highlight reel goals…has great hockey sense and patience, which allows him 
to make some outstanding plays…has a good shot with a very effective release…sees the ice 
well and makes his linemates better with his timely passing…uses his teammates and does 
not try to do it all himself despite having the ability to do so…willing to play the whole 200-
foot surface…needs to add considerable strength to his thin frame.

Eric Roy / Defense
HT: 6-3 WT: 190 LBS / Team: Brandon (WHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: October 24, 1994
Stats: 69 GP 11 G 42 A 53 PTS 55 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big and highly skilled two-way defender…skates well for a big guy…has a 
solid frame to build upon…willing to play a physical brand of hockey, but it’s not something 
that comes natural to him…will drop the gloves if needed but is not a true fighter…plays 
smart with the puck and shows very impressive offensive instincts…creates many chances 
for his linemates using his impressive vision and strong playmaking ability…hard working at 
both games and practice…confident with the puck on his stick…has a hard point shot…needs 
to put in the work and get coaching to improving his defensive zone coverage.

Jan Kostalek / Defense
HT: 6-0 WT: 175 LBS / Team: HC Sparta Praha U20 (Czech Republic)
Shoots: Right / DOB: February 17, 1995
Stats: 32 GP 3 G 4 A 7 PTS 30 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smart two-way defender…moves well with some solid footwork and nice 
overall agility…has good straight-line speed and the ability to recover defensively…skating 
allows him to maintain good defensive positioning even when guarding speedy forwards…
reads the game well and knows when to make a move to jump into the attack and when 
to play it safe…plays a pretty mistake-free game…will make the pass if it is there but will 
not force things…shows nice vision and ability to make strong outlet passes…needs to add 
strength, which would allow him to introduce more of a physical element.

Robert Hägg / Defense
HT: 6-2 WT: 200 LBS / Team: MODO U20 (Sweden)
Shoots: Left / DOB: February 8, 1995
Stats: 44 GP 4 G 13 A 17 PTS 46 PIM

Scouting Notes: A strong skating two-way defenseman…does not blow you away with his 
skating but gets the job done…at his best in the offensive zone…has great vision and passing 
skills…passes are accurate and crisp…great at finding lanes for his passes from the point…
poised and calm with the puck…has decent hands and can join or start the rush up ice…de-
spite having nice offensive flair he is also very effective in his own zone…shows good defen-
sive positioning and a strong stick…breaks up plays by being in the proper position…uses his 
size and strength to win board battles and clear the front of the net…not overly physical un-
less there is a puck battle to engage in…offensive flair will have him rising up draft boards.
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Anthony Duclair / Left Wing
HT: 5-11 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Quebec (QMJHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: August 26, 1995
Stats: 63 GP 31 G 35 A 66 PTS 50 PIM

Scouting Notes: A high scoring speed demon…skating is his bread and butter as he moves 
very well in all directions, with both initial quickness and that extra gear…can beat defend-
ers to the net using his legs and shiftiness but also has good hands and a hard shot that 
make him dangerous each time he enters the offensive zone…makes some nice passes but 
does so on an inconsistent basis…most dangerous in the transition game…physically weak 
and easily knocked off the puck when he battles along the wall…tries to play physical but 
does not have the size to do so…has loads of offensive potential but questionable hockey 
sense and injury risk concerns need to be addressed next season.

Josh Morrissey / Defense
HT: 6-0 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Prince Albert (WHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 28, 1995
Stats: 68 GP 10 G 28 A 38 PTS 60 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smooth skating, puck moving defenseman…has strong skating stride 
and healthy amounts of speed and quickness in his step…maintains his speed with the puck 
on his stick…makes intelligent, quick decisions with the puck…elite passer and distributes 
the puck well from the point on the powerplay…stretches out the opposition because of his 
ability to skate with the puck or pass it…has a very impressive shot…struggles defensively 
because he does not maintain position but has the skating to bail him out…athletic and has 
a frame to grow into…needs to add strength…does not win enough board battles because of 
his size and the poor angles he takes to the war…a very raw talent but one that has teams 
very excited.

Matt Needham / Centre
HT: 5-10 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Kamloops (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: April 17, 1995
Stats: 61 GP 12 G 22 A 34 PTS 49 PIM

Scouting Notes: A good all-round forward…skates well with good balance and agility…gen-
erates nice speed and good lateral mobility…has a finisher’s shot and the ability to know 
where to be and also the vision of a playmaker…is strong on the puck and hard to knock off 
it…aggressive on the forecheck, typically finishing all his checks…cycles the puck well and 
is relentless along the boards when battling for pucks…possesses nice shifty hands to carry 
the puck…has great hockey sense and all-zone awareness…does not compete as hard on 
the defensive end as he does when he is sniffing out a scoring chance…needs to add more 
strength to maximize his efforts.

Ryan Kujawinski / Centre
HT: 6-0 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Kingston (OHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 30, 1995
Stats: 59 GP 16 G 20 A 36 PTS 17 PIM

Scouting Notes: A hard working yet skilled forward...has decent size…skates well with 
somewhat surprising jump…has a long looping stride that generates good speed…willing 
to work hard and is a bull dog along the boards…has decent hands to dangle but can get 
caught with his head down at times…likes to carry the puck and has a very quick shot…can 
set up his linemates but is not a real playmaker, more of a “here’s the puck, I’m going to 
the crease” type…a very willing physical player who, if he had more size, would already be 
a force…not sure what type of offensive upside he will have at the next level because of a 
seeming lack of offensive creativity…jumped out to a torrid scoring pace after being traded 
mid-season from Sarnia.

Will Butcher / Defense
HT: 5-11 WT: 175 LBS / Team: US U17 (NTDP)
Shoots: Left / DOB: January 6, 1995
Stats: 46 GP 8 G 23 A 31 PTS 8 PIM

Scouting Notes: An offensive-minded blueliner…skates with a very fluid stride that gener-
ates loads of speed…is extremely agile and shows strong all-encompassing mobility…smart 
and instinctual puck mover…has tremendous vision and passing accuracy…rushes the puck 
up ice with a cool and calm demeanor…never looks pressured to make a play or pass the 
puck off…is the ideal powerplay quarterback…for all that he is offensively, he lacks much in 
his own zone…lacks a little in size and strength…does not really engage the opposition phys-
ically…tries to do too much with his stick checks…shows poor defensive positioning and can 
get caught running around in his own zone…it will take some hard work and good coaching 
for his defensive game to catch up. 

Lukas Wallmark / Centre
HT: 5-10 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Skelleftea U20 (Sweden)
Shoots: Left / DOB: September 5, 1995
Stats: 37 GP 11 G 26 A 37 PTS 14 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smallish two-way, highly-skilled forward…skates well with good speed…
is more quick than fast as he darts around the ice…has great intelligence and quickly reads 
the offensive play developing…is creative and makes those around him dangerous as well…
has impressive vision and playmaking ability…handles the puck with a pair of soft, quick 
hands…works his tail off and tries to make a difference in all aspects of the game…is alert 
on the ice and opposing defenders struggle to read him…does not have the strength or size 
to play very physical and he knows that…takes what he can along the wall…needs to add 
considerable strength…has dynamic offensive skill.
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Taylor Cammarata / Centre
HT: 5-7 WT: 155 LBS / Team: Waterloo (USHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: May 13, 1995
Stats: 60 GP 27 G 42 A 69 PTS 6 PIM

Scouting Notes: An electrifying offensive talent…skates well with very impressive speed 
but even more impressive acceleration and amazing change of direction…has an explosive 
skill set…has magician hands, controlling the puck while darting around…great vision and 
hockey sense…knows what he is going to do two steps ahead of everyone else…can knock a 
defenseman on his butt with neck-breaking puck skills…has a quick shot but it lacks veloc-
ity because of his size…extremely creative offensive force with high-end offensive instincts…
has a confidence and excitement energy about him whenever he touches the puck…abso-
lutely tiny in stature and extremely weak…needs tons of strength and two or three inches to 
be considered for first round no matter the skill level.

Jordan Gross / Defense
HT: 5-11 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Maple Grove (USHS)
Shoots: Right / DOB: May 9, 1995
Stats: 30 GP 17 G 31 A 48 PTS 31 PIM

Scouting Notes: A sniper from the back end…stride generates a very impressive amount of 
speed…has nice all-round mobility and quickness on his feet…has a phenomenal shot that 
is heavy, accurate and comes off his stick at lightning speed…shows good instinct of when 
to jump up for the scoring chance…played some wing and did not look out of place…can 
make a solid pass when he has time but will often throw it away when under duress show-
ing a lack of poise…lacks in high-end creativity…does not handle the puck much as he likes 
to play the role of triggerman…defensively he needs some work…his version of checking is, 
more often than not, to flap his stick in the attacking forwards path…shows some feistiness 
in his game as he isn’t afraid to mix it up with larger opponents…does not engage enough 
physically on the defensive side.

Markus Søberg / Right Wing
HT: 6-0 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Frolunda U20 (Sweden)
Shoots: Right / DOB: April 22, 1995
Stats: 25 GP 5 G 5 A 10 PTS 14 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smart and offensively talented Norwegian forward…he skates with tre-
mendous acceleration and high-end speed…has quick feet and can change direction on a 
dime…shows great awareness in all zones and impressive offensive creativity…his shot is 
solid, accurate and is off his blade in a split second…sees the ice well and can make some 
impressive passes…uses what size he has to play a physical game along the boards, battling 
for puck and space…seems to always have his feet moving and shows a solid work ethic…
needs to add considerable strength.

Kyle Burroughs / Defense
HT: 5-11 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Regina (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: July 12, 1995
Stats: 55 GP 2 G 6 A 8 PTS 54 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smooth puck-moving defenseman…a good skater, displaying strong foot-
work and all-direction mobility…reads the play well and sees his options coming out of his 
zone…makes a strong pass that is crisp and timely…is intelligent and rarely makes a mis-
take with the puck on his stick…poised and comfortable in pressure situations…looks confi-
dent with the puck on his stick…mature for his age and shows some solid character…lack of 
ideal size might make his draft stock fall…needs to add some strength…improvements can 
be made in his defensive zone coverage…positioning and physical play need work.

Nikita Zadorov / Defense
HT: 6-4 WT: 200 LBS / Team: CSKA (MHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: April 16, 1995
Stats: 41 GP 2 G 4 A 6 PTS 63 PIM

Scouting Notes: Big lanky two-way defenseman…skating is very impressive for his size…
has quick feet and strong overall agility…could improve his speed even more with added leg 
strength…wiry strong already and dominates most puck battles with his size and reach…
reads the play well and shows good decision making with the puck…makes strong passes 
most of the time but has one or two that get away from him…has good hockey sense and of-
fensive zone smarts but needs to stop cheating so much defensively…needs to learn defen-
sive zone positioning and how to close off lanes better…has a very high upside and raw tools 
that have many excited.

Sergei Tolchinsky / Centre
HT: 5-7 WT: 150 LBS / Team: CSKA (MHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: February 3, 1995
Stats: 51 GP 19 G 15 A 34 PTS 26 PIM

Scouting Notes: A small but elite offensively-skilled forward…skates the way you would 
want a five-foot-seven forward to…has very quick feet…has that extra gear and the shifti-
ness to be dangerous every time on the ice…has amazing hand skills and can dangle end-
to-end, beating multiple opponents in a flash…is smart and knows when to go and when to 
make a smarter play to his linemates…has a quick shot and makes strong passes…has a 
high compete level and is not afraid to go into the corner or drive the net…lacks functional 
strength and is at his best off the rush because of this deficiency…NHL teams will need to 
weigh the gamble of selecting such a highly skilled player with size concerns, similar to 
Florida’s second round draft pick Rocco Grimaldi in 2011…Igor Larionov is his agent, mean-
ing he could end up in the CHL next year.

Dillon Heatherington / Defense
HT: 6-2 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Swift Current (WHL)
Shoots: Right / DOB: May 9, 1995
Stats: 52 GP 2 G 8 A 10 PTS 63 PIM

Scouting Notes: A big two-way defenseman…skates very well with solid overall mobility and 
edge work …has a good head on his shoulders and is a very coachable player who is always 
looking to learn…has a very good point shot with nice velocity…has the ability to handle the 
puck and rush it up ice when the chance is there…can generate offensive chances because 
of his ability to see the ice…makes good defensive reads but needs to refine his positioning…
hard-nosed and willing to use his size…willing to drop the gloves although he does not look 
for fights…strong but could still add more muscle to his frame…is a prime candidate for a 
breakout season next year…shows some good leadership potential.

Nicolas Petan / Centre
HT: 5-9 WT: 155 LBS / Team: Portland (WHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: March 22, 1995
Stats: 61 GP 14 G 21 A 35 PTS 22 PIM

Scouting Notes: A smaller player with a strong all-round game…skates well with some nice 
speed and overall quickness…plays a full 200-foot game…reads the play well…willing to 
take a hit to make a play…blocks shots and closes off lanes well…pays attention to details 
and executes no matter what the situation is…applies strong back pressure and has a quick 
stick for causing turnovers…has fantastic offensive sense…very creative offensively…despite 
being small he is strong on his skates…has some nice hand skills and the ability to carry the 
puck…has an aggressive nature and wants to be a difference maker…one of a few smaller 
skilled prospects that teams will need to make decisions on.

Alex Forsberg / Centre
HT: 5-9 WT: 170 LBS / Team: Prince George (WHL)
Shoots: Left / DOB: January 4, 1995
Stats: 51 GP 15 G 25 A 40 PTS 30 PIM

Scouting Notes: Small pesky offensive-minded forward…skates with a hunched-over style 
but generates good speed…agile and quick on his feet laterally…uses his edges very well…
has velvet hands that can undress a defender in a split second…offensively creative and has 
a good head on his shoulders…reads the play and makes quick decisions…has great vi-
sion and playmaking abilities but can force things at times…strong at the dot and knows his 
defensive assignment…size and strength are a concern…his willingness to go to the greasy 
areas is honourable, but he has had some injury issues that raise a bit of a concern as well.
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Rank / Pos. / Name / Team / League / Ht / Wt 

1). D Aaron Ekblad, Barrie, OHL, 6-3, 210 
2). C Sam Reinhart, Kootenay, WHL, 6-1, 175 
3). LW Nick Ritchie, Peterborough, OHL, 6-2, 210
4). C Ivan Barbashev, HC MVD, MHL, 5-10, 165
5). LW Blake Clarke, St. Louis Blues U18, Tier1, 6-1, 195 
6). D Roland McKeown, Toronto Marlboros, GTHL, 6-1, 185
7). LW Jake Virtanen, Calgary, WHL, 6-0, 175
8). RW Josh Ho-Sang, Toronto Marlboros, GTHL, 5-11, 160
9). D Anthony DeAngelo, Sarnia, OHL, 5-10, 165
10). C Keegan Iverson, Portland, WHL, 6-1, 210 

2014 DRAFT RANKINGS
By Dan Stewart

Aaron Ekblad / Defense
HT: 6-3 WT: 210 LBS / Team: Barrie Colts (OHL)

Notes: A big, strong, do-it-all type defenseman who was granted exceptional status to enter the OHL 
as a 15-year-old…possesses a smooth skating stride, outstanding agility and incredible dexterity for 
such a young defenseman of his size...has a naturally calm and poised nature to his game…handles 
the puck very well and makes consistently smart decisions and accurate breakout passes…will rush it 
up himself when given the time and space…has a very effective shot and strong vision…plays a strong 
positional game in his own zone and uses his size to dominate the boards physically…made an imme-
diate impact as a two-way threat with Barrie this season.

Sam Reinhart / Centre
HT: 6-1 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Kootenay Ice (WHL)

Notes: The third Reinhart son may very well be the most skilled…mature for his age—he is smart and 
understands the game…a natural playmaker with impressive vision and a nice touch with the puck…
has a good shot but it is his instinct to find the scoring position that makes him a dangerous finisher…
works hard and plays a responsible two-way game…lacks much of a physical game but does not shy 
away from danger zones…named to Canada’s U18 team this past April…already a point-per-game 
player this season with Kootenay.

Nick Ritchie / Left Wing
HT: 6-2 WT: 210 LBS / Team: Peterborough Petes (OHL)

Notes: Brother of Dallas Stars second rounder Brett Ritchie…skates well and is hard to stop because 
of his size and speed…can handle the puck with soft hands and play both passer and shooter roles 
equally well…he has a very good work ethic, toughness and desire to continually get better…with his 
good size he shows a consistent willingness to play physical, drive into the dirty areas and take the 
puck to the net, which speaks to his high pro-potential…had a productive OHL rookie season with a 
39-point campaign

Ivan Barbashev / Centre
HT: 5-10 WT: 165 LBS / Team: HC MVD (MHL)

Notes: Small but highly skilled Russian has many scouts excited as he is not all flash and dash and 
has a good head on his shoulders…thinks the game very well, making plays at the right time and 
displaying strong positioning in all three zones…skates well with quick feet and high-end accelera-
tion…has quick hands and a whole bag of tricks to retain puck possession or deke a goaltender…plays 
the game with intensity and intelligence…competes by engaging in most puck battles against larger 
opponents, despite his lack of size and strength…will likely be a hot commodity for the upcoming CHL 
Import draft.

Roland McKeown / Defense
HT: 6-1 WT: 185 LBS / Team: Toronto Marlboros (GTHL)

Notes: An intelligent two-way defenseman who will suit up for Kingston next season after a great 
OHL Cup performance…has a dynamic skating ability that allows him to skate the puck out of danger 
or rush it up ice…uses his size and aggressiveness to play a strong, physical game in his own zone…
battles hard along the wall and wins most of the puck battles he engages in…makes good defensive 
reads but can also be a real weapon offensively…makes strong, crisp outlet passes in a timely fashion 
and does not throw many grenades to his teammates…has some strong character to become a future 
on-ice leader.

Jake Virtanen / Left Wing
HT: 6-0 WT: 175 LBS / Team: Calgary Hitmen (WHL)

Notes: A goal scorer who drives to the net with abandon and has the hands to do some damage once 
there…willing to get his nose dirty, driving the puck to the net off the rush and utilizing a power game 
whenever able…possesses great speed, explosive acceleration and excellent overall mobility…has the 
hands to keep possession of the puck and make defenders look silly with skilled dangles at times…
has great balance and rolls off checks from larger opponents, maintaining possession of the puck…
played in over a dozen games with Calgary and looked highly impressive during those contests.

Josh Ho-Sang / Right Wing
HT: 5-11 WT: 160 LBS / Team: Toronto Marlboros (GTHL)

Notes: An absolute gem of a talent who skates well and has multiple gears of speed to work with…
this finisher handles the puck like a wizard and has a quick release that has fooled many goalkeep-
ers…controls the game when he has the puck on his stick, is elusive and creative…has a ferocious 
shot despite his petite size and lack of strength…protects the puck well despite his lack of size…likes 
to pick the puck up in the neutral zone, generate speed and skate past the opposition…has raised 
some concerns recently with his “I’ll do it myself” play, but that should be corrected under OHL 
coaching.

Anthony DeAngelo / Defense
HT: 5-10 WT: 165 LBS / Team: Sarnia Sting (OHL)

Notes: A defender with elite vision, puck skills and offensive creativity…has a high compete level 
despite his lack of size…possesses a quick stick and strong hockey sense, knowing when to move the 
puck and when to carry it himself…his poise and patience is unreal for his age…he is elusive and slip-
pery, able to be effective even when under a hard forecheck…the smooth, effortless skating two-way 
rearguard has really come a long way in his first OHL season…produced 23 points on the bottom pair-
ing for the Sarnia Sting during his rookie season.

Keegan Iverson / Centre
HT: 6-1 WT: 210 LBS / Team: Portland Winterhawks (WHL)

Notes: A big power winger who should really breakout next season in the Dub…moves really well for 
a player his size with the ability to chase down opponents on the back check…stride is a little awk-
ward looking but provides adequate speed and mobility…defensively he is strong with his smarts, 
drive and ability to close off passing lanes…uses his size, almost looking like he relishes the physical 
stuff, to post up in front of the opposition’s net and battle along the wall…has a good hard shot that 
jumps off his stick, but it can be wild…he only played a couple of games in Portland at the end of the 
year, but looked like he was a WHL regular in those games.

Blake Clarke / Left Wing
HT: 6-1 WT: 195 LBS / Team: St. Louis Blues U18 (Tier1)

Notes: Blake Clarke moved around this past season, from the Fargo Force of the USHL back to St. 
Louis Tier 1 Elite League…plays a strong, physical game, using his natural size to power his way 
into scoring areas or win puck battles…has a very impressive shot with a quick release, which fools 
goaltenders…his hands are silky smooth and he has some dangles in his bag of tricks…not a one-
trick pony as he is also able to set up his teammates with a soft pass because of his good vision…he is 
considered one of the top American players in his age group.Copyright © Nick Ritchie - CHL Images

Copyright © Aaron Ekblad - CHL Images

Copyright © Anthony DeAngelo - CHL Images
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